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The portable and complete meteorological data processing system
described herein provides user —ready hardcopy in the field, essentially
simultaneously at the time and place of the ascent of a conventional
radiosonde balloon. Its development has been an exciting application of
both the automatic_ meteorological data processing concepts generated
over the years at the University of Utah, 'and of the portable computing
I
power now available through recent microprocessor technology.
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H	
the hardware and made the software innovations necessary to adapt the
Ft	p available Motorola 6809 FORTRAN capability to this real —time applica-
tion. His simple masking technique for automatic synchronizing to the
6
f	 biphase serial input signal, his hardware approach to synchronizing to
G	
the 100—bit input record from the TRADAT receiver system in order toi
i
i	 conserve computing time, and his ROM board modification to provide an
Peconomical two—page memory map are among the measures taken to produce a
working system. A student associate, Bijan Yadegar, provided valuable
assistance, particularly in programming MONITOR, and in implementing the
ROM bank—switching modification. Tony Henderson designed the punched
paper tape reader interface as part of his senior thesis project. The
A
project team is grateful for the "extra mile" afforded by Clint Bauer of
Motorola Semiconductor Products at times of special need for equipment
and information. Finally, Chris L. Burks contributed considerable time
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and effort	 in documenting the project, 	 following the intensive anti	 bong
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UMET-1	 is	 a	 microprocessor-based 	 portable	 system	 for	 automatic
real-time	 processing	 of	 flight	 data	 transmitted	 from	 the	 standard
At RAWINSONDE	 upper	 atmosphere meteorological balloonsonde.	 This	 report
describes	 the	 first	 "target	 system," delivered	 for initial operational
use.	 This first system is designed to receive data from a mobile track-
ing and telemetry receiving system (TRADAT), as the balloonsonde ascends
to apogee.	 U4ET-1
	
automatically processes	 the data in real-time,	 and
produces,	 after	 balloon-burst,	 user-ready	 hardcopy.	 The	 listing
includes, at one-minute intervals of the ascent and at selected pressure
levels, the following measured and derived meteorological quantities:
altitude (geopotential meters)
pressure (mb)













wind, easterly (m/sec) I
UMET-1	 is	 unique	 among	 automatic	 meteorological	 data processing i
systems,	 in that





decommutation	 of	 the	 standard	 sonde
	 signal	 into




The system is composed of the three portable units shown in Figure
1.0-1: the central unit (card cage containing five printed circuit
boards, and with a punched paper tape reader head mounted on its front
panel), a keyboard-video terminal, and a printer. Upon setting up the
three units with two interconnecting cables (Cl, C2), and connecting to
the input data source and to a standard 120 VAC power source, the system
is ready for operation.
The operator simply turns on the system, and enters keyboard inputs
as requested on the video screen. A "pull-through" punched paper tape
reader accepts the pressure calibration data routinely supplied by the
sonde manufacturer. The system automatically commences processing when




keyboard. Provision is included for correction of keyboard errors, and
for changing the entered launched time, in case of delays in balloon
release. Certain computed quantities are displayed during balloon
ascent to confirm normal operation of real-time processing. Upon com-
pletion of printing the output, the system automatically "idles" (enters
an infinite loop) and waits to be turned off or reinitialized for inputs
for the next balloon launch.
The computed output is that of the NASA Wallops Computer Program
No. 3.0.0700 ECC-PRD [1], exclur.ing the ozone portions. The data-edit-
ing, -condensing, -decommutating, and -interpolating functions, as well
as the baroswitch tracking function, are those of the University of Utah
program RAWINPROC [2]. Appendix A is a complete listing of the system
software, including the modified versions of the above FORTRAN programs




Fig. 1.0-1. 1J*4ET consists of the three portable units: the central
unit (containing the printed-circuit boards, a pa per tape
reader, and power supply), a keyboard-video terminal, and a
printer.	 ?teal-time data are received from the T.RADAT
system at the "DATA-IV" jack on the front panel. 3aro-
switch calibration data are read b y the punched paper tape
reader head. Flat cables Cl and C2 (not shown) connect the
ke yboard-video terminal and printer, respectively, to the




The remainder of this introductory chapter will identify the com-
mercially available input and output units (printer and keyboard termi-
nal), and will give the memory map of the processor, as an aid to read-
ing the next two chapters. Chapter 2.0 will describe the hardware of
the processor and Chapter 3.0 the software. Chapter 4.0 presents a
step-by-step procedure for setting up and operating UMET-1 and describes
the auxiliary quantities displayed on the video terminal during and
after real-time processing. Finally, Chapter 5.0 suggests improvements
and further applications.
Appendix A, the UMET-1 computer routines, is followed by Appendix
B, a sample output listing. Appendix C contains diagrams and drawings
of the hardware system.
The software for a future application of the UMET concept, that of
meteorological rocket (DATASONDE) flight data, is listed in Appendix
D. Though this program requires slant range data, which, in turn,
require a transponder in the parachutesonde (unavailable at present),
the UMET concept accommodates this application. Further work is
required to complete the incorporation and demonstration of a real-time
version of the METROC data reduction routine.
1.1 Printer
The principal output unit of UMET-1 is a standard 100 character per
second dot-matrix printer (CENTRONICS Model 739-1) [3]. Its Pin-
addressable graphics capability, through host computer control, accommo-
dates the recommended addition to the system of a plotter routine, which









AN/TMQ-5 meteorological recorder. This pen trace would serve not only
as a familiar real-time monitoring feature, but would serve as a backup
under unusual conditions. The printer provides a permanent record of
each run including inputs enter@,! manually (by keyboard) or by the
punched paper tape reader, and optional diagnostic quantities during the
processing, as well as the ultimate output, the printed results of the
sounding.
The 40-pin printed circuit edge card connector on the left rear of
the printer, connects a 36-wire flat cable C2 through a special adapter
(Motorola printer cable board) to the UMET-1 central unit. The adapter
receives the printer cable in a 36-pin D connector (Amphenol 57-10360-
13).	 From a 3M No. 3426 connector, a 50-wire flat cable then leads
inside the central unit to edge connector P4 on the CPU Board.
1.2 Keyboard-Video Terminal
The keyboard terminal is a Televideo Model 910 [4]. The keyboard
is selectric style and includes a ten-key pad for easy entry of num-
bers. The CRT display screen is used to request successive input values
and decisions from the operator, and to display incidental diagnostic
and status information during processing.	 The original UMET design
excluded the CRT display for economy and ruggedness, and used only the
keyboard and printer for in put and output. However, the computer termi-
nal chosen was sufficiently inexpensive and rugged, and at the same time
offered added convenience, for the prototype system. Subsequent models
for field use may well exclude the video screen. The terminal is used
in the system without modification and is therefore interchangeable.
- 5 -
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Switch settings on the terminal, for use in UMET -1
 Pre listed in Table
1.2-1. A 25-wire flat cable Cl from connector P3 (R"a-232) on the fermi-
;	 nal, leads to edge connector P2 on the CPU Board.
1.3 Memory Map
The remaining one of the three units mentioned above comprising
UMET-1, the central unit, is described in the following two chavters, in
terms of hardware and software. The system hardware is configured so
that the software sees the system as shown in Figure 1.3-1. Throughout
this report the prefix $ is used to denote hexadecimal, i.e. base 16,
numbers.
The ROM banks are software selectable so that bank A is used during
h
real-time processing and bank b is used to complete the meteorological
lcomputations and to list output immediately following the termination of
the processing of flight input data. Of the 64K ($FFFF, or 65,536
addresses) available memory space, one-half or 32K ($8000 or 32,768
l
addresses) is reserved for ROM, 24K ($6000, or 24,576 addresses) for
RAM, and the remaining one-eighth or 8K ($2000, or 8,192 addresses) is
1	 designated for input-output interfaces and the program monitor. The
1	 largest part, that for ROM, holds either of two programs "AMET" or
1
"BMET", depending on which bank is switched in by the monitor. It is




TABLE 1.2-1. TERMINAL SWITCH SETTINGS FOR UMET-1
Switch S1 Switch S2
	 1
1 D 1 D
2 D 2 D
3 D 3 U
4 D 4 D
5 D 5 D
6 D 6 U
7 D 7 U
8 D 8 D
9 U 9 U
10 D 10 D
















Paper Tape Reader PIA $EO17
$EO14




ROM bank A ROM bank B $7FFF
(AMET) (BMET) $0000
Fig. 1.3-1. Memory Map of UMET-1. At balloon apogee the ROM is switch-
ed from bank A to bank B. Memory addresses are in hexadec-
imal notation.(ACIA: Asynchronous Communication Interface
Adapter; PIA: Parallel Interface Adapter; RAM: Random
Access Memory; ROM: Read-Only Memory).
- 8 -
2.0 PROCESSOR HARDWARE
The central unit of the three -piece UMET-1 system is a chassis with
five circuit boards, and with a punched paper tape reader. The chassis
is a Motorola M68MMLCl Micromodule Long Chassis, containing a power
supply, a ten-card rack, and motherboard [5]. The custom features of
the motherboard and the added features on the front panel including the
punched paper tape reader head, are described below, along with descrip-
tions of the five circuit boards in the card cage.
The overall hardware configuration of the five boards and mother-
board is shown in Figure 2.0 -1. Note that two clock lines from the bi-
phase-to-level converter (RT CLOCK) are used to drive the thirteen
shift -registers since TTL fan-out is about ten. Two additional lines
(BIT6, TINT) utilize an available inverter on the INPUT board to obtain
the inverse of bit 6 in the real-time data word. This is used in the
interrupt decoder to synchronize on the input data word. These,
together with the data line for the real-time input (RT DATA), the data
clock, and interrupt lines for the paper tape input (PT DATA, PT CLOCK,
PT INTREQ), and the ROM bank control line (BMET), constitute the nine
custom conne.ti.ons for UMET-1 on the card-cage motherboard.
2.1 Motherboard
The card-cage is shown in Figure 2.1-1. The five printed-circuit
boards must be p p ace,4
 in the cage in the order given in Table 2.1-1,
beginning with position "1" nearest the front panel.	 Position 9 is
unavailable because the wire-wrap pins of the INPUT Board extend into
the space of position 9. Thus the ROM, INPUT, and INTERFACE boards,
- 9 -
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'	 Fig. 2.1-1. The card-cage and motherboard. 	 Position "1" of the card-
cage is nearest the chassis front panel (right).
	 Not ic,
the custom connections hardwired on the motherboard between
the headers at positions 7, 8, and 10.
	 Cable C3, which
connects the front panel to the Input Board (at edge con-
nector P2), is shc,wn l y ing behind the front panel. The
prwer supply is beside the card-cage, and the cooling fan
is seen on the rear panel (left).
TABLE 2.1-1. CIRCUIT BOARD POSITIONS
Position Printed Circuit	 Card or Board
1
	 1-6 CPU,	 RA.M BOARDS
7 ROM BOARD








those having the custom data lines mentioned above, must occupy, as
indicated, position 7-10. The CPU and RAM boards may be placed in any
'	 of the other positions.
The card cage motherboa-d provides the address, data, and control
bus interconnections between the circuit boards, as well as the do
' voltages from the chassis power supply. The motherboard has for custom
use a 16-pin header for each card slot, connected to unused pins C, D,
E, F, 25, 26, 27, and 28 on each 86-pin card slot connector (the other
row of eight pins in each header is grounded).
Since nine data lines are needed to the interface board (eight are
accommodated by the wire-wrap header), an unused ground line (pin B) was
i, utilized between the interface and input boards. The ground line was
cut to isolate it from its remote connections. The nine interboard
connections are listed in Table 2.1-2.
n 	 2.2 Punched Paper Tape Reader Head
The punched paper tape reader head used on UMET-1 was adapted from
an RP-9362 Tape Re ter/Punch system manufactured by EECO, Electronics
Engineering Company of California [6). The electric motor drive was
removed to make a "pull-through" reader mounted on the front panel of
' the UMET-1 central unit. The resulting fixture conveniently and relia-
bly reads the one-inch wide eight-level tape [7], containing the baro-
switch pressure calibration data, accompanying each RAWINSONDE. Figure
C-1 in Appendix C shows the circuit diagram.
The reader head is photoelectric, employing nine light-emitting




















25 25 RT DATA Real-time data
26 26 RT CLOCK Real-time clock
27 27 RT CLOCK Real-time clock
D D BITE Real-time bit 6
C C BITE Real-time bit 6, 	 inverted
28 28 PT DATA Paper tape data
F F PT CLOCK Paper tape clock
B B PT INTREQ Paper tape interrupt request






tape. and nine phototransistors to sense the light. The current through
the LED array is adjusted to bias the phototransistors into full conduc-
tion for holes in the tape, and into cutoff for no holes. The outputs
of the phototransistors, eight parallel data signals, and one sprocket
hole signal, are brought to the Input Board through cable C3.
Although the reader head has a tape guide adjustment for different
tape si::es, the circuitry of the Input Board is designed only for the
standard eight-bit tape. The tape can be pulled through the reader head
virtually at any speed but, of course, without backing up. Procedure
for operatilg the punched tape reader head is included in section 4.1.
2.3 Input Board
The Input Board is constructed on a Motorola MEX68WW Wire Wrap
Module, and contains custom-built circuitry to interface the real-time
data source and the paper tape reader to the microprocessor PIAs. .It
consists of two separate and independent circuits; the biphase-to-level
converter and the paper tape interface. Figure C-4 in Appendix C shows
the component layout.	 The two circuits on the board are described
separately below.
2.3.1 Biphase-to-level Converter
Figure C-2 in Appendix C shows the circuit of the biphase-to-level
converter. The purpose of this circuit is to take the real-time data
signal from the front panel DATA-IN jack, convert it from it's biphase
format to an ordinary serial bit stream (with "high" and "low" levels
being "1" and "0" respectively), and to feed it through the bus to the
shift register on the Interface Board. In addition, this circuit gener-
ates the clock for the shift register.
I - 14 -
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I
The real-time input signal from the TRADP_T system is a 1000 bit per
second biphase PCy serial stream. Binary 'ones" and "zeroes" are there-
fore represented respectively by transitions high-to-low and low-to-
high, clocked at one millisecond intervals. Note that infinite sequen-
I'l l,
	 uln	 loll	 loll
ces of 'ones" or of "zeroes" are indistinguishable unless the receiver
is synchronized with the sender. Note also, however, that at any change




missing transition is used for synchronizing the biphase-to-level con-
verter. Whenever an expected transition does not occur, the circuit
automatically "moves up" a half-cycle, thus locking on to a proper
transition.
The circuit accomplishes this automatic synchronization simply by
masking any transition occurring within about 0.8 millisecond after the
preceding transition. The next transitions the circuit sees after a
missing transition, then, are always proper transitions.
The biphase input from the DATA-IN jack on the front panel through
cable C3 is fed to a comparator U1, whose threshhold is adjustable by









from analog tape players. The comparator output is fed through a pair
of inverters on U10, to an edge detector using U5 and an OR gate, U7-
1. Thus when a transition, high-to-low or low-to-high, occurs in the
input signal, a pulse occurs at pin 3 of the following AND gate, U8-2..
Potentiometer R3 is used in the external timing control circuit of the
74LS12? one-shot U2-2 so that its output pulse remains high for a nomi-
nal 0.8 milliseconds. This output fed back through an inverter U10-3
prevents recognition of a transition for 0.8 milliseconds. Recognized
transitions, however, each cause a clock pulse from U3-2 to gate the
input signal level through U6-1. Since the U2-2 output is connected to
the inverting input, pin 9, of U3-2, the resulting clock pulse from U3-2
occurs at the end of the 0.8 millisecond period, causing the signal
gated through U6-1 to be the starting voltage level of the succeeding
bit transition. A "fine" adjustment of R3, then, permits "tuning", i.e.
the selection of the best point between transitions to gate the signal.
The clock pulse from U3-2, in addition to clocking the gate U6-1,
also clocks the shift registers receiving the gated signal. The shift
register clock pulse is delayed 0.05 milliseconds behind the gate clock
by triggering at U3-1 on the pulse trailing edge (connecting to the
inverting input, pin 1, of U3-1). This allows settling of the input
before it is clocked into the shift register. Inverters U9 provide two
clock lines to the shift registers for sufficient fanout.
2.3.2 Paper Tape Interface
Figure C-3 in Appendix C shows the circuit of the paper tape inter-
face. The purpose of this circuit is to interface the paper tape reader
- 16 -




Ihead to the microprocessor PlAs. The outputs of the phototransistors in
the tape reader head (Section 2.2), eight parallel data signals
(Mr - MM) and one sprocket hole signal MPTOMM , are brought to
the Input Board through cable C3. The paper tape. interface senses from
the sprocket hole signal when new data are available from the tape
head. The data are then latched into a shift register and sent serially
through a bus line to the PIA on the Interface Board. After transmis-
sion, an interrupt is sent to the microprocessor via the PIA, and the
circuit is ready to accept more data.
All nine input lines from the paper tape head are first buffered
through L4339 comparators, which have a reference voltage of about 1.5
volts. The reference voltage is adjustable through the bias potentio-
meters on the comparators' noninverting inputs. The outputs of the
comparators are inverted, i.e. an output is a logic "zero" for a hole in
the tape and logic "one" for no hole.
After the comparator, the sprocket signal is delayed 1 to 2 milli-
seconds by a resistor, capacitor, and diode network (R63, C20, D2), to
insure that the data holes are centered over the phototransistors and
the comparators have settled. The signal is then differentiated (R61,
R62, C15, DO and applied to a Schmitt trigger W17). Note that diode
DI is in the differentiator to prevent the Schmitt trigger input pulse
from falling below ground, which can cause spurious switching. The
result is a signal called LATCH (Figure C-3), which goes high when the
data are ready at the comparators and stays high fo:., about a millisec-
ond. On the rising edge of LATCH the data from the comparators are
latched into the latches (U6). and on the falling edge they are trans-
ferred to the shift register.
— 17 —
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At	 this	 point	 the	 circuit	 begins	 transmitting	 the	 data	 to	 theF
PIAs.
	
The circuit includes a clock (U15) which runs at approximately 16
KHz and is used for shifting the data out of the shift register and into
another shift register on the Interface Board. 	 After the LATCH signal
falls,	 a counter	 (U19)	 allows exactly eight	 clock pulses to reach the
local shift register.	 The serial data signal,	 labelled PT DATA (Figure
C-3),
	
is	 sent through custom bus 	 line 28.	 At	 the same time the clock
signal	 is	 sent	 to the other	 shift register through custom bus line F,
labelled PT CLOCK.	 At the conclusion of the eight pulses an interrupt
s` is sent to the PIA through custom bus line B,
	
labelled PT INTREQ.	 This
interrupt tells the microprocessor that there are paper tape data to be
in from	 PIA,	 is	 theread	 the	 which	 connected to	 other shift register.
The current byte must be read from the PIA before the next byte arrives,
E or it is lost.
l2.4 Interface Board
The Interface Board is built on a Motorola ME768USM Universal
Support Module [8]. This module has a wire-wrap socket area, address
and control bus buffers, and switch selectable address capability, to
accommodate custom circuitry. It is used in UMET-1 to interface input/
output with the microprocessor.	 The following first describes the
microprocessor side of the interface, then the real-time data and
punched paper tape side of the interface.
2.4.1 The Microprocessor Side of the Interface
The Interface Board includes a switch selectable address decode
which is sent to the wire-wrap counter header K1 as CS. CS is also on
the header along with AO-A15 and A- AUT
18
IThe address switches are set so that the base address of the board
is	 $5000.	 Address	 lines	 0	 through 4	 are	 cut	 so	 that	 the chip select
^^
(CS)	 pin on the board at wire—wrap header K1 pin 7, 	 CS is at K1 pin 8)
is decoded on binary 1110 0000 OOOX XXXX. 	 Using this signal and decod-
ing
	 uniquely	 address	 lines	 0-4,	 each	 of	 the	 PIA	 registers	 can	 be




	 $E000	 to $EO03,	 and	 those of PIA #6	 are at $EO14 to
E
$E017, with	 the other PIAs	 in order between.	 Four 7408 AND gates are
used to decode A2 and A3 as shown in the table.
Each
	
PIA has	 three	 chip	 select	 inputs;	 two	 active—high,	 CSO	 and
CSi,	 and	 one	 active—low,	 CS	 .	 To	 select	 the	 PIAs	 at	 the	 above
addresses,	 the selects on each PIA are wired according to Table 2.4.1-2.









RS1.	 All PIA's are wired	 so AO goes	 to RS1	 and Al	 goes to RSO.	 This
appears inverted but it decreases data acquisition time by using the 16—
bit
	 data	 register	 of	 the	 6809	 to	 read	 the FIA's	 data	 port	 during an
interrupt.	 The registers selected are shown in Table 2.4.1-3.
A memory map showing the addresses of all PIA registers with the
format of the incoming data is shown in Figure 2.4.1-1.
2.4.2 The Real-Time Side of the Interface
The real—time input data from the TRADAT system [9)	 are a 100—bit
serial word,	 transmitted at	 10	 words	 per	 second. The	 100-bit	 word




followed by status indica-
tors, spare bits, and BCD words listed in Table 2.4.2-1.
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TABLE 2.4.1-1. PIA ADDRESS LINES
A15 - A5 A4 A3 A2 Al	 AO
PIA #1	 Decoded by 0 0 0
PIA #2	 switch as 0 0 1
PIA #3	 CS ($E000) 0 1 0 register
PIA #4	 on the wire 0 1 1 selects
PIA #5	 wrap header, 1 0	 • 0
PIA #6	 Kl 1 0 1
TABLE 2.4.1-2. PIA CHIP SELECT INPUTS
PIA # CSO CSI
1 AT A'fA3 Z'^
2 AT A2A-'f. Z'^
3 AA2
-A7A3 CS
4 ATi A2A3 LT
5 A4 A 2A^ ZS
6 A4 A2—AT CT
TABLE 2.4.1-3. PIA REGISTER SELECTION
Al AO Register Selected
0 0 PA (Peripheral Register A)
0 1 PB (Peripheral Register B)
1 0 CRA (Control Register A)
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Fig. 2.4.1-1. PIA memory map. The eight-bit word in address E000
contains the two most significant decimal digits (thou-
sands d4 and hundreds d3) of the "met" datum. E001 con-
twins the two least significant digits ( tens d2 and units
dl). Notice that the most significant decimal digit of
azimuth (d5) requires only two bits, that of seconds
(d3), being five or less, requires only three bits. The
bits representing the tens of minutes requires only three
bits, one bit of which is bit 8 in the PB register of PIA
5. Addresses E016 and E007 are used for input Interrupt
control ( see Sections 3.3.6 and 3.3.7).
I
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word length bit number
Frame sync 8 1- 8
Spare 1 9
Met flag 1 10
Spare 1 11
Tracker mode 1+1+1+3+3 12- 20
Time of day (hr,	 2 digit BCD) 2+4 21- 26
(min,	 2 digit BCD) 3+4 27- 33
(sec,	 2 digit BCD) 3+4 34- 40
(tenth sec, BCD) 4 41- 44
Elevation (deg, 4 digit BCD) 4+4+4+4 45- 60
Spare 1+1 61- 62
Azimuth (deg,	 5 digit BCD) 2+4+4+4+4 63- 80





I The last BCD word is slant range or "met frequency" (more pre-
cisely, the period in microseconds of the audio tone transmitted from
the meteorological sonde), depending on a switch set by the TRADAT
operator. The switch allows the operator to choose only slant range
(for non-meteorological applications of TRADAT), only met frequency; or
yp	 alternating range and met data (when both are needed as in DATASONDE
inB rocket meteorological soundings). Slant range is not provided in
RAWINSONDE soundings, and five per second data rate is adequate, so it
is expected that the alternating mode will be chosen universally for
met_orological applications of TRADAT. In any case, the met flag (bic
10) is "1" when the 100-bit word contains met frequency, and "0" when it
contains slant range. UMET-1 synchronizes on the first six bits of the
synch word (111110), but also requires bit 10 to be "l". Note also that
though the five "ones" in the synch word indicate "near synch" (i.e., no
contiguous BCD string produces five "ones"), 	 the added "0" is needed to
assure proper synch when the (preceding)
	
least	 significant bits of the
last	 100-bit	 "ones".word of the	 string are
The	 real-time
	 serial	 signal	 enters	 the	 Interface
	 Board	 from the
motherboard	 through	 edge	 connector pin
	 25	 and	 is	 fed	 to	 a	 string of
thirteen shift registers as shown in Figure 2.4.2-1. 	 Shift register #1
and #2,
	 containing the leading bits of the 100-bit stream, 	 is connected
to the	 interrupt	 decoder.	 When the synch word	 and the "met"	 flag are
detected,	 the IRQ interrupt is initiated through CA1 of PIA #1, and the
content of the shift register, hardwired to the PIA's, is read into the
processor.	 Eighty of	 the	 100 bits are available 	 for the processor at





data stream held by the thirteen shift registers, only the 80 (bits 21
to 100) are "ported."
	
I	 2.4.3 Punched Paper Tape Side of the Interface
	
1	 Serial data from the punched paper tape circuit on the Input Board,
together with the associated clock and interrupt signals, are fed
	
.1	 through the bus to the Interface Board. The data are clocked into the
paper tape shift register. When the register is filled, the interrupt
	
1	 line goes active at CAI of PIA #6. Port B of PIA #6, hardwired to the
	
1	 paper tape shift register, contains then the data to be read by theprocessor.
	
1	 2.5 Read Only Memory (ROM) Board
The ROM Board is a Motorola M68MM04A ROM/EPROM Module Micromodule
4A [101. In order to provide two banks of program memory at the same
address (SOOOO to $IFFF), the board was modified as shown in Figure 2.5-
1. Address line A15 has been cut and rerouted to the board select logic
as follows. Address line A15 is first inverted using an unused gate in
chip U40 [Reference 10, Figure 4-21, then is routed to the chip select
decoder through AND gate U15, pin 10. (The input to pin 10, not shown
in Figure 4.2 of Reference 10, was disconnected from +5V, and recon-
nected to the Ar5 output of U40). The ROM board is therefore enabled
only when A15 is low. The control line from PIA #1, output port CB2,
(through INTERFACE board pin #19) is connected directly to the bank
select logic, at bus contact 33, the point from which A15 was cut.
The board is configured according to procedures described in Refer-










Fig. 2.5-1. ROM Board modification for switching banks.
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lower (would be) at address $8000 to $FFFF.	 The upper memory is selec-
ted when the PIA $1,	 port CB2,	 is low,	 and the Lower when Sigh. Due to
the way A15 is	 used	 on	 the	 board	 select	 logic,	 the	 board	 is never
enabled	 at addresses	 $8000	 and	 above.	 To	 the	 processor,	 the lower
memory sockets, when used, also appear at $0000 to $7FFF. 	 The PIA input
is controlled by software so that only bank A (upper sockets, the "AMET"
j program)	 is read	 during	 real-time	 processing,	 and	 only bank B (lower
t sockets,	 the "BMET" program) is read during the post-apogee computations
of UMET-1.
j	 2.6 Random Access Memory (RAM) Board
E
The RAM board is a Motorola 32R Dynamic RAM Module MEK 6832-22,
[11 ] . The board is configured to be a 24K RAM at addresses $8000 to
$DFFF, by wiring the address select wire-wrap header as shown in Figure
2.6-1. Row A is selected by decoding addresses A15 and =A . Row B is
selected using A15 by way of board select, A14, and =A
2.7 Central Processor Unit (CPU) Board
The CPU Board is a Motorola M68MM19A Monoboard Microcomputer Micro-
module 19A [12], with an industry standard 2716 2k x 8 EPROM in socket
U28 [Reference 12, pp. 2.2, 2.3, compare Figure 1.3-1, above]. A jumper
E
is added between U28 pin 12 (ground) and header R9 pin 6. This grounds
the 2716 chip enable(pin 18), which is an active low input. Maintaining
this input active significantly decreases the data access cycle time,
1 allowing the 2716 to operate at 2 MHz. (The long jumper between U20 pin
27 and U27 pin 21 is vestigial -- the fast chip for which it was
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The overall sequence of the U14ET-1 program is shown in Figure 3.0-
1. Recalling the general memory map (Figure 1.3-1), turning "on" the
front panel switch automatically sends control to the beginning of the
MONITOR program (address $F800). The UMET-1 MONITOR program, contained
in the CPU EPROM, first initializes the system then sends control to
address $0050 of AMET which, in turn, is contained in bank A of the ROM
Board.
AMET is a set of routines which requests and receives keyboard and
punched paper tape inputs before launch, and, after launch, processes
radiosonde flight data in real-time. After the radiosonde reaches
apogee, or when the operator stops real-time processing (by pressing the
"S" key), AMET interpolates the accumulated flight data uniformly at
regular intervals for final processing by BMET, and returns control to
the MONITOR at address $F831.
The MONITOR then masks the real-time interrupt, clears RAM memory
except COMMON, switches ROM banks, and sends control to BMET (address
$150). BMET, contained in Bank B of the ROM Board, processes the inter-
polated data from AMET (in COMMON), and prints the final meteorological
results of the radiosonde sounding. The system "idles" in an infinite
loon, displaying "NORMAL PROGRAM TERKINATION," at the end of BMET until
UMET-1 is turned 'off."
The following first describes the interrupt system of UMET-•1 (Sec-
tion 3.1), MONITOR (Section 3.2), then discusses, in turn, the software
routines comprising AMET (Section 3.3), and those comprising BMET (Sec-










(initializes system and 1
selects ROM Bank A)
AMET (0050)
Processes keyboard and paper tape inputs,
processes flight data in real —time, and
stores BMET input (in RAM)
MONITOR (F830)
Switches to ROM Bank B,















UMET-1 is designed to process data in real —time, i.e., a real—time
portion (AMET) is programmed in such a way as to allow computation
within standard FORTRAN routines to be interrupted in order to read data
arriving at regular intervals through PIA's. 	 The real-time data are
I
interpreted and stored in a queue (first —in—first —out, FIFO, file) to
await processing according to the subsequent availability of the proces -
sor. The queue can hold up to one hundred fifty 0.2 second points, or
thirty seconds of real—time data. Experience during development of the
target system has seldom seen the queue backed up more than forty
points, and then only momentarily when considerable real —time printing
was required. Normally, the queue remains essentially empty.
The normal maskable interrupt (IRQ) of the 6809 processor is used,
which causes the entire machine state to be stacked. Extensive use of
!	
the processor is therefore available for servicing the interrupt, with-
!	 out damaging the subsequently resumed computations. Except for RESET,
UMET-1 uses none of the other available interrupts (NMI, FIRQ, SWI,
i	
SW12, SWI3). If any of these unused interrupts occur, MONITOR simply
issues a warning message to the terminal display "WARNING SYSTEM INTER-
RUPT HAS OCCURRED," and returns to the program. 	 This warning, the
Interrupt Error Message, is used throughout UMET-1 to signify any spuri-
ous interrupts.
fff	
The two interrupts used in UMET-1, RESET and IRQ are vectored as
shown in Table 3.1-1. Thus UMET-1 software has four interrupt service
routines: REAL, TAPE1, the MONITOR itself for RESET, and the Interrupt




















$F900 Interrupt Error Message






Upon the occurrence of a RESET or an IRQ interrupt in a 6809 micro-
processor, control goes to the top of memory to read the location of the
next instruction. In UMET-1, $FFFE (RESET) contains address $F800,
$FFFB (IRQ) contains $DFFD, and the rest contain $F900. Thus when power
is switched "on" (or the reset button on the CPU Board-is depressed),
control always goes to the beginning point of MONITOR, i.e., RESET
always restarts the entire UMET-1 program.
When an IRQ interrupt occurs, control finds in $DFFD a jump
instruction with address A, where A is determined by software as
described in the next two paragraphs. Incidentally, MONITOR always
masks the IRQ interrupt line (by setting the condition code register bit
I - 1), so an IRQ interrupt is ignored while control is in the MONITOR.
Initially, of course, $DFFD, and its address bytes $DFFE and $DFFF,
contain zeros, as does the rest of RAM. Early in the MONITOR, $DFFD is
loaded with the jump instruction. Just preceding the input of punched
paper tape input (the pressure calibration table of the sonde baro-
switch) in AMET, M!`,IN calls subroutine SETUP which in turn sets A =
$5878, the beginning address of TAPE1.
Interrupt service routine TAPE1 will service punched pa per tape
input. Later, after the completion of all paper tape in put and just
preceding the reading of real-time data, MAIN calls subroutine INTERR
which, in turn, sets A - $5620, the beginning address of interrupt
service routine REAL. REAL will service real-time data input. Finally,
at the completion of AMET, MONITOR sets A = $F900, which is the error
message address in MONITOR, mentioned above. 	 The remaining UMET-1











3.1.1 The Queue, Real-Time Buffer
Occasionally real-time data appear at the PIA's before the proces-
sor has completed the preceding work. A queue is used to hold up to 150
real-time points, so that each point can be read in as it occurs at the
PIA's, and can be read out as rapidly as the processor can "get to"
them. The processing time required between points varies, depending
primarily on the amount of printout required.
Each 80-bit real-time point read from the PIA ' s is interpreted by
the interrupt service routine REAL and stored as ten words in the queue
(the IDATA array).
	 The ten words include the time-of-day, tracking
angles ( azimuth and elevation), sonde frequency, etc.
	 Pointers are
defined in such a way as to create, in effect, a 1500-word loop into
which data are stored ten words at a time, in sequence, and are read ten
words at a time in the same sequence ( first-in-first-out). If the
capacity of the queue is exceeded, the oldest points are lost, but
processing can continue as if the lost points were "drop outs" in the
real-time data. The queue is considerably larger than necessary for
normal operation, however, in fact, Large enough to allow anticipated
future additional printer functions.
3.1.2 Interrupts While Advancing the Queue
Subroutine ADVANC manipulates the pointers of the queue each time
it accepts (the oldest point of) real
-time data for processing. On the
other hand, as each new real -time point arrives at the PIA ' s, the inter-
rupt service routine REAL manipulates the pointers to add the point to
the queue. If ADVANC is in the process of "moving" pointers in the
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queue when a real-time interrupt occurs (INTMSK - 1) UMET-1 allows REAL
to read and temporarily store the new real-time point, but prohibits
n 	 REAL from entering the point into the queue. If thus prohibited, REAL
f	 sets INTMSK - 2 and returns to ADVANC, ADVANC then completes its work
with the queue, but seeing INTMSK = 2, then calls subroutine GETBCK to
complete the work undone by REAL. In this manner, manipulation of the
queue in ADVANC is always completed without interference with queue
manipulation in REAL. The 0.1 second period of the real-time interrupts
is sufficiently large that the next interrupt never occurs before com-
pletion of queue manipulation in REAL and GETBCK.
3.1.3 Manual Stop, STOPER
Provision is made to manually effect "apogee," the end of flight
data, by depressing "S" on the keyboard. AMET, in subroutine ADVANC,
calls subroutine STOPER whenever the qu. .e is empty (IFLAG - 0). If the
"S" character is detected, AMET ceases to accept real-time data (ADVANC
sets MASK - 4), completes its preparation of the accumulated flight data
for final. processing by BMET, and returns to the MONITOR for switching
to BMET.
Subroutine STOPER is also used to permit the operator to abort the
reading of the punched paper tape, in favor of keyboard entry of the
pressure calibration table or of re-reading the tape.
3.2 MONITOR
MONITOR is the control program for UMET-1; it begins running auto-
matically when the power is turned on and starts the other programs in
1t	 proper segi_ence. MONITOR is located, with the Interrupt Error Message
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troutine,	 in a separate EPROM memory on the CPU board.	 All	 the other
programs are grouped	 in Bank A (AMET)
	
and Bank B (BMET),
	
the two soft-
ware-switchable banks of EPROM memory on the ROM board.
As discussed in section 3.0, the AMET and BMET programs are consec-
into	 First	 handlesutively switched	 the memory map and executed.	 AXL
the real-time data phase,	 then BMET produces	 the meteorological print-
outs.	 MONITOR's main tasks are 	 (1)	 initialize memory and input-output
devices	 for AMET	 and	 BMET,	 including	 setting up the	 "pseudo-interrupt
vector"	 to direct	 interrupts to the proper service routine, 	 (2) do the
memory bank switching,
	
and (3) start the execution of AMET and BMET. 	 A
more detailed description of what MONITOR does follows.
1
MONITOR is started by a RESET interrupt initiated either by turning
the power switch on, 	 or by pressing the reset switch on the CPU board.
This	 interrupt	 causes	 the microprocessor to get	 the MONITOR's starting
address ($F800) from the interrupt vector location $FFFE and jump to it.
First MONITOR masks the IRQ interrupt, so spurious interrupts will
be ignored until the AMET program is ready to read the paper tape. 	 Next
the ACIA is configured to communicate with the terminal. 	 Then all RAM
memory	 is	 cleared	 to	 zero.	 Next	 Bank A of EPROM memory	 (AMET)	 is
f
switched into the memory map.	 This is done by writing $30 into location	 j
i
SE003, which is register CRB of PIA #1.
Next the "pseudo-interrupt vector" is set up. 	 The microprocessor's
permanent interrupt vectors are located in the MONITOR EPROM and cannot
be changed.	 However,	 the IRQ interrupt is used by both the paper tape
reader and the real-time data shift registers at different times to ask




tape. reader service routine, during paper tape read-in, but also cause a
jump to REAL, the real- ime data service routine, later during the sonde
flight. This problem _s resolved by creating a "pseudo-interrupt vec-
tor"; a jump instruction in RAM memory whose destination address can be
changed during execution. An interrupt causes the processor to jump to
this instruction, which in turn jumps to the proper service routine. So
MONITCR stores the instruction "jump" ($7E) in location $DFFD. Before
the interrupt is used, subroutines in AMET will load different destina-
tion addresses into location $DFFE, setting up the jump to direct execu-
tion to the proper service routine, TAPE1 or REAL.
_	 The system is designed, of course, to start with the AMET pro-
gram. MONITOR starts AMET by jumping to the starting address ($0050) of
MAIN, the main program of AMET. AMET normally terminates by returning
to the next location in the MONITOR.
When AMET finishes and returns, the MONITOR switches to Bank B
(BMET) by writing $38 into location $EO03. Next it clears all RAM from
$A000 to $DFFF. The uncleared RA.M contains COMMON memory holding the
input for BMET. Next, since the system will need no more input inter-
rupts, MONITOR in effect disables subsequent IRQ interrupts. This is
done by storing the starting address of the Interrupt Error Message
routine ($F900) into the "pseudo-interrupt vector" location ($DFFE).
MONITOR starts BMET by jumping to $0150, the starting address of
PRDMAIN, the main program in BMET. BMET does not return to MONITOR




3.2.1	 Interrupt Error Message
The	 Interrupt	 Error	 Message	 is	 an	 assembly	 language	 interrupt
service	 routine	 that	 is	 located	 in	 thc,	MONITOR	 EPROM,	 starting	 at
address $F900.
	
It simply displays the message:
**** WARNING SYSTEM INTERRUPT ERROR HAS OCCURRED *****
1 on the terminal and returns to the program that was interrupted.
The Interrupt Error Message is used to indicate that the micropro-
cessor has received an erroneous interrupt, and provide a return to the
interrupted program.	 All interrupt	 signals not being used by the sys-
tem,	 FIRQ,	 NMI,	 SW1,	 SW2,	 and	 SW3,	 have	 the	 starting	 address	 of	 the
in	 interrupt	 loca-Interrupt	 Error Message	 ($F900)	 stored	 their	 vector
tions,	 so	 that	 the message is triggered if they occur.	 Also,	 the IRQ
interrupt is not used during BMET, so before BMET begins MONITOR stores
the	 address	 of	 the	 message	 in	 the	 "pseudointerrupt 	 vector"	 location
$DFFE.	 This causes IRQ interrupts during BMET to trigger the message.
3.3 AMET
The following describes each routine of AMET, essentially in order
of occurrence. Figure 3.3-1 relates the routines of both AMET and BMET
in a block diagram, and indicates those coded in assembly language.
Interrupt service routines TAPE1, REAL, and MONITOR are shown in the
figure.	 MONITOR is discussed above (Section 3.2), TAPE1 in Section
3.3.4, and REAL in Section 3.3.9. The FORTRAN functions ADIR, ALOGiO,
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Fig. 3.3-1. Software routines of UtET-1. IRQ interrupts are masked by
MONITOR until after SETUP, are then serviced by TAPE1 until
INTERR, then by REAL until the end of &MET. Otherwise, all
interrupts cause an Interrupt Error Message. AMET pro-
cesses input in real-time, BMET computes output at the end
of balloon ascent.
* The asterisk denotes assembly language routines; other-




I Section 3.4.6. -Again, the program is viewed in two principal parts, the




the latter described in Section 3.4 below. 	 A complete listing of
each	 routine,	 with	 comments,	 is	 included	 in	 Appendix A. Extensive
foris	 documents,	 [1),reference	 made to the preceding [2), supplemen-
tary	 information	 concerning	 the	 FORTRAN	 routines of BMET and	 P_MET
respectively.	 Introductory information in Reference (2) is not repeated
here but serves well to understand AMT.
3.3.1 MAIN
MAIN initializes A.MET, requests, reads, checks, stores, displays,
and prints (a) preflight values entered by the operator at the terminal,
and (b) pressure calibration values entered by the paper tape reader.
Required input quantities are described in Chapter 4. Obviously incor-
rect pressure calibration values are automatically adjusted by interpo-
lation.	 The values before and after adjustment are displayed and
printed to the attention of the operator and eventual user of the data.
Provision is made for accepting the data, or of re-entering it by key-
board or by the punched paper tape reader. After the pre-flight infor-
mation is entered and accepted, and real-time input data has commenced,
1	 MAIN displays time-to-go each second, on the terminal. After balloon
release (launch), MAIN conducts the real-time processing of flight data
(arriving five points per second),using subroutines ADVANCE, TRACK, and
DECOM.
After the termination of real-time processing MAIN prints the
decommutated data, and calls subroutine INTERP to prepare the "one-




BMET.	 Finally MAIN prints	 the one-minute	 table	 and	 certain	 auxiliary
information	 such	 as the baroswitch	 contact	 number reached,	 the	 reason
for
	
termination	 (balloon burst,stopped	 by operator, noisy data,	 etc.),
and calls subroutine JUMPER which returns control to MONITOR to commence
BMET.
3.3.2 PRNTER
The assembly-language subroutine PRNTER initializes the printer to
print a 132 character line and disables the real-time data shift regis-
ter until the program is ready to accept real-time data.
When the printer is first turned on the "standard monospaced"
character set is selected automatically, which prints a maximum of BO
characters per line [4].	 To accommodate the wide printout which the
meteorological programs generate, the "condensed monospaced" character
set which prints 132 characters per line, must be selected instead.
PRNTER does this by transmitting the ASCII control characters ESC, DC4
to the printer (see (4] page 1-3), using the FORTRAN input-output rou-
tines in the IOPKG (13] (see also IOPKG, Appendix A). First, PRNTER
calls IOPKG subroutine INITLZ (location $5B52) [13, p.E-51. This ini-
tializes IOPKG for use. The IOPKG subroutine LOUTC$ (location $5COA) is
called with the char.R^ter to be sent, ESC ($1B), in the A register.
This sends ESC to the printer. Then LOUTC$ is called again with the
character DC4 ($14) in the A register so that DC4 is sent.
The real-time shift registers must be turned off during the paper
tape reading to prevent spurious interrupts. Register CRB of PIA #2 at
address $EO07 controls the real-time shift registers. PRNTER turns off
I	 - 41 -
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the shift registers by setting bits 6, 5, and 4, and clearing bit 3 of
CRB [14]. The real—time shift registers stay off until they are turned
on again by INTERR, at the beginning of real —time processing.
3.3.3 SETUP
The assembly—language subroutine SETUP sets up the system for paper
tape reading. First, SETUP initializes the variables used by the paper
tape interrupt routine TAPE1. Then, it programs peripheral register B
of PIA #6 (location $E015) to receive the character from the paper tape
reader. This is accomplished by storing $04 in register CRB of PIA A6
(location $E017). Next, it loads the address of routine TAPEl ($5878)
into the pseudo interrupt vector location $DFFE; subsequent interrupts
from the paper tape reader will cause the processor to jump to TAPEL for
service. SETUP then programs the interrupt circuitry of PIA #6. During
paper tape reading, the reader (by the presence of the sprocket hole)
signals the processor when a new character is valid at PIA #6 by a
positive going transition on pin CAl of PIA #6 which causes an interrupt
through the PIA's interrupt logic. The interrupt signal continues until
it is cleared by a read operation on peripheral register A of the PIA
(location $E014). SETUP programs the PIA's interrupt logic by storing
$07 in register CRA of PIA #6 (location $E016). Finally, SETUP turns on
the interrupt system by clearing the interrupt request mask bit in the





	 is	 an	 interrupt	 service	 routine	 called by	 the	 paper	 tape
reader through interrupt IRQ whenever a new character is available for
input.	 This routine performs two tasYs:	 first it removes all extrane-
ous	 data,	 control characters,	 etc.;	 second,	 it	 interprets
	 the	 calibra-
tion data by combining the digits (one character or digit per row across
the tape	 [71)	 received	 from the reader into calibration numbers
	 (pres-
sure values).
The eight-hole code on the baroswitch calibration tape is according
to EIA Standard RS0244, with parity bit 5, 	 stop bit 8, and the sprocket
hole between bits 3 and 4.





as well	 as	 the calibration
numbers.	 The calibration numbers can be distinguished	 from the other
data	 by	 three	 tests:	 a	 calibration	 number	 is	 always	 preceded	 by	 a
"space" character;	 a calibration number's last digit is always preceded
1
1
by	 a	 decimal	 point;	 and,	 of course,	 it	 is	 numeric	 (having	 a	 leading
113 11 ).	 one	 exception	 is	 that	 no	 decimal	 point	 is	 included	 when	 the
I number is	 zero.	 Since	 zero	 pressures	 occur	 only	 following	 the	 low
pressure end of the calibration table, this exception presents no diffi-
culty.
Initially, the routine looks for five consecutive "deletes" (all
holes punched) on the tape because the data on a tape are always immedi-
ately preceded by a series of deletes. After this requirement is met,
the routine looks for a "space", a decimal point, or a numeric charac-




is decremented.	 In this way, the counter indicates how many digits have
been entered,	 and eventually the number of digits in the number.	 Each
f
time a space is encountered the counter is reset, 	 thus eliminating the
digits	 currently on	 the	 stack.	 For a number	 to be	 accepted,	 a	 space
be	 in,	 followed by	 digits the last of	 ismust	 read	 several	 which	 Preced-
f
ed
	 by	 a	 decimal	 point.	 Leading	 zeros	 without	 a	 decimal	 point	 are
accepted after the 120th entry. 	 It should be noted that before a digit
B
is placed on the stack, the MSB is masked out. 	 This removes the leading
f "3" of the ASCII code.
When the above conditions are me::, the calibration number is on the
stack with	 the	 least	 significant ;:r tenths digit 	 to be	 first	 off.	 As
soon as
	
the routine detects	 the end of a calibration number, 	 it begins
removing
	
the	 digits	 from the	 stack	 and	 combining	 them.	 Each	 time	 a
digit is *removed, the counter i? incremented.
The first digit removed from the stack (the tenths digit) is always
placed	 in	 its	 own	 memory	 to	 be	 later	 combined	 with	 the	 rest	 of	 the
number.	 One by one the digits are pulled off the stack, multiplied by
an increasing power of ten,	 and added together to form the integer part
of	 the	 calibration	 number.	 If	 the	 calibration	 number goes	 into	 the
thousands,	 the final	 (most significant) 	 digit	 is multiplied by ten and
then by one hundred to accommodate the limitations of the machine.
Finally, a completion flag, IFLAG, is set and a counter, BYTE18, 	 is
incremented	 to	 indicate	 that	 another	 entry	 has	 been	 processed.	 The
calibration data	 are now in	 two memory locations,	 one	 containing	 the
integer part and the other the fractional Part, 	 and TAPEI returns from
interrupt.	 In MAIN, a real addition is performed on the two numbers and





TAPEI	 is	 enabled	 to	 respond	 to interrupts by SETUP when it	 loads
the starting address of TAPEI 	 (R5878)
	
into the pseudo-interrupt vector
location ($DFFE).	 It is disabled after paper tape input by INTERR which
enables REAL to respond to interrupts.
3.3.5
	 STOPER
Subroutine STOPER is called periodically during real-time process-
ing.	 It	 looks	 to	 see	 whether	 the	 "S"	 key on	 the	 terminal	 has	 been
pressed and,	 if so,	 sets a flag.
First,	 it	 initializes	 flag	 ISTPER	 to	 zero,	 then	 it	 checks	 the
status	 register	 (location	 $EC14)	 of	 the	 Asynchronous	 Communications
_ Interface Adapter (ACIA) to see whether a character has arrived from the
keyboard since the last time it checked.	 If not,	 it returns.	 If so, it
Treads the	 character	 from the ACIA data 	 register	 (location	 SEC15)	 and
checks whether it is an "S" (upper case).	 If not,	 it returns.	 If it is
an "S",	 STOPER sets	 flag ISTPER to 1 and returns.	 The calling routine
then checks ISTPER to see if an "S" has been hit, and if so, terminates
real-time processing.
3.3.6 OFF
Subroutine OFF disables the CPU interrupt request A (IRQA) from PIA
#6, to inhibit spurious interrupts from the paper tape reader head after
the tape has been read. (Line #12 of Subroutine OFF should read address
E016, instead of the erroneous E017. See Figure 2.4.1-1.)
3.3.7 INTERR
Subroutine INTERR sets up the system for input of real-time data.
First, it saves the contents of the R register in locations BYTE17 and
=45-
iBYTE18. This is because INTERR is called by the FORTRAN program MAIN,
y	
and FORTRAN uses the X register during a "call." Since INTERR uses the
X register, it must temporarily save the previous contents. INTERR next
temporarily masks interrupt IkQ by setting the "I" bit in the condition
code register, to inhibit premature interrupts. Next, PIA #1 through
PIA #5 are programmed to input data from the shift registers. PIA #1 is
configured to generate interrupts on the positive edge of a "data-word
ready" signal from the shift registers on pin CB1. All other interrupt
inputs are disabled. This is done by writing $07 into control register
CRB of PIA #1 and $04 into all other control registers of the PIAe. The
X register is used to address the PIAe. Next, T?LAG is reset to 0,
since it was used as a "done" flag during pa per tape input, but will be
used as a "queue empty" flag during real-time data input. Next, inter-
rupts are directed to the real-time interrupt service routine REAL by
loading the starting address of REAL ($5620) into the pseudo-interrupt
vector location $DFFE. Next, the saved contents of the X register are
restored for FORTRAN. Next, the queue pointer is initialized to the
bottom address of the queue ($812E). The shift register is then turned
on, to begin processing real-time data. This is done by setting bite
5, 4, and 3 of control register CRS in PIA #2 (location $E007). Final-
ly, the interrupt IRQ is unmasked by clearing bit "I" in the condition
* Software provision of this feature is included in INTERR (line 74) but
is yet untested, since the associated hardware (appropriate jumper
wires) have not been installed (an oversight). The shift registers
are therefore always on, making it necessary to disconnect real-
time data from the input ("DATA-IN" jack) until the system is ready




icode register, and INTERR "returns." The system is then ready to pro-
cess real-time data.
3.3.8 ADVANC
Subroutine ADVANC reads real-time data from the queue, tests sub-
routine STOPER (if the queue is empty) to determine whether the operator
has signalled the end of processing (i.e., has pressed the "S" key),
performs some editing, and calls ANGLE each minute to load TIME, AZ, and
EL into the 'one-minute table", VL.
The flight data, TIME, FREQ, AZ, EL, at 0.2-second data rate, are
processed ten points at a time. The sample of ten points, however, is
advanced only five points at a time. AMET searches for and tracks
signal and detects switch times between signal dwells by examining in
sequence half-overlapping 2.0-second samples of raw data. At each
return for more data, ADVANC moves the 2.0-second ten-point sample
(TIME, FREQ, AZ, EL) ahead one second.
In addition, at each one minute after launch, except before the
tracking acquisition time TGMDAQ [2], ADVANC sends the ten-point sample
to subroutine ANGLE to compute the output values of the tracking angles
AZ and EL. The latter two quantities are stored for subroutine INTERP
in VL(2, ) and VL(3, ), along with the associated elapsed minutes from
launch in VL(1, ).
As explained in Section 3.1.2 and 3.3.9, ADVANC, by setting
INTMSK-1, prohibits subroutine REAL from disturbing the queue while
ADVANC is reading a point, but calls subroutine GETBCK to perform the




The flag MASK [Appendix A, ADVANCJ indicates a terminating condi-
p	 tion, e.g., elapsed time exceeds a two-hour limit (MASK-3), or the
e
operator terminated the processing (MASK-4).
3.3.9	 REAL
GInterrupt service routine REAL is called by interrupt IRQ whenever
nn
a real -time word is available for input
	 from the PIAs,	 it first reads
} the data	 from the PTAs	 into temporary storage variables BYTE1-BYTE10.
It then checks the "queue busy" flag INTMSK.
If INTMSK s 1,	 REAL reformats the real -time data to ten integers:
hours,	 minutes,	 seconds,
	 tenth-seconds,	 degrees	 of	 elevation,	 tenth-
degrees
	 of	 elevation,	 degrees	 of	 azimuth,	 tenth-degrees	 azimuth,	 the
thousands	 place
	 of	 the	 MET word,	 and	 the	 lower	 3 digits	 of	 the MET
word.	 REAL
	
stores	 these ten	 integers	 in the queue as one "real-time
I^ point".	 If the queue is
	
full	 (150 real-time points),	 the oldest real-
time point	 is overwritten.	 REAL then updates the queue pointers ITOP,
IBOT, TEMPX,
	
sets IFLAG equal to the number of real-time points in the
queue, and returns.




	 accessing the queue at	 the time the	 interrupt
REAL	 disturbingoccurred,	 cannot also access the queue without	 the other
queue activity.	 In this case, REAL sets INTMSK to 2 to show there is a
data word in temporary storage, and returns. 	 After the main program is
through	 using	 the	 queue	 and	 sees	 INTMSK -	 2,	 it	 will	 call GETBCK to
complete the processing of the real-time point held in temporary stor-
age, and add it to the queue.
-48 -
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REAL is enabled when INTERR loads its starting address ($5620) in
the pseudo-interrupt vector location ($DFFE), and is disabled when the
MONITOR puts the address of the system error message into the pseudo-
interrupt vector at the end of Teal -time data processing.
3.3.10 GETBCK
If	 a	 real-time	 word	 arrives	 and	 the	 associated	 interrupt	 occurs
i while one of the AMET subroutines	 is taking a data point off the queue
interrupted.for processing,	 the queue access	 could be	 The	 interrupt
will activate the interrupt service routine REAL. 	 Ordinarily REAL adds
r
j the	 data	 point	 to	 the
	
queue,	 but	 in	 this	 case,	 if REAL accesses	 the
I	 ^.
queue,	 it will change	 the queue pointers,	 possibly causing the	 inter-
rupted queue access to "lose its place." 	 To prevent this, AMET subrou-
tines set INTMSK, the "queue busy" flag, to "1" while they are using the
' queue, and clear it to ''1" afterward. 	 Before it starts processing, REAL
checks this	 flag,	 and,	 if it is "1", puts the data point in a temporary
storage	 space,	 BYTE1-BYTE10,	 instead of in	 the	 queue.	 REAL then sets
INTMSK to "2", to notify AMET that the data point is awating processing,
and returns.	 After AMET has completed its queue access, it asks whether
INTMSK - 2.	 If so, it calls GETBCK to pull the data point out of temoo-
rary storage,	 complete the processing left	 undone by REAL,	 and to add
the point to the queue.
i 3.3.11 ANGLE
Subroutine ANGLE edits, condenses, and smooths input tracking angle
data A2(I), EL(I), I - 1, 2, 3,..., 10 (azimuth, elevation) [2]. It




tive (0.2-second) values, one value assigned at the midpoint, AZ(5),
EL(5). The computed value is the mean of those points lying in the
five-degree interval centered on the unit degrees mode of the ten input
points. Other points, including extreme values, are therefore rejected.
The unit degrees mode is the most populated one-degree interval
over the ten input points. It is found by rounding to units place the
input values and counting equal rounded values. When the distribution is
such that more than one unit degree interval has the highest population,
the one occurring earliest in time within the 1.0-second sample is used.
3.3.12 TRACK
MET must discern from the 0 . 2-second raw data, first, the switch
points, i.e., the points at which the baroswitch changes contacts (chan-
nels), and second, a condensed representation of the signal transmitted
while on each contact. Subroutine TRACK examines the ten-pint sample
FREQ(i), i - 1,2,3,...,10 to determine whether the signal is in the fre-
quency tracking gate. If so the gate is adjusted slightly (to follow
the signal), and TRACK continues by returning to ADV.ANC via MAIN for
more data and repeating the process, and summing for the mean value of
FREQ over the signal dwell, until the signal switches out of the gate.
(See Reference 2, p.41)
When the signal leaves the gate, TRACK calls SEARCH.
3.3.13 SEARCH
Subroutine SEARCH scans the full range of FREQ to find the signal
(See Reference 2, p.47). SEARCH returns to ADVANC via TRACK and MAIN







TRACK. If unsuccessful, processing is terminated after 100 attempts
(loss of signal for 50 seconds, MASK-0. Processing is terminated also
when successful, if the undecommutated array exceeds 900 time points
(noisy data, MASK=2).
3.3.14 DECOM
Subroutine DECOM determines for each condensed point, COND, it's
proper channel (temperature, reference, -high reference, or relative
humidity), and for each reference and humidity switch point, it's baro-
switch contact number. A detailed discussion of subroutine DECOM is
given in Reference 2, p.55ff.
3.3.15 INTERP
Subroutine INTERP by interpolation constructs a table of pressure,
reference frequency, temperature ordinates, and relative humidity ordi-
nates, all uniformly at one-minute intervals for input to BMET. INTER'
automatically detects balloon burst, and thereupon terminates the real-
time processing automatically.
3.3.16 JUMPER
The assembly-language subroutine JUMPER is called at the normal
termination of the real-time data processing. JUMPER first turns off
interrupts from the shift register, to avoid disturbing the execution of
BMET. This is done by clearing bits 0 and 1 of register CRB in PIA #1
(location $E003). It then jumps to location $F830 on the MONITOR, which
sets up the system for BMET. Note that, strictly speaking, there is no




BMET is the output processing part of UMET-1, and consists of five
BMET routines shown in Figure 3.3-1 above. Each is described in one of
the following subsections. Detailed information is contained in Refer-
ence 1, and a complete listing of each routine with comments is included
in Appendix A.
BMET is basically NASA Wallops Program No.3.0.0700 ECC-PRD,
excluding the ozone data processing portions and modified to the limita-
tions of the 6809 mi.croproceasor FORTRAN. Variable names and extraneous
parts of code, vestiges of electrochemical cell (ECC) ozone data pro-
cessing, input cards, and former plot and listing functions (WODC,
etc.), remain apparent in the BMET program listing.	 Such features
should not be distracting, however, but rather may be he%tiful to readers
familiar with the parent program.
3.4.1 PRDMAIN
The function of PRD14AIN is simply to display the facts that the
program has begun, and, subsequently, completed BMET., PRDMAIN calls
routine PRD which conducts all the processing of BMET. Upon return from
PRD, PRDMAIN idles (in an infinite loop) until UMET-1 is turned "off
(or is restarted by pressing the RESET button on the CPU board, inter-
nally).
3.4.2 PRD
Subroutine PRn uLilizes input constants entered by keyboard before
balloon release, flight data computed in real-time by MET (one-minute





common memory during the bank-switching from AMET to BMET. After ini-
tializing BMET, PRD computes necessary calibration constants using
portions of subroutines TEMPCE and RL, checks the one-minute data for
obvious errors, and proceeds to process the flight data.	 The basic
equations and conditions used by BMET are given in Reference 1. Subrou-
tines TEMPCE and RL are called to convert measurement data (ordinates)
to temperature and relative humidity values, and to compute correspond-
ing values of certain derived meteorological quantities (dewpoint,
virtual temperature, and vapor pressure). 	 PRD computes geopotential
altitude from the measured pressure and temperature values, resolves the
components of wind after calling subroutine WINDS, and computes and
checks potential temperature and lapse rate. Output values are inter-
polated to standard pressure altitudes.	 The considerable amount of
checking and editing done by the parent program ECC-PRD is retained in
BMET (See Appendix A, PRD).
3.4.3 TEMPCE
On the first pass (ITEMP=O) subroutine TEMPCE computes from cali-
bration inputs certain constants later used in converting temperature
measurement data (ordinatez) to physical units of temperature (degrees
Kelvin). On each subsequent call, TEMPCE converts a temperature ordi-
nate according to the equation given in Reference 1.
3.4.4 RL
Subroutine RL, on its first call (IH=O) computes constants needed
later to convert ordinate values representing relative humidity to





tive humidity ordinate to percent relative humidity, but also computes
the vapor pressure, dewpoint, and virtual temperature, all according to
equations described in Reference 1.
3.4.5 WINDS
Subroutine WINDS cvwputes in a single pass the wind profile speed
(SPD), and direction (DIR), from the time-dependent balloon positions
given by the tracking angles, AZ and EL, and altitude, HGP (computed by
PRD), at the one-minute instants TIM. The algorithm is described in
Reference 1.
F	 3.4.6 Added FORTRAN Functions
E	 The FORTRAN function ADIR is included in BMET to provide wind
r
gy	 direction (azimuth) from the wind east-west and north-south components V
!J	 and V. ALOG10 provides the logarithm to base ten of any real number,
FLOAT converts an integer to a real number, and ZCOS and ZSIN provide






4.0	 OPERATION OF UMET-1
aThe	 U4ET-1	 system	 consists	 of	 three	 units	 (Figure 1.0-1)	 most
' conveniently	 shipped	 or	 stored	 in	 cartons	 designed	 with	 sufficient
s
protection	 against	 shock	 and	 damage.	 Properly
	 packed, the	 printed
circuit	 boards may be
	
left	 in place in the card cage 	 for shipment and
S
storage.	 With reasonable handling,	 the system can be set up and oper-
ated	 with	 a minimum of	 training.	 The	 following gives	 a step-by-step
procedure for setting u 	 and operating UMET-1, and explains
	 	 p	 	 	 p the prompts
and displays presented on the video terminal during pre-and post-launch
operation.
4.1 Equipment Set Up
Upon unpacking the three units of UMET-1, the printer and keyboard-
video terminal should be prepared for operation according to their
respective operator's manuals [4], [5]. Switch-settings for the termi-
nal should be verified according to Table 1.2-1, and the printer should
be loaded with continuous fan-fold paper.
Any packing materials inside the central unit should be removed,
printed-circuit boards re-secured in their proper positions according to
Table 2.1-1, and front panel switches turned off. Flat cable C3 from
the front panel inside the central unit, should be connected to edge
connector P2 on the Input Board (note the white painted mark keying the
front side of the cable connector). Front panel connections of cable C3
include the real-time data jack ("DATA IN"), paper tape reader head, and
its switch ("ON, PCAL READER").




Connect flat cable C2 (printer cable) to edge connector P4 on the
CPU Board (note the slot key between contacts 7 and 9). Connect the
other end of cable C2 to the edge connector at the rear of the printer,
again taking note of the slot key.
Connect flat cable Cl (the keyboard-video terminal cable) to the
edge connector P2 on the CPU Board (assure that connector pins (contact
numbers) correspond, with contact numbers (#1, #2, #3, ...) increasing
from left to right on the CPU Board). Connect the other end of cable Cl
to the "D-type" connector 03, RS-232) on the terminal.
Connect the units to 120 VAC power, and turn "ON" the power switch
on each unit. The red light at the "POWER" switch should indicate that
power is on, and the video screen should display the UMET-1 header:
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
aM*^t****,tir*fr*,rt***,t,t,tt#ntt,rk k*,t,l-k UMET-1 ,r*it***,t*,r**,t*^k,t'k*,t'***,r*tr**trint*,t*
REAL TIME PROCESSING OF RETEOROLOGICAL BALLOON SOUNDING DATA
Potentiometer R4 (Ref. Voltage Adjust) on the Input Board (Figure
C-4) adjusts the threshold of the input comparator (U1). In some cases,
such as when the real-time data are played from an analog instrumenta-
tion tape recorder or from other than the TRADAT system, it may be
necessary to adjust R4 according to the amplitude, bias, and quality of
the input voltage. Such an adjustment is easily facilitated by monitor-
ing the input and output of comparator Ul using an oscilloscope. This
adjustment, if necessary, can be made using any representative interval
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Having proper output at comparator Ul, ready conditions at each of
the three units, and the "DATA-IN" jack disconnected, the UMET-1 is
ready for keyboard inputs associated with the RAWINSONDE sounding at
hand. The following describes the operating procedure at the keyboard.
4.2 Operating Procedure
1. Turn "ON" the power switch. The terminal immediately displays
a UMET-1 header and requests the following keyboard inputs in
turn;
2. Enter the "printer output code", normally "1". (Press the "1"
key, then the "enter" key). Additional diagnostic information
can be printed after or during real-time data processing by
choosing "2" or "3" instead of "1", but the additional infor-
mation takes considerable time and paper, and is useful only
to one who is intimately familiar with the processing algo-
rithm. After the operator enters his choice, the printer
prints a UMET-1 header and labels the next following printout
"INPUT DATA".
3. Enter station ID ("72" for NASA Wallops Flight Center).
(Station IDs and geopotential heights are listed in Reference
1, Table 1).
4. Enter station geopotential height in meters ("4.0" for NASA
Wallops Flight Center at Meteorological Station, Bldg. X-85).
5. Enter zero azimuth,"0" for north, "1" for south. 	 This is
determined by the tracking system used.







7. Enter launch day of the month, integer "1" to "31".
8. Enter launch year, two digit integer, e.g., "83".
9. Enter the meteorological temperature at the station (launch
site), (degrees centigrade).
10. Enter the local relative humidity at the station M.
11. Enter the atmospheric pressure at the station (millibars).
12. Enter the local wind speed at the station (meters per second).
13. Enter the local wind direction at the station (degrees).
14. Enter sonde ID, limited to an integer less than 32000.
15. Enter "unadjusted reference ordinate", less than 100, to
nearest tenth. This is the ordinate corresponding to the
reference frequency at launch, when the recorder scale factor
(reference adjustment) is such that a 60 hertz input corre-
sponds to an ordinate of 30 (see [2], p.11). This value is
determined by measurements of sonde output before balloon
release.
16. Enter air temperature calibration (ordinate value correspond-
ing to 30 degrees centigrade).
17. Enter relative humidity calibration (ordinate value corre-
sponding to -40 degrees C and 46 ordinates).
18. Enter air temperature ordinates at balloon release.
19. Enter relative humidity ordinates at balloon release.
p	 20. Enter sonde type, normally "2" for the standard National
Weather Service sensors [temperature element ML-419, relative




21. Enter baroswitch contact numbers at burst, if known (as when
processing recorded data). No entry defaults to the maximum
value, 180. The printer then lists all of the above inputs.
22. Enter the choice: "1" if the baroswitch pressure calibration
table will be entered by punched paper tape,. or "2" if by
keyboard.
23. Enter the PCAL table accordingly. If by punched paper tape:
place leading end of the tape in the reader head, properly
seat the tape and close the head, position the tape with at
least five rows of "all holes punched" (DELETES) preceding the
punched data. Turn "ON" the tape reader, and pull the tape
through from left to right at any speed but without reversing
the direction. After the tape is pulled completely through,
turn "OFF" the tape reader. The printer tabulates the pres-
sure calibration values read from the punched paper tape, the
"effective" baroswitch contact number at launch (to the near-
est one-hundredth contact position), and the highest contact
number calibrated. The terminal then requests acceptance or
rejection of the pressure calibration table.
24. Enter acceptance, "1", or rejection, "2", of the PCAL table.
If rejected the terminal requests repeat from step 23 above.
25. Enter the hour of launch, two-digit integer "I" to 112311,
Greenwich Meridian Time.
26. Enter minutes of launch time, two-digit integer "1" to "59".
27. Enter seconds of launch time, to the nearest tenth second.
The terminal offers the opportunity to re-enter the launch





r 28. Enter	 rejection	 ("2")	 of the	 entered	 launch	 time	 and	 repeat





or	 enter acceptance	 CT')	 so UMET-1
	
can begin
accepting	 input	 data,	 reading the time word,	 "counting down"
` to launch time,	 and, at launch, to begin to process the input
data.	 If	 a	 launch	 abort	 occurs	 after	 acceptance	 of	 the
entered	 launch	 time,	 UMET-1 must be restarted	 (turned "OFF",
then "ON") to initiate a new sounding.
f




	 data	 from	 the	 TRADAT	 or magnetic
	 tape	 playback
i system.	 No	 further	 action	 is	 necessary on the part	 of the
t. operator until balloon apogee. 	 (Reliable operation requires
that no real-time data be applied to the DATA-IN jack until
acceptance of launch time in step X28 above. 	 Software provi-
sion
	






real-time	 circuit,	 not	 completed	 at	 the	 termination	 of	 the
t
project, is a recommended future improvement.)
30. Enter "S" key (upper case,	 shift, or alpha-lock S)
	
to termi-
nate real-time data processing.
	 This normally should occur at f
E apogee (balloon burst), but may be used for any reason.
31. "OFF"Turn	 the power switch after the terminal displays "NOR-
; MAL PROGRAM TERMINATION".
4.3 Description of Video Display Output
r
After acceptance of the launch time entered by keyboard (4.2 step




and real-time data is plugged in at the 'DATA-IN" jack, the system
starts reading appropriate biphase signal (see Section 2.3.1). As the
time word in the data approaches balloon release time (entered in steps
25, 26, 27, Section 4.2 above), the terminal displays the time-to-go
(negotive values of elapsed time from launch) each second. After launch
time, the terminal displays the condensed points [2] as they are com-
puted. The index, elapsed time (time of occurrence in seconds after
launch), dwell time (duration of the condensed print in seconds), and
the mean frequency of the condensed point are displayed. The progress
of the processing is conveniently monitored by observing the condensed
points. The operator also may verify balloon burst and discern other
facts concerning son g performance.
After each reference point is processed, the terminal displays the
progress of the automatic adjustment of the reference frequency thresh-
holds RFL and PFL (2). Sonde frequencies above RFL are identified as
reference signal -- these above PFL are distinguished as high refer-
ence. Since sondes differ in reference frequency, and drift in fre-
quency during flight, UMET automatically adjusts RFL and PFL by "track-
ing" the sonde reference frequency. The display periodically shows the
received COND3 (current reference frequency), and the computed RFL and
PFL.
Occasionally, the balloonsonde "ices" and temporarily reverses its
ascent. An AMET (DECOM) algorithm treats such special cases but also




















At termination of real-time processing, the terminal rapidly dis-
plays intermediate information ( decommutation parameters for esch con -
densed point) which can be ignored under normal operation. This diag-
nostic information is printed, if desired, under printer options 2 and 3
(4.2, step 2). The display indicates "REAL TINE PROCESSING COMPLETE,"
and the terminating condition, e.g., "STOPPED BY THE OPERATOR."
Successful bank switching from AMET to BMET (Section 3.0) is sig -
naled by the terminal display:	 "AT THE START OF PRO." After a few
minutes of processing by BMET and subsequent printing of BMET output,




5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOlLMENDATIONS
U14ET-1 demonstrates the utility and practicality of a rather power-
ful, portable, on-site, ^ea1-time data processing capability for meteo-
rological soundings. Additional effort, of course, would both improve
the existing system and extend its applicability. Examples for improve-
ment include the addition of the recommended real-time plotting feature
(see Section 1.1), the installation of connectors at the rear panel of
the central unit for connecting cables to the printer and keyboard
terminal, and a more secure placement of the input cable C3 inside the
front panel of the central unit. Correcting the address error in Sub-
routine OFF (Section 3.3.6) would eliminate the necessity of turning off
the paper tape reader head (Section 4.2, step 23) after use, and com-
pleting the implementation of software control of the real-time input
shift registers (Section 3.3.7) would eliminate the necessity of leaving
the "DATA-IN" jack disconnected during the preflight input procedure.
Further operational experience with the system will suggest additional
adjustments both in hardware and software.
Considerable optimization of the software is recommended in subse-
quent versions of UMET. Existing programs RAWINPROC and ECC-PRD were
adapted for UNET-1, deliberately with a minimum of software redesign.
As a result, though familiar relative to the earlier processors, the
system makes little use of advantages attending local, automated real-
time operation. Reference to "ordinates" both in the input and output
processes of ANET, and the "one-minute" condensation of data for BMET,
are examples of unnecessary vestiges of antiquated systems. The entire










Optimization nevertheless should retain consistency with the pre
-
ceding systems, or at least clearly address the impact on meteorological
statistics drawn f:rT the new versus old processing systems. Of course,
an improved system should maintain adequate backup and monitoring provi-
sions to assure confidence and reliability. Real
—time data should be
recorded routinely to facilitate post—flight playback and processing.
Automatic processing should accommodate available human assistance
through occasional "trouble spots" in the data, particularly during
reprocessing when "foresight" is provided from preceding passes of the
flight data through the processor.
The UMET concept ap plies to other meteorological sounding systems,
including rocket meteorological systems. Though initial programming for
the DATASONDE has been done (Appendix DO, field—recorded flight data are
needed to complete the design of the associated firmware.
Redesign to rechargeable battery power would increase both utility
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bar 1980
14. "MC6821 Peripheral Interface Adapter", data sheet DS9435R1,
Motorola Inc., 1978
15. "MC6809,MC68AO9,MC68BO9 S-Bit Microprocessing Unit", data sheet






Complete listings of MONITOR, AMET, and BMET are given below. The
subroutines of each are in alphabetic order. Also included in AMET is













U14ET- 1 MONITOR AUGUST 1982
00001 OPT L
00002 F800 Of^ G $F800
00003 F800 IA FF ORCC #SFF ; disablo TRQ interrupt
00004 F802 86 81 LDA #$81 ;load	 c;.;	 c'	 page
00005 F804 IF 8B TFR A,DP register _ th $81 (?)
00006 F806 2 NOP
00007 F807 12 NOP








LDA #$03 ;reset the ACIA
00011 F80C B7 EC14 STA $EC14
00012 FBOF 86 51 LDA #$51 ;configure ACIA
00013 F811 B7 EC14 STA $EC14 ;	 for 7 bits, no parity
00014 F814 86 00 LDA #$00 ;zero all RAM
00015 F816 1C FB ANDCC #$FB ;	 (locations
00016 F818 BE 8000 LDX #$8. $8000-$DFFF)
00017 F81B A7 80 AGAIN STA ,X+
00018 F81D 8C DFFF CMPX #$DFFF
v 00019 F820 26 F9 BNE AGAIN
00020 F822 86 31 LDA #$30
t 00021 F824 B7 E002 STA $E003 ;select Bank A (AMET)
00022 F827 86 7E LDA_ #$7E ; set up "pseudo-interrupt
t 00023 F829 B7 DFFD STA $DFFD vector" jump
instruction
00024 F82C OC FB ANDCC #$FB
00025 F82E 7E 0050 JMP $0050 ;start AMET
00026 F831 OC FB ANDCC #$FB
00027 F833 86 38 LDA #$E8
00028 F835 B7 E003 STA $E003 ; select Bank B (BMET)
00029 F838 BE A000 LDX #$A000 ; zero RAM
00030 F83B 86 00 LDA #$00 from $A000 to $DFFF
00031 F83D A7 80 BOZO STA ,X+
00032 F83F 8C E000 CMPX #SE000
00033 F842 26 F9 BNE BOZO
00034 F844 1C FB ANDCC #$FB
00035 F846 86 7E LDA #$ 7E ;cause IRQ interrupts
t 00036 F848 B7 DFFD STA $DFFD ; to trigger00037 F84B CC F900 LID #SF900 ;System Error Message
00038 F84E FD DFFE STD SDFFE
00039 F851 7E Oi50 imp $0150 ;start BMET
00040 F900 ORG $F900 ;SYSTEM ERROR MESSAGE
ROUTINE
00041 F900 1C FB ANDCC #$FB
00042 F902 BE FA00 LDX #$FA00 ;X reg - loc. of 1st
char.
00043 F905 E6 80 DOG LDB X+ ;get a character,	 incr. X
00044 F907 B6 EC14 PRINTI LDA $EC14 ;loop until terminal
00045 F90A 84 92 ANDA #$02 is free.
00046 F90C 27 F9 BEQ PRINTI




00048 F911 1C FB ANDCC #$FB
00049 F913 8C FA37 CMPY #$FA37 ;reached end of message?
00050 F916 27 03 BEQ BABOON ;if so,	 go to return
(BABOON)
00051 F918 7E F905 JMP DOG ;if not, get next
char.(DOG)
00052 F91B 12 BABOON	 NOP
00053 F91C 3B RTI ;return from interrupt
00054 FA00 ORF $FA00
00055 FA00 ODOA FDB $ODOA,$OAOA
p 00056 FA04 2A FCB $2A
in 00057 EA05 2A FCB $2A
00058 FA06 2A FCB $2A
00059 FA07 2A FCB $2A'
00060 FA08 20 FCb $20
00061 EA09 57 FCB $57 W
00062 FAOA 41 FCB $41 A
00063 FAOB 52 FCB $52 R
00064 FAOC 4E FCB $4E N
00065 FAOD 49 FCB $49 I
00066 FAOE 4E FCB $4E ;	 N
00067 FAOF 47 FCB $47 G
00068 FA10 20 FCB $20
00069 FA11 53 FCB $53 S
00070 FAl2 59 FCB $59 Y
00071 FA13 5354 FDB $5354 ST
00072 FA15 454D FDB $454D EM
00073 FA17 2049 FDB $2049 I
00074 FA19 4E54 FDB $4E54 NT
00075 FA1B 4552 FDB $4552 ER
00076 FA1D 5255 FDB $5255 RU
00077 FA1F 5054 FDB $5054 PT
00078 FA21 2045 FDB $2045 E
00079 FA23 5252 FDB $5252 RR
00080 FA25 4F52 FDB $4F52 OR
00081 FA27 204F FDB $204F H
00082 FA29 4153 FOB $4153 ; AS
00083 FA2B 204E FDB $2041 0
00084 FA2D 4343 FDB $4343 CC
00085 FA2F 5552 FDB $5552 UR
00086 FA31 4544 FDB $4544 ED
00087 FA33 202A FDB $202A
00088 FA35 2A2A FDB $2A2A **
00089 FA37 2A2A FDB $2A2A **
00090 FFF2 ORG $FFF2 ;interrupt vectors:
I 00091 FFF2 F900 FDB $F900 ;SW3,	 to System Error Msg.00092 FFF4 F900 FDB $F900 ;SW2, to System Error Msg.
00093 FFF6 F900 FDB $F900 ;FIRQ,to System Error Msg.
00094 FFFS DFFD FDB $DFFD ;IRQ,to pseudo—interrupt
vector
00095 FFFA F900 FDB $F900 ;SW1, to System Error Msg.
00096 FFFC F900 FDB $F900 ;NMI, to System Error Msg.
00097 FFFE F800 FDB $F800 ;RESET, to Monitor
rw
i	 VIC	 , ._





0001 SUBROUTINE ADVANC (JJ,TSTOP,TLANCH,TGMDAO.MASK)
0002




0007 [Y[IRi[xf Yf iYYZRYixYxY[RIIxY[%xxiYiYYixxYZiYYxxiiY[iY[YY[YxxRYYxYYYiiYYiii
0008 C













0033 xxxx HANDLE REAL TIME DATA [xxsxxixxxRxzx%%zxiYlYYxYYXxYixxYx:l\xYxilYxY
0023 4887 DD 3 J=6.10
0029 3223 IF(TFLAG	 .GT.	 0)GOTO 3229
DOZ., CALL SIOPER
0026 IF(I5TPER .NE.




0030 IF(IBOT .GE. 150)IBDT=O	 ;ISOT POINTS TO OLDEST NOT YET PROCESSED POI
0031 IDUM=IF.OTYIO

















0049 TIME(J)=HOURS+AMINU-TLUNCH	 ;TIME IS IN SECONDS FROM LAUNCH
0050 IF(INTMSK.	 .ED.	 L)GOTO 999
0051 CALL GETE:CK.
0052 949 INTMS)(=0
0053 IF(TIME(J)	 .LT.	 TIME(J-1))GOTO 5
0054 DUMMY=TIME(J-1)+60.
0055 IF(TIME(J)	 .GT. DUMMY)GOTO 5
0056 x
0057 xxxxzxxxxxx REAL TIME DATA NOW IN PROGRAM xzxYxxxzzzziY:








rr f'UUE{ Qun_1 YY
PAGE 002 ADVANCE .SA71
	
UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1982
0059	 IF(EL(J) .LT. 0.1)EL(J)=.1
0060	 IF(AZ(J) .GE. 360.0) AZ(J)=.1
0061
	 IF(AZ(J) .LT. 0.1)AZ(J)=.1
0062	 IF(FREO(J) .LT. 1.0) GOTO 5 	 ;REAL D4TA IS SOMETIMES 0.0
0063	 FREO(J)=1/(FREG(J)x.000001)	 ;DATA COMES IN IN USEC
0064 a
0065	 IF(FREO(J) .LT. 4.8 .OR. FREG(J) .GT. 200.)GO TO 5




0069	 IF(TIME( 9) .GT. TSTOF') GOTO 100
0070 Y
0071 x	 INCREMENT TAE'.LE AND ENTER GMD ANGLES
0072 x
0073 51	 IF(TIME(4) .LT. VL(1,LIST)) GO TO 53
0074	 IF(TIME(4) .LT. TGMDAO) GO TO 52






0080	 IF(LIST .GE. IZO)GOTO 128	 ;VL TABLE IS FULL
0081	 VL(1.LIST)=VL(1,LIST-I)+DLIST
OOBZ





























	 15 DEC 1982
i	 O001	 SUEPOUTINE ANGLE
!	 -^op2 x




0007 xXxiiXxxxxxxxYiYixxxixYiYxZiYiYf YxaYixYYxxYi x.11 xixxxiiixxxixxxxxx[_x XYX
none	 DIMCNSION NIAZ(10),NIEL(10),IAZ(10),IEL(10)
p olo x
0010 x	 INITIALIZE AND QUANTIZE
0.011 1







0019 i	 COUNT FOR* DISTRIBUTION
0020 :
0021	 DO 10 K=1,9
0022	 LL=11—K
0023	 DO 12 L=1,LL
0024	 IF(IAZ(LL) .EQ. IAZ(L)) NIAZ(LL)=NIAZ(LL)+1











0033	 DO 13 h:=Z,10
0034	 IF(N1AZ(K) .GT. NIAZ U(MA)) KMA=K









00 1;2	 DO 14 K=1,10
0043	 IDUM=IAZ00 —IAZ(KMA)
0044	 ZDUM7.=AES(IDUM)






0051	 DO 15 t:=1,10








OF POOR l r Li
PAGE 002 ANGLE	 .SA:1	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982











PAGE 001 COMMON .SA;l	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982




COMMON FRO,RECTP.CALRH,ICRE:N,CERST,NCDS,IOUT.VSFC,DSFC	 ;PASS TO PRD













PAGE 001. DECOM	 •SA:1	 UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1982
0001 C SUBROUTINE	 DECOM	 DECOM	 DECOM	 DECOM
0002 C
0003 SUE'-ROUTINE DECOM ( J4(,TNDH,DSL , FHUM,ICRI,RFL . PFL,IDC)
0004 x




U009 xxY;IxIxY1YiIIIiiIIiiliYili;xll;Ixxx%Yix2;i;illxlxixillix;xxxxYxllxxxxx n ixx^.	
001() x






0015 C INITIALIZE DECOM
0016 C


























0041 C CONTACT NF'S., ICR, ETC., ARE ALL MULTIPLIED BY MLT
0042 C IN SUBROUTINE DECOM ONLY.
0093 C ICOND(2,	 ) IS NOT MULTIPLIED BY MLT. ALSO IN UMET, THE
0099 C OLD VALUES REVISED IN BACK ASSIGNING (USING
0045 C 1000X SHIFT, ETC.)ARE DELETED BECAUSE INTEGERS ARE
0046 C LIMITED TO Z Ix 15 IE 3Zt:.
0047 x
0048 5 CONTINUE
0049 IF(NXTF'	 .E0.	 0)NXTP = 301MLT
0050 x
0051 C REJECT SHORT DWELLS
0052 x
0053 IF(COND(2,J1:)	 .CT.	 1.9)GO TO 8
gg	 0059
'
ICOND ( 1,JK)	 = 8
0055 GO TO 900
0056 C
0057 S T = COND ( 1.JY.)	 ;ELAPSED TIME TO LEADING EDGE




	 .SA11	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982
0059	 D = COND(3,JI0	 ;VALUE (FRED)
0060	 TE: = T + DWELL/2,
0061
	 IF(D .CT. RFL)GO TO 200
0062 x
0063 x
0064 C	 PROCESS -A-
0065 x
0066 x
0067	 IF(TVRST .GT. S.E20)CO TO 10
0068 x
0069 178 IF(M1 .LT. 0)GO TO 179
0070	 ICR1 = ICR
0071
	 SLOP1 = SLOPE
	 -
0072
0073 179 JKR1 = JKR
0074	 TRS	 TR
0075	 M1 = 1
0076
	 KROSS = 0
0077	 GO TO 78
0078 x
0079 10
	 IF(INCH ,NE. 2)GO TO 78
	 ;10
0080	 IF(JKR .ED. 0)GO TO 782
0081	 GO TO 600
0082 x
0083 C







OU89	 TF = DSL + ESL x(TE: - TSL)
0090	 DUMMY =D-TF
0091
	 IF (DUMMY .GT. 0.0) COTO 2200
0092	 DUMMY = DUMMYx(-1)
0099 2200 IF(DUMMY .CT. GTEMP)GO TO 783
0094
0095 C	 A TEMPERATURE DATUM
0096 x
0097 762 ESL1 = ESL
0098	 ESL = .S*ESL + .2x(D-DSL)/(TE: TSL)
0099	 DUMMY = ESL-ESL1
0100	 IF (DUMMY .GT.G.0) COTO 2210
0101	 DUMMY = DUMMY:(-1)
0102 2210 IF(DUMMY .GT.• 2)ESL = ESL1
0103 781 DSL = .SmDSL +.2wD
0104	 TSL = TE:
0105	 ICOND(1,Jg) = 1
0106	 INCH = 1
0107	 GO TO 900
0108 x
0109 783	 IF(NOH .ED. 1)GO TO 784 	 ;783
0110	 IF(JF(R .EQ. 0)GD TO 785
0111 x
0112 C	 ASSURE DWELL SUCCEEDING THE REFERENCE IS A TEMPERATURE.
0113 x
0114	 IF(T ,GT. TR + .SxSLOPE)CO TO 785
0115 x




OF PO,') ,R Clul it i'1'
PAGE 003 DECOM	 .SA:1	 UMET-1
0117 n
0118 7831 ESL - 0.0
0119	 HROSS = 1
0120	 GO TO 781
0121
0122 781 IF(INCH .EQ. 2)GO TO 7831
0123	 ICDND(1.Jl') - 7
0124	 INCH = 5
0125	 GO TO 900
0126
15 DEC 1982
0127 C	 PROCESS THIS NON-REFERENCE, NON-TEMPERATURE
0128
0129 785 CONTINUE
0130 IF(INCH .NE. 1) GO TO 788
0131 s
0132 C A CONTACT SWITCH POINT
0133 n
0134 IF(ICM .NE.	 0) GO TO 7B6
0135 n
0136 C FIRST CONTACT SWITCH POINT
0137
0138 IDUMMY=ICR1/MLT
0139 ICM = (IDUMMY+1):MLT
0140 IDUMMY = ICM-ICR1
0191 DUMMY = IDUMMY
01 ,4 1, SLOP2 = AMLTWT/DUMMY
0193 GO TO 767
0149
0145	 786 IDC = (T-T2)/SLOP2 ♦• . S
0146 IDC = IDCsMLT
0147 IF(IDC .LT. MLT)GD TO 789
0148 IDUMMY = ICR1/(5sMLT)
0149 IDUMMI = IDUMMYx5+5
0150 IF(ICM+IDC . LT.IDUMMl xMLT)GO TO 7861
0151 ICOND(1,JK) = 6
0152 !:ROSS = 1
0153 INCH = 5
0154 GO TO 900
0155 n
0156	 7861 CONTINUE
0157 ICM = ICM + IDC
0158 SLOP2 = AMLT*(T-T2)/IDC
0159 787 ICOND(2,JH) = ICM/MLT
	 1787
0160 T2 = T
0161 C AN HUMIDITY DATUM
0162 n
0163	 788 ICOND(S,JK) = 4
0164 INCH = 4
0165 FHUM = D
0166 GO TO 900
0167
0168 C EARLY CONTACT. POSSIBLE EIALLOON DIP
0169
,^-	 0170 789 M1 = 0
0171	 ICOND(1,JP.) = 5
0172	 INCH = 5































































FACE 004 DECOM	 .SA:l
	
UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982
PROCESS -E:-
PROCESS THE PRECEDING REFERENCE




IF(ICR .NE. 0)GO TO 610
FIRST REFERENCE














IF(M .GT. 1) M1 = M
MN = MN + 1
ICR = ICRI + MsMLT
IF (ICR1 .LT. (135 - (M - 1)x5)KMLT)ICR=ICRI+5=MLTKM
IDUMMY = ICR-ICRI
DUMMY = IDUMMY	 ;CHANGES INTEGER TO REAL t
SLOPE = AMLTz(TR-TRI)/DUMMY
M = SLOPE/SLOP1 + 0.5
IF(M .GT. 1)GO TO 620
IF(M .EQ. ))GO TO 644
M = 0 INTERPRETED AS BALLOON DIP, BARO'SNITCH REVERSAL..













IF (DUMMY .CT. 0.0) GOTO 2220 ',TAKE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF DUMMY
DUMMY = OUMMYS(-1)
IF(MN . . 1 .AND. DUMMY .LT. .3)MN=-1






PAGE 005 DECOM	 .SA ii	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982
0233	 DUMMYI - TR/60.0
0239	 WRITE(IOUT,6150) DUMMYrDUMMYI
0233 6150 FORMAT(' EARLY CONTACT FOUND IS FALSE BECAUSE NO',
0236 9	 'BALLOON DIP BETWEEN ',F6.2.' AND ',F6.2,' MINUTES.'
^.	 0237 d	 ,' WILL SACK-ASSIGN!')
0238 615	 ICOND(2.J)(R) - ICR/MLT	 ;615
0239	 ICM - ICR
0210	 GTSW	 0.1 n SLOPE
0211	 HUMGT	 0.25 s SLOPE
0212 C
0213 C	 SET 'NO HUMIDITY' FLAG ABOVE CONTACT NUMBER 1.35
0219 s
ft 1 	 IF(NOH .EO. 1)GO TO 50
62{3	 IF (ICR .LT. 13`•^MLT) GO TO 120
0297	 NOH=1
0218	 TNOH - TR
0219	 GTEMP - 6.
0250 a
D251 C	 ADVANCE DWELT ARRAY,AND TEST FOR BURST
0252 s
0253	 50 IF (TR .LT. 3000.) GO TO 55
0251	 DO 52 IS - 1.9
0255	 IDUMMY . 11-IS
1
0 256	 IDUMMI- 10-IS
0257	 DWELT(IDUMMY) . DWELT(IDUMMI)
0258	 SDWELT(IDUMMY) - SDWELT(IDUMMI)
0259	 52 TDWELT(IDUMMY) - TDWELT(IDUMMI)
0260	 OWELT(1) . SLOPE
1	 0261	 SOWELT(1) - 0.0
0262	 DO 51 ISS - 10
0263	 51 SDWELT(1) - SDWELT(1) ♦ DWELT(ISS)
1	
0269	 SDWELT(1) . SDWELT(1) / 1.0







0268 C	 WRITE(IOUT,951) SDWELT
(	 0269 C 951 FORMAT( IX,10F12.1)
0270	 IDUMMY - CBRST	 ;TRUNCATES IE XX.X-XX
0271	 IF (ICR .LT. IDUMMYXMLT)GO TO 51
0272	 DUMMY-IDUMMY	 ;BACK TO REAL (XX.0)
0273	 TBRST - TR + (CBRST-DUMMY)=SLOPE
0271	 GO TO 56
0275 51	 CONTINUE
0276	 IBRST - 0
0277	 00 53 IS - 1.3
0278	 53 IF(DWELT(IS) .GT. 15.0 .AND. SDWELT(IS) .LT. SDWELT(IS+1) .AND.
0279 A
	 SDWELT(IS+3) .GT. 70.0) IBRST . IBRST ♦ 1
0280	 IF(ISRST .LT. 3 .OR. TR .LT. 1000.) GO TO 55
0281 s
.^	 0282 C
	 BURST CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED
(	 0283 :
0281	 TBRST - TOWELT(i)
0285 56 TEM - TBRST / 60.
0286	 WRITE(IOUT,950) iE'rl,IBF;!
`l	 0257 . 950 fOkMAT(1:.r'E'U)a; AT , fo•1,	 MINUTES. IBRST ='r I%j
tI	 028.:	 ^.:U:TiHUI:
Il	 ST. PFL)GO TO 130
(!((9 i, .
V ^
rF'i.GE 006 DECOM	 .SAIL	 UMET-1





	 ----- ADJUST REFERENCE THRESHHOLDS
0 L 9:: x
0:93
	
WI:ITL(I OUT, 8675)CO0L'(3, JYR). Rr L,F FL
9 -1'i 6675 FURM;0 LDNDV ,F8.3.' RFL',Fb. 3,' F'FL', FS. 3)
0:95	 P.FL = 0.6 1 NFL a 0.4 a (CJHG(3. J);^,)-30.0>
0296	 PFL = 0.6 1 F'fL + 0.4 1 (R%4DRPFL+lU.0)
0207	 GO TO IS(,
0298 C	 PROCESS THIS HIGH REFERENCE
0299 1
u300 130	 DRFYL - 0.6 x DRPFL + 0.4 1 (COND(3,JKR)-RFL-10:0)1.5
0:D1	 ICOND(1.JKR) - 3
0302
0303	 IF(Ji'P .EQ. 0)GO TO 131 .
1	 0304 C
0305 C	 CORRECT NXTP WHEN APPARENT THAT A HIGH REF. (P) PT. WAS MISSED
0306 C
0307	 TP12 - 15.1SLOPE
0308	 IF (NXTP .GT. 135xMLY) TP12 - 5.1SLOPE
0309	 IOUMMY-ISNMLT
0310	 IF(NXTP.LT.1351MLT.AND.(T-TF'l).GT.(1.59TP12).AND.




IF (DUMMY .ST. 0.0) GOTO 2230
0334	 DUMMY FDUMMYN(-1)
0315 2230	 IF (NXTP .LT. 1351MLT .AND. DUMMY .LT. .51TP12 .AND.
0316 8	 ICR .NE. NXTP) NXTP s NXTP + 151MLT
0317	 IDUMMY - 51MLT
0318
	 IF (N:(TP .GT. 135KMLT .AND. (7-TP1) .GT. (1.80TP12) .AND. MOD(
0319 d	 ICR,IOuMMY) .EQ. 0 .AND. ICR .GT. NXTP) NXTP - SCR
0320	 IF (NXTP .GT. 135xMLT .AND. DUMMY .LT. .51TP12
0321 A
	 .AND. ICR .NE. NXTP) NXTP 0 NXTP + 5xMLT
0322 x
0323 131 IF(IG2 .ED. NXTP)GO TO 132
0324	 WRITE(IOUT,1131)ICR.NXTP
0325 1131 FORMAT(' CONTACT NUMEER ',IB,' NOT EQUAL TO NXTP ',181
0326
0327 132 NXTP - NXTP + 5XMLT
0328	 IF (ICR.LT.1351MLT) NXTP c NXTP + I8xMLT
0329	 TP1 - TR
0330	 JKP . JYR
0331 C	 BACK-ASSIGN
0332 C	 DECOMMUTATE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY UP TO THE CURRENT REFERENCE.
0333
0334 C	 ASSURE DWELL. PRECEDING THIS REFERENCE IS A TEMPERATURE
0335 x
0336 180 CONTINUE
0337	 IF(NOH .EQ. 1)GO TO 178
D33B	 IF(COND(I .JRR-1) .LT. TR - .BXSLOPE)GO TO 181
0339	 IF(ICOND(I,J1(R-I) .£Q. 1)GO TO 181
0340	 ICaNO(1.JF(R-1) - 10 + IGGND(1,JKR-1)
0341	 ESL - 0.
0342
	 TSL	 COND(S,JY.R-1) + COND(2.J)(R-I)/2.
0343	 DSL - COND(3.JKR-1)
0344	 KROSS - 1
0345 181 IF(KROSa .NE. 1)GO TO 188
0346	 JNFIN - JY.R-2
0397	 INCHN - 2
0398	 ESLN - ESL
M
ic:4:::77 '.4'- 'i ..t • *: .:a 	f ii
Or FOOR QUALITY
PACE 007 DECOM	 .SA.1	 UMET-1	 15 DEL' 1982
034? 181.•!	 _	 TSL
0 s"o DSLN = DSL
0:.51 II,UM2=JNFIN-JNSTRT+1
0'252 DO 1870 JN1=I,IDUM2
0353 JN=.Ii,IFIN+1-JN1
0354 n
0355 C SKIP REFERENCE AND REJECT POINTS
0356 n
0357 MM = 90
0358 IF(M1
	
.ED.	 1)	 GO TO 182
0357 MM = 80
0361) G7 TO 186
0361 182 TN = CDND(1,JN)




0364 TI:::N = TN + DWELLN/2.
0365 TS = (TN-TR1)/SLOPE
0366 NCT = TS + .5
0367 DUMMY = NCT
0368 TO = DUMMYxSLOPE + TR1
0365' TFN = DSLN + ESLN x (TEN-TSLN)
0370 DUMMY = ON-TFN
0371 IF (DUMMY	 .CT.	 0.0) COTO 2240
0372 DUMMY = DUMMY:(-I)
0373 2240 IF(NCT.NE.O.ANO.NCT.NE.I.AND.DUMMY.CT.GTEMP)
0374 h COTO 183
0375 IF(TE:N	 .GE.	 (TO-GTSW))GO TO 183
0376
0377 C A TEMPERATURE DATUM
0378 n
0379 1821 ICOND(I,JN)	 = 10 + ICOND(I,JN)
0380 ESLN1 - ESLN
0381 ESLN = O.SXESLN + 0.ZW(DN - DS:-N)/(TEN - TSLN)
0382 DUMMY - ESLN-ESLN1
0383 IF	 (DUMMY	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GOTO 2250
0384 DUMMY = DUMMY:(-1)
03225 2250 IF(DUMMY .GT.2) ESLN = ESLNI
0386 DSLN = .8wDSLN • + .2-ON
0387 TSLN = TPN




0390 C BACN-ASSIGN CHANNEL AND CONTACT NUMBERS
D391 n
0392 183 DUMMY = TN-TO
0393 DUMMYI= DN-TFN
0394 IF	 (DUMMY	 .GT.	 0.0) GOTO 2260
0395 DUMMY = DUMMYx(-I)
0396 2260 IF (DUMMYI
	
.CT.	 0.0)	 GOTO 2270
0397 DUMMYI=DUMMYIX(-1)
0398 2270 IF(DUMMY.GE. GTSW .OR. DUMMYI 	 .LE.GTEMP)GOTO 1.873
0399 IF(NCT	 .CE.	 5	 .OR.	 NCT	 .LE.	 0)GO TO 1873
0400 IF(ICOND(2,JN+1)/I.EO.ICOND(2,J1(RI)+NCT)GO 	 iO 1873
0401 ICOND(2,JN)	 = CI_J<+i (2rJK$1)	 + NCT)
040 ' n
0403 C AN HUMIDITY DATUM
0404 x
0405 ICOND(1,JN) = 40 + ICOND(I,JN)









15 DEC 19821	 0908 n0407	 GO TO 1874
0909 1873 IF(ICOND(1,JN) .EQ. 1)GO TO 1821
0410 186	 ICOND(1,JN) = MM + ICOND(1,JN)




0915 C	 WRAF-UP PROCESS -8-
0416 n
0417 188 IF(M1 .LT. 0) GO TO 189
0918	 ICR1 = ICR
0919	 SLOF'1 = SLOPE	 -
0920
04 ,11
 189 JY.R1 = JKR
0922	 TR1 = TR
0423	 T2 = TR
0919	 SLOP2 = SLOPE
0925	 M1 = 1
0426	 Y,ROSS = 0
0427	 JNSTRT = JR + 1
0928	 GO TO 78
0929 n
0430 C
	 STORE REFERENCE DATA
0431 s
0432	 200 CONTINUE.
0933	 IF(INCH .EQ. 0) GO TO 220
093 1f	 IF(INCH .EQ. ZIGO TO ZZO
0435 n
0436 C	 A CONTACT SWITCH POINT
0437 n
0438	 JI(R = JR
0439	 RFSUM = 0.0
0990	 RTSUM = 0.0
0441 n
0992 C
	 CUMULATION OF REFERENCE MEAN FREQUENCY
0443 s
0494 220 RFSUM = RFSUM + D n DWELL
0995	 RTSUM = RTSUM + DWELL
0996	 ICOND(1,J) = 2
0997
	 INCH = Z
U448 x
0499 900
	 IF(IDG .LE. 2)RETURN	 :900
0450	 IF(MOD(ITCNT,50).EG.0)WRITE(IOUT,9001)
0451	 ITCNT = ITCNT + 1
0952	 WfillE(IOUT,9000)tCOMDCZrJfh,Z=lr3)r(ICOND(I.JY.)rZ=1rZ)rJf(.
0453 d
	 INCH, NGH, RFL, ORPFL, TFr FHUM, ESL. SLOPE,KROSS,Ml
0919 9001 FORMAT('1DECOM OUTPUTS -----COND(I,JK),I=1,3',
0455 d
	 '----ICOND JK INCH NOH
	 RFL',
0456	 1DRPFL
	 TF	 FHUM	 ESL SLOPE KROSS	 M11)





















0008 x	 THIS PROGRAM TS USED TO FORMAT THE DATA STORED IN BYTES 1-10
0009 x	 DURING AN IN-ERRUPT.NORMAL OPERATION IS TO DO THIS FORMAT
0010 x	 DURING THE INTERRUP. BUT IF WE ARE FRINGING DATA INTO THE MAIN
0011 x	 PROGRAM WE DONT WANT TO START CHANGING THE DATA STACK OR POINTERS.
00.12 x	 TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM A FLAG 15 SET THAT TELLS THE INTERRUPT NOT
0013 x	 TO FORMAT THE DATA. THEN AFTER THE DATA IS IN THE FORTRAN
0014 x	 PROGRAM IT SEES IF INTMSK iTHE FLAG) HAS BEEN SET TO 2 BY
0015 x	 AN INTERRUP. IF SO THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED.
0016 x
0017 CSCT
0018 IFLAG RMB 2
0019 BYTE10 RMB 1
0020 SYTE9 RMB 1
0021 BYTES RMB 1
11022 BYTE7 RMB 1
0023 E:YTE6 RME: I
00:'.4 BYTE5 RMB 1
OU25 E:YTE4 RME: 1
0026 BYTE3 RME: 1
0027 BYTE" RMB 1
0028 SYTE1 RMB 1
009 BYTE11 RME: 1
0030 BYTE12 RME: 1
0031 E:YTE13 RME: 1
0032 EYTE14 RME: 1
0033 BYTE15 RME: 1
0034 BYTE16 RMB 1
00:35 TEMPX RMB 2
0036 INTMSK RME: 2
0037 IRAM1 RMB 2.
0036 IRAM2 RME: 2
00:39 IRAM3 RME 2
0040 IRAM4 RME: 2
0041 IRAM5 RMB 2
0042 IRAM6 RMB 2
0043 IRAM7 RME: 2
0044 IRAMS RMB 2
0045 TRAM? RMB 2
0046 IRAM10 RME: 2
0047 ITOP RM"c: 2
0048 IBOT RME: 2
0049 IDATA RME: 1500




0053 i PROGRAM FOLLOWS
0054 i
0055 x	 RAW DATA IS NOW STORED FROM BYTE1-BYTE10
0056 Z	 THIS WAS DONE IN THE INTERUP.
0057 i
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0064 x IRAM5=DEGREES OF EL
0065 x IRAM6=.DEGREES OF EL
0066 x IRAM7=DEGREES OF AZ
0067 x IRAMS=.DEGREES OF AZ
0068 x IRAM9=THOUSANDS PLACES IN MET WORD




0073 GETBCH PSHS X	 ;SA'.'F THE FORTRAN X REGISTER




























0102 NOCAR LDA E:YTEll
0103 LSLA
0104 STA BYTE12











3116 :	 NOW DO SECONDS
a
r4-y



















0135 n 	 TIME WORD DONE
0136 n 	 START ON EL WORD
0137 LDA E:YTE7
0138 ANDA 4SOF
0139 STA PYTEllI	 014U LDE: BYTE7























0164 n 	 DONE WITH EL






































0196 ANDE: ♦ $OF
i 0197 LDA sSOA0198 MUL
0199 ADDB E:YTEll
0200 ETD IRAMB
0201 x	 AZ WORD DONE
j 0:02 x	 START ON MET WORD












0215 x	 DO LAST OF MET WORD
0216 LOB E:YTE2
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0233 STD IRAM10
0239 n
0235 n 	 DATA IS FORMATTED AS INTERGERS
0236 n 	 NOW FORMATT INTO IDATA ARRY FOR USE IN MAIN





_ 0292 ENE ISTOP
0293 LOD 0$0000+
0299 ISTOP STD ITOP
0295 CMPD IBOT





._ 0251 STD IE-OT
0252 BRA SETFLG
0253 ATTOP LOD 010000
0259 STD IBOT




p 0258 SURD IBOT
0259 STD IFLAG
0260 ERA STOR
0261 WORKUF ADDD #150
0262 SUED IBOT
0263 STD IFLAG
- r 0269 STOR LOX TEMPX
0265 LOD IRAM1
t 0266 STD ,X++
0267 LDD IRAMZ
02.8 STU .X++
t 0269 LOD IRAM3
f 0270 STD ,X++
0271 LOD IRAM9
I 0272 STD rX++
0273 LOD IRAMS
j 0279 STD	 X++
0275 LOD IRAM6





?.r 0281 LOD IRAM9
- 0282 STD rX++
0283 LOD IRAMIDN 0289 STD .X++
2 0265 CMPX #SBCE6
	 ;HIGHEST ADDRESS OF DATA STACK:
0286 EHS LOOPX
0 2-87 STX TEMPX
6286 ERA DONE
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0:91 LOD $S00
0292 STD ITOP











PACE 001 INTERF' .SA71
	
UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982










0011	 DIMENSION T1(7), T2(7) • VI(7),ALOSS(7)
0012 1
0013 C	 TOLERABLE TIME INTERVALS BETWEEN SIGNAL DATA












0024	 KNTCT - 0
0025	 I4 = 1
0026	 I5 = 1
0027	 16 = 1
0028	 27 = 1
0029	 DO I	 I = 4,7
0030	 V1(I) = 0.
0031	 1 T2(I) =-0.1





DO EACH ROW (TIME) OF OUTPUT TABLE
0036 C
0037	 00 30 L = I.LIST
0038	 IF(VL(I,L) .GT. TBRST) GO TO 47
0039	 IF(VL(1•U .GT. TLPCAL) GO TO 42




DO EACH COLUMN ENTRY (VARIABLE) OF THE OUTPUT TABLE
0043 C
0044 C	 IF TL IS BRACKETED, INTERPOLATE
0045	 DO 20 IV = 4,7
0046	 10 IF( VL(1,L) .LE. T2(IV) ) GO TO 101
0047 i
0048 C	 ADVANCE BRACKET BEFORE INTERPOLATING
0049	 IJ = IV - 3
0050	 CO TO ( 11, 12. 13, 14 )	 IJ
00 :-:). _
0052 Y	 NEXT PRESSURE PAIRS
005q i
0054	 11 DO 111	 I = I4.900
+	 0055	 IF(I .GT. JK .OR. COND(1,I) .GT. TBRST) GO TO 101
0056	 IF (ICOND(2,I) .GT. KNTCT .AND. ICOND(1,I) .LT. 5) GO TO 112
- 	 0057	 IF(ICOND(2,I) .GE. LCNTK) GO TO 100
0058 111	 CONTINUE
OF POOR OUft?;%{
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0059	 112 CONTINUE
0060	 KNTCT = ICOND(Z.I)
0061	 T1( 4)- TZ( 4)
0062	 V1( 4)= VZ( 4)
0063	 VZ( 4) - PCAL(KNTCT)
0064	 TZ(4) = COND(1,I)
0065	 I4 = I + 1
0066	 GO TO 10
0067 n
0068 n 	 NEXT REFERENCE FREQUENCY PAIRS
0069 z
0070	 12 00 121	 I = 25.900
0071
	
IF(I .GT. JK .OR. CONDAI ,I) .GT. TERST) GO TO 101
0072	 IF(ICOND(2,I) .ED. 0)GO TO 121
0073	 IF( ICOND(I,I) .ED. 2) GO TO 122
0074 121	 CONTINUE
0075	 122 CONTINUE
0076	 TI (5) = T2(5)
0077	 V1( 5)= V2( 5)
0078	 VZ(5) - COND(3,I)
0079	 TZ( 5)= COND(1,I)
coal)	 25 = I + 1
0081	 GO TO 10
0082 a
0083 n 	 NEXT TEMPERATURE PAIRS
0084 n
0085	 13 DO 131	 I = 16,900
0086	 IF(I .GT. J)( .OR. COND(1,I) .GT. TERST) GO TO 101




Goa l,	 132 T1( 6)= TZ( 6)
0090	 VS( 6) = V2( 6)
0091	 VZ(6) = 95. n COND(3,I)/ VL(S.L)
0092	 TZ( 6)= COND(1,I)
0093	 I6 = I + 1
0099	 GO TO 10
0095	 133 CONTINUE
0096	 V1(6) = VL(6,L-2)
0097	 TI Q,) =
0098	 l'=•:) = VL(6,L-1)
.^	 GO^^	 72(6) = VL(i,L-1)
OSOO
	 GO TO 10
alai. x
0102 z	 NEXT RELATIVE HUMIDITY PAIR
0103 s
0104	 14	 IF(VL(1,L.	 .GT. TNOH) GO TO 20
1105	 DO 141	 I = 17,900
0106	 IF ( I .GT. JK .OR. COND ( 1,I) .GT. TNOH . OR. COND(1,I) .GT. TE:RST)
0107 R	 GO TO 101
0108	 IF( ICOND(1.1) .ED. 4 .AND. COND ( 3,I) .GT. 0.001) GO TO 142
(	 0109 ).91	 CONTINUE
0110 142 Tit 7) = T2( 7)
..	 0111	 V1( 7)= V2( 7)
0112	 VZ(7) = 95. • COND(3,I)/ VL(5,L)
0113	 T2( 7)= CON6(1,I)
0114	 I7 = I + 1
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0117	 100 TLPCAL = COND(1,I)
0118
n0119	 INTERPOLATE / EXTRAPOLATE
0120 n
'	 0121 101 IF(IV .ED. 7 .AND. VL(1.L) .GT. TNOH) GO TO 20
0122	 IF( V1(IV).GT. .0001 .AND. (T2(IV) - T1(IV)) .GT. .0001) GO TO 190
0123	 VL(IV.L1= VZ(IV)
0124	 GO TO 20
0125	 190 VL(IV,L)=V1(IV)K (VZ(IV)-V1(IV))/(TZ(IV)-TS(IV)))t(VL(1.L)-T1(IV))
0126 n




0130	 DUMMYI = VL(1.L)-T2(IV)
0131	 IF (DUMMY .GT. 0) GOTO 2210
0132	 DUMMY = DUMMYr(-1)
0133 2210 IF (DUMMYI .GT. 0) GOTO 2200
1	 0134	 DUMMYI = DUMMYl=(-1)
0135 2200 IF(DUMMY .GT. ALOSS(IV) ,AND.





0141	 GO TO 49
0142	 42	 ISTOP = Z
0143	 GO TO 48
' 01 ,4 14	 47	 CONTINUE
0145	 ISTOP = 10
0146	 48	 CONTINUE
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0006 aaaaaa naaa THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REAL. TIME INTERRUPS TO OCCUR asaaaaaaaa
0007 a
i 0000 CSCT
0009 IFLAG RME: 2 "
0010 OYTEI RME 1
E 0011 CYTE2 RME: 1
0012 E:YTE3 RME; 1
0013 E:YTE4 PMP I -
r OOY4 SYTE5 RME' I
' 007.5 E:YTE6 RME' 1
E. .
t°. 0016 SYTE7 RME, 1
0017 SYTEB RMO 1
0010 SYTE9 RME: I
',. 0019 SYTE10 RMO 1
0020 F:YTEII RME:	 I
002]. EYTE12 RMS 1
0022 SYTE13 RME; 1
002:1 SYTE14 RMF: 1
0024 E:YTEIS RME: 1
0025 SYTE16 RME: 1
0026 SYTE17 RMS 1
0027 SYTEIS RMS 1
002(3 INTMSK RME: 2
0029 IRAMI RMO 2
00ot IRAM2 RME: 2
0031 IRAM3 RME: 2
0032 IRAM4 RMO 2
11033 IRAM5 RME 2
0034 IRAM6 RME: 2
01035 IRAM7 RME 2
0036 IRAMS RME 2
0037 IRAM9 RME: 2
0038 IRAM10 RMS 2
0039 ITOP RME: 2
0040 ISOT RME: 2
0041 IOATA RME: 1500
0042 aaaaaaataaaaa n aaaaaaaaaa
0043 s
0044 s	 PROGRAM FOLLOWS
0045 n
0046 PSCT
0047 INTERR LOD ##E002
0045 EXG X,D	 ;TO SAVE THE FORTRAN X REG AND USE IT AT E002 IN THIS FROG
0049 STD EYTE17	 :FORTRAN X REG IS SAVED
ry 0050 ORCC #410	 ;SET IRG FLAG
005:1 LDA 0$04	 ;THIS SET FIT 2 OF THE PIA CONTROL REGe]+
0052 STA O,X	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0053 STA 4,X	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0054 STA S,X	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0055 STA S,X	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0056 STA 9,X	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0057 STA 12,Y	 ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER



























0059 STA 16,X ;PIA CONTROL REGISTER
0060 STA 17,X ;Piq CONTROL REGISTER
0061 LOA 1.X
0062 ORA 0$07 ;TO CONFIGURE FOR INTERRUPTS THROUGH PIA
0063 STA 1,X
0064 LDD 0$0000 ;SO IFLAG WILL BE RESET
0065 STD IFLAG
-
0066 LDD •$5620 ;ADDRESS OF INTERRUPT PROGRAM
0067 STD >$DFFE ;PSEUDO IRO INTERRUPT VECTOR
0068 LDD BYTE17 ;X REG STORED AT BYTE17
0069 TFR D,X ;RESTORES THE X REG FOR FORTRAN
0070 LOD 06812E





0074 STA >$E007 ;TURNS ON THE SHIFT F:=GISTCRC
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CO C1 NAM 1011KG
C 1'112 XDEF INtOP. DUTCH$, INSNE, IN%NPE
OOC3 XOEF PCRLFS , PDAIIS , LOUTC1 ,1N1TLZ
0001 ION; MUUS 68115' FORt LIE. - 3.11 : MONITOR INDEP 1/0 PKG
0037 TTL MUNITOR INULF' 1/0 PACKAGE
01100 SF'C 1
11007
OPUS a Instructlorm. to users:
0009 a ---------------------
0010 a This module allows use of monitor independent
0013 a subroutines wlt.h FORIRAK. Ti1is is done as
0012 + follows%
SC17 • 1. Cn^nge the I/O address definitions below
GOi4 i	 to the correct values for your system.
r (a:. i 2. Assemble this file as follows%
0016 s	 -RASH IOP)(G:-FRXLN-80
0017 a 3. In "RLOAD", load this module aaPt(G.Rn)




0021 a If your monitor already has the following EXBUG
0022 a equivalent subroutines, then memory size may be
0023 a conserved bts putting the following routine into
0024 a a separate file (IOADRS) and changing the entry
0025 a locations. Assemble this file as follows:
0026 i	 -RASH IOADRS:RXLN-80
0027 a
0028 a NAM IOADRS
CI	 0029 s TTL I/O ADDRESSES
0030 a IDNT MOOS 6809 FORT- RESIDENT MONITOR I/O EQUATES
0031 a XDEF INSNP,OUTCHS,PCRLF$,PDATIS,LOUTC$
0032 s SPC 1
0033 s IN$NP EOU $FOSS INPUT 1 CHAR, NO PARITY, WITH ECHO
0034 a DUTCH$ EQU $F018 OUTPUT CHAR (SPEED FILL)
0035 a PCRLF$ EQU $FO21 PRINT CR, LF (USES A)
0036 a PDATIS EQU SF027 PRINT DATA STRING (X --> STRING)
0037 a LOUTCS EOU SEBCC PRINT CHAR ON LPR (A- CHAR)
1	 0038 a a	 IF ERROR, CARRY SET ON RETURN
0039 a END
0010 a
0041 a Load this module (IOADRS.RO ) before doing a FORTRAN
0042 a library (FORLB.RO) search. Or you may specify the
OC43 a addresses at link. tine via the "DEF" command before
n044 a doing a FORTRAN library search.
0045 a	 Example%
j	 0096 a	 -RLOAD
11	 0 017 a	 ?DEF:INSNF'-$FO15
0048 a	 ?DEF:OUTCH$-$FD18
0019 a	 ?DEF:PCRLFS-$FO21





`j 	 0055 PAGE
AI	 0056 asses EQUATES aa>t=sa
0057 CR	 EOU SOD












PACE 002	 IOPI(G	 . SA: 1	 UMET-1.
0059 EDT EGU L09
0060 SI(IP2 EOIJ 68C SKIF' 2 LOCATIONS
0061 x (CF'X ♦ OF CODE)
0062 SPC 1
0063 xxxxx I/O ADDR DEFS xxxxx.x
0064 ACIARf EGU SEC14 Resident monitor's ACIA adr
0065 .ACIAI EGU ACIAR¢ Inp ut ACIA base address	 _.
0066 x SFCF4= EXBLIC compatible
25 c.7 x +0= Status,	 +1= Data
pn..?. ,CTRLI EOIJ X000111001 Input ACIA ctrl reg byte
0069 x	 x Divide bs
	
1.6 clock.
0070 z	 x e-bits + 2 sto p bits
0071 x	 x RTS low,	 interrupts disabled
0072 SPC 3
0072 .ALIAO EGU ACIARf Output ACIA base address
0074 a $FCF4= EXBUG compatible
0075 x +0= Status,	 +1= Data
0076 .CTRLO EGU '/.0001.0001 Output ACIA ctrl 	 reg byte
0077 x	 x Divide by 16 clock.
0078 x	 x 8-bits + 2 stop bits
0079 x	 x RTS low,	 interrupts disabled
0080 SPC 1
OOP.1 .LPIA EGU SEC10 Lineprinter PIA base address
0002 z SEC10= EXE:UG compatible
0003 x +0= Data	 (A)	 +1= Control 1
0084 x +2= Status (E:)	 +3= Control 2
0085 : Bit 0-Select
0086 x Exit 1=No paper
0087 .CTRLA EGL1 X00111100 LP "A" ctrl reg bste
0008 .CTRLB EGU X00111100 LP °B" ctrl reg byte
0009 .STRBA EGU X00110100 LP "A" ctrl reg strobe
0090 x $3C,f3C,s34= EXE:UG/Centronics compatible
0091 x Note* If a serial line printer is to be used, make
0092 x	 the following changes*
0093 x 1) Change .LPIA to .LACIA and substitute
0094 x proper address.
0095 x 2) Change .CTRLA to .ACIAL and substitute
0096 x proper control reg byte.
0097 x 3)	 Delete	 .CTRL6 and
	
.STRE:A lines.
0098 n 4) Rep lace the LPOUTC subroutine with a
0099 x matching serial doiver.
0100 x 5) Change INITLZ subroutine starting at
0101 x INIT3 to initialize the line printer
0102 x ACIA.
01.03 PAGE
0104 x Monitor I/O address table for FORTRAN 1/0
0105 x named common PSCT so user can easily overlay
01116 x with other I/O addresses by loading last.
0107 SPC 1
0108 . IOADR COMM PSCT
0109 ACIAI$ FOE: . ACTAI Input ACIA address
0110 CTRLIS FCE: .CTRLI Input ACIA Ctrl reg byte
0111 AL'IA0$ FDB .ACIAO Output ACIA address
0112 CTRLO$ FCE .CTRLO Out p ut ACIA ctrl reg byte
0113 LPIA$ FDE: . LPIA	 Lineprinter PIA address
0114 CTRLA$ FCP- .CTRLA LP PIA ctrl reg A byte
0115 CTRLE:s FCE: .CTRLB LP PIA ctrl reg B byte
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0117 SPC I
0118 .CNNUL COMM PSCT
0119 CHNUL RME+ I NUMBER OF NULLS AFTER EACH CHAR.
0120 CHNUL RMS 1 NUMBER OF NULLS AFTER EACH CR/LF.
0121 SPC 1
0122 .CIC COMM DSCT
0123 CIC$ RMB 1
0124 SPC I
0125 .INIT COMM PSCT
0126 FOE INITLZ OVERLAY ADR IN ETSFOA
0127 SPC 1
0128 .MIZCA COMM PSCT




0133 n Initialize FORTRAN 1/0 Subroutine
0134 i	 Y Called by FORTRAN main program.
0135 Y	 Y Does not assume reset occurred.
0136 IYYYkIIYYiikiYiikYYiiYYXiYYiiZYkYkZYiZZYYYiYY
0137 INITLZ LOX ACIAOS Get output ACIA address
0138 CPX $ACIARS Resident ACIA?
0139 CEO INITZ Yes, skip output init.
0140 LOX $0
0141 INIT1 BSR RTRN Delay before master reset




0146 BSR .INITA Initialize output ACIA
0197 INIT2 LOX ACIAIS Get inp ut ACIA address
0140 CPX ;ACIARS Resident ACIA?
0149 CEO INIT3 Yes, ski p input init.
0150 LDAB CTRLIS
0151 ESR .INITA Initialize in p ut ACIA
0151' INIT3 LOX LPIAS Init. LP PIA
0153 CLRA
01.54 STAA 1,X Clear control registers
0155 STAA 3,X
	 .	 in case no reset
0156 Y	 (accesses data dir rag)
0157 STAA Z,X Set B DDR for inputs (=S00)
0158 COMA
0159 STAR O,X Set A DDR for outputs (=$FF)
0160 LOAA CTRLAS
0161. STAA S,X Set A control rag
0162 LDAA CTRLE:$




0167 Y Initialize ACIA Subroutine
0168 Y	 Entry:	 X= base ACIA address
0169 ;	 E:= control register byte
0170 YXiN:YMTYYiiiiiikYiiiZXIYkiYiYIYYYikYYZXZYZYXY
0171 .I:NITA LDAA 43
0172 STAA 0.X Master reset














0176 [%RRYIiIIif ltf itltXiitif llRlil ifitXXXtiiiRRYY
0177 x Frint CR,LF,NULL Subroutine
0178 z	 uses A register
0179 I	 preserves E: and X






0186 PULS B,PC RETURN
O1B7 SPC I
0188 azxifxf:z:% ::tafff:::IIixIXKI1k XxYXYXff:R[R:Xz
O189 f Input char, stri p parity, S echo subroutine
0190 X	 E::it: A= char (7-bits)
0191 f	 E and X preserved
Q192 R%YIYIR%YYYYIXYYKiKKXilYiffiiliRIIRRRfiRRRRIi
6193 INSNP JSR INSNPE
0199 t Fall into char output subroutine
0195 SPC 1
0196 IYIY%YiYf ilitf iiifixif ililixKY%KKXR%K %i Rf YRRi
0197 f Character Output Subroutine
0198 R	 A= Char to output (8-bits)
0199 [	 A, 6 and X preserved
02011 I%%XIx Y'IKRXYYYf I%KRRY%RIRRXYYRiRRXf RIRYiiRifX
0201 DUTCH$ PSHS A,B,X Save reg's
0202 OUTCHI LDX ACIAOS
0203 LDAB O,X Get ACIA status
0209 ANDB tZ Ready yet?
0205 EEO OUTCH9 No, try again
0206 LDA O,S
0207 STAA 1,X Yes, send char
0208 LDAB CHNUL Char nulls
0209 x Test for CF nulls or char nulls
0210 CMPA #CR
0211 ENE OUTCHS
0212 LDAB CRNUL CR nulls
0213 OUTCH5 TSTS
0219 EEO OUTCH7
0215 OUTCH6 LDAA O,X Get ACIA status
0216 ANDA t2. Ready yet?
0217 BED OUTCH6 No, try again
0218 CLRA




0223 OUTCH7 PULS A,B,'•.,PC Restore rep's d return
0229 SPC 1
0225 OUTCH9 LDX GTMAIN
0226 EEO OUTCHI
0227 TST CICS MM12 Controller in charge?
0228 ENE OUTCHI Yes (or no MM12 present)
0229 JSR O,X Do possible handshake
0230 BRA OUTCHI
0231 PAGE









0233 x Print Messa ge String Subr.(no CR,LF)
0234 x	 X- Adr of data string
0235 I	 uses A and X res's
0236 i	 preserves E
'	 0237
0238 PDATI$ LDAA O,X Get ne::t char
0239 CMPA •EOT
0240 BEG RTRN
0241 BSR DUTCH$ Output char
0242 INX Point to ne::t one
0243 BRA PDATSS Contir,ue
024'f SPC 1
0245 ixYYxYYYx.YY'Y%xY:^RxiixYxiflxYxiYfziYRlizlllilY
'	 02.16 x Input Char (u/ p arity, no echo) Subroutine
0247 I	 E::it: A= char (8-bits)
0248 x	 E: and X preserved
0245 zxxxY xfzxYYxYZ:xzIY#Yr YY.x:zxzx r.x r.::YY%:x#xzzY
'	 0250 IN$NE PSHS X
0257. INCHO LDX ACIAlt
0252 LDAA O,X Get ACIA status
02':"? ASI=:A Pea Jy?
11? 5 11
 BCC INCH.'.
025:; LDAA t,X Yes, get char
OSSA PULS X,PC Return
0257 SPC 1
0 2 7,9 INCH2 LDX GTMAIN
( 1 257 BEG INCHO
1,?h 1) TST CICS
0..^61 ONE INCHO
02 x,2 F'SHP.




0267 zxXxx#xY:xXYXZIYiIYYYi:xzzz:IllZxxizlY Yz lllix
0260 x Output Char to LP Subroutine
0269 x	 Entry: A= char to print (8-bits)
0270 x	 Exit: C= 1 if error
0271. i	 A, 8 and X preserved
0272 zYYYYYYYYXxziiii#ixxY YX IIiYiYYYIYxYiffxXxiixll




^	 0277 BEG L.o UT10
0278 LOUTO LDX LPIA$
0279 STAR O,X Send data
0280 LDAA O,X Clear acknowledge
0281 LDAA STRBAS
0?OZ BSR STROBE Send strobe
0283 LOUT1 LDAA 2,X Check status
0284 ANDA 43 Bit O=Select,
0285 x	 Bit 1=F'aper empty
0236 DECA A Should have beer, $01
0287 ONE LOUTER No paper or not ready
0288 IST S,X Acknowledge?
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0291 LOUTX LDAA O,X




.^.	 0295 ERA LOUTX
0296 SF'C 1




j	 0300 ERA LOUTO
	
1	 0301 SF'C 1
0302 iixi:kzii:x:Yxx:xxxiixYxxxYx:xxxix::zxYa::i :x
0303 z Strobe Printer Subroutine
0309 z	 A= Strobe value
0305 z	 E and X preserved
0306 xxxxYxxxxxxx:xxzxxix::xxxxx:xxxxxxizzxxx:x:iz
0307 STROBE BSR STROEI Send strobe byte
0308 LDAA CTRLAL Reset strobe





_	 0313 x Input Char (strip parity, no echo) Subr.
031: x	 Exit: A= char (7-bits)
0315 z	 Band X preserved
031.6 Yzx:xxYkxiYxxiYxxxi:ixzir::z:xkxxiixxixx::xi:
031.7 IN$NF'E BSR IN$NE
0318 ANDA t$7F Strip parity
	















0007 r	 THIS PROGRAM RETURNS TO THE MONITOR
coos ;
0009 CSCT
0010 IFLAG RME 2
01111 PYTE10 RME: 1
0012 SYTE9 RME: 1
0013 PYTEB RM8 1
01114 E:YTE7 RME: 1
01115 E:YTE6 RME: 1
0016 6YTE5 RM8 1
001.7 E•YTE4 RME: 1
111118 E:YTE3 RME 1
0019 E: YTE2 RME: 1
0020 FYTE3 RME+ 1
0021 EYTE11 RME: 1
0022 DYI -E12 RM8 1
0023 6YTE13 RME: i
0024 E:YTE14 RME: 1
0025 ISTPER RME: 2
0026 TEMPX RME: 2
11027 INTMSK RME : 2
00 28 IRAM1 RME: 2
0029 IRAM2 RME: 2
0030 IRAM3 RM8 2
0031 IRAM4 RM8 2
00322 IRAMS R'iB 2
00:33 IRAM6 RME 2
0034 IRAM7 RME: 2
0035 IRAMB RME. 2
OU36 IP.AM9 RME: 2
0037 IRAM10 RM8 2
0038 ITOP RME 2
0039 IE:OT RME: 2
0040 IDATA RME: 1500




0044 n PROGRAM FOLLOWS
01195 ;
0046 PSCT
0047 JUMPER LOA ',$E003
0045 ANDA •SFC
0049 STA >$E003	 ;TURNS OFF INTERRUPTS
0050 ,IMP >SF830	 :JUMPS TO MONITOR
OOS1 END
I




OF Poc;; (11u;: ; r,
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0012 DIMENSION LINE(40)rLDATE(3),LTIME(3),ID(3),ISTT1(3),ISTT2(3) )
0013 i
0014 x





k 0020 5931 FORMAT(////////////////,31('	 '),'UNIVERSITY OF UTAH',/,
1)G21 d 35('x').'	 UMET-1
	
',39('x'),//,'
0022 d 'REAL TIME PROCESSING OF METEOROLOGICAL BALLOON SOUNDING DATA',
0013 d
0024 WRITE(101,5432) I
0025 5932 FORMAT('ENTER PRINTER OUTPUT CODE',/,' 	 1=N0 DIAGNOSTICS',/,
00 7-6 d 2=CONDENSED POINTS AFTER FLIGHT',/,





0032 DO	 13 .1=1,120 1
0033 DO 19 I=1r7 I











0043 d 40X,10(':'),/r10('Y')r38X,'	 CONDENSER', ait
0099 d '/DECOMMUTATOR PROGRAM	 37%,30('x')./.10('a').
0045 d 111X,10('x').11131('x')) .j
I'0046 WRITE(IOUT,9997)-^




0049 999 FORMAT (i%,45X,'axaaxxxxxx INPUT	 DATA xxxxx;xxzz'//) )
G050 C RUNNING TIME, T. IS SECONDS ELAPSED AFTER LAUNCH.,-^
0031 C xxx TPROC IS THE TIME INTERVAL (SEC)TO BE PROCESSED,
0052 C xxx BEGINNING AT TSTART SECONDS AFTER LAUNCH.
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005? 10004 FORMAT(' BALLOON RELEASED AT ',2(IZ.'%'),F4.1)
0060 C
0061 C CONVERT I1(H0URS),IZ(MIN),TS3(SEC) TO SECONDS
0062 C
0063 TLANCH - I1 23600. + IZx60. + TS3
0064 IF (TSTART .LT.
	 .01) TSTART - - 120.
0065 IF	 (TPROC	 .LT.	 .01) TPROC - 10000.
0066 TSTOP - TPROC - TSTART
0067 GOTO 6764
0068 x





0074 C INITIALIZE CONDENSER
0075 x
0076 FSUM - 0.0
0077 NSUM = 0
0078 x
0079 C LOSS OF SIGNAL FLAG LOS
0000 x
0081 LOS - 0
Boaz x
0083 C MODE INTERVAL ( OVERLAPPING BANDS.- HALF-WIDTH l
	 0.5 HZ)
0084 x
0085 HGATE = 1.0
0086 x
0087 C SIGNAL RANGE ( SIGMIN TO SIGMAX HZ )
0088 x
0039 SIGMIN - S.
0090 SIGMAX = 20`;.
0091 IN = (( SIGMAX - SIGMIN )/ HGATE ) + 1
0092 x










0101 C0ND(3,I) = 0.0
0102 IC0ND(1,I)
	 0










0113 x INITIALIZE TABLE
0114 x
0115 TNOH = 10000.0
0116 VL(1,1)	 =	 0.0
(j,
OF P( )Op'
 Q  P,
































































FORMAT('ENTER STATION ID (XX)',/)
READ (101r593LQiIDSTAT
WRITE(100,96iL)
FORMAT('ENTER STATION GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT (XXXX.X)',/)
READ(101,5949)HEIGHT
WRITE ( 100,9806)
FORMAT( ' ENTER ZERO AZIMUTH: NORTH = 0, SOUTH	 1
READ(101.5433)IAZU
WRITE(100,9813)
FORMAT('ENTER LAUNCH MONTH (XX)',/)
READ(101,5433)IMONTH
WRITE (100,9614)
FORMAT('ENTER LAUNCH DAY	 (XX)',,')
READ(101,5433)IDAY
WRITE(100,9215)
FOI:MA1('E0 f ER LAUNCH YEAR (XX)',/)
REAU(101,5433)IYEAR
WRITE (100,9802)
FORMAT('ENTER SURFACE TEMPERATURE IN C (XX.X)'./)
READ(101,.,445)SUFT
WRITE( 100,9803)
FORMAT('ENTER SURFACE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 2 (XX.X)',/)
RE.AD (101,5495)SURH
WRITE( 100r98O1)
FURMAf('F.N1EF. SURFACE PRESSURE IN ME:AR (XXXX .X)'./)
READ (101r 544 1) FP0
WRITE(100,9821)
FOkMA1('EN1ER F.UkFACE WIND SPEED ( XXX.X)',/)
RL.AU(101,5467)VS'FC
WRITE( 100,9823)
FORMAT('ENTER SURFACE WIND DIRECTION (XXX.X)'./)
READ(101,5467)DSFC
WRITE(100.9812)




FORMAT('ENTER UNADJUSTED REFERENCE ORDINATES (XX.X)',/)
READ(101,5445)FRO
WRITE(100r9817)
FORMAT( ' ENTER AIR TEMP CALIBRATION ORDINATES (XXX.X)'./)
READ(101.5467)RECTP
WRITE(100,9818)
FORMAT( ' ENTER REL HUM CALIERATION ORDINATES (XXX.X)',/)
READ(101,5467)CALRH
WRITE( 100,6136)
FORMAT('ENTER SURFACE TEMP ORDINATES ( XXX.X>',/)
READ(101,5467)FTEMPO
WRITE(300,6137)
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0175 WRITE(100,9819)
0176 9819 FORMAT('FOR MILITARY SONDE (ML419,ML418) ENTER 1',/,
0177 9 'FOR STANDARD NWS SONDE ENTER 2',/)
0178 READ(102.5433)ICRBN
0179 IF (FRO	 .LT.	 .01) COTO 6665




0186 6666 VZ( 4) - FPO
0187 V2( 5) - FROm2,
0380 Vi( 6) = FTEMPO
0189 V2( 7) = FRHO
0190 C
0191 C SET INITIAL FREGUENCY GATES FROM SURFACE ORDINATE INPUTS
0192 C
0193 CNVOF = 2.:FRO/95.
0194 IF (CNVOF .LT.	 .01) GO TO 5




0199 n MA+±UkL BURST INPUTS
0200 n
0201 TURST = 1.. E22
0202
0203 WRITE(300.9805)
0204 9805 FORMAT('ENTER CONTACT NUMBER AT BURST (XXX.X)',./,
0205 d 'IF < 10 IS INPUT. VALUE DEFAULTS TO 180.01,/)
0206 READ(103,5446)CBFST'
0207 5446 FORMAT(F5.1)
02013 IF(CE:RST	 .LT.	 10.)CE:RST	 -	 180.01















0224 1028 FORMATC'STATION ID ='.I3./.'STATION HEIGHT =',F6.1,/.
0225 d 'ZERO AZIMUTH ='.I2r/.
0226 8 'DATE =',Z2,'—'.Z2,'—'.Z2./.'SURFACE TEMP =1rF6.1,/r
0227 d 'SURFACE RH =',F6.1,/.
0228 6 'SURFACE PRESS = '.F6.1,/,'SURFACE WIND SPEED -'.F6.1,/,
0229 Q 'SURFACE WIND DIRECTION =',F6.1,/.'SONDE ID ='rIS./r
0230 Q 'REFERENCE ORD ='.F6.1./,'TEMP CAL ORD ='.F6.1,/.
0231 R 'RH CAL ORD = 1 ,F6.1.,.'SURFACE TEMP ORD =',F6.1,/,
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0233 A	 'BURST C04TACT - '.F6.0
0231 n
0235 n
0236	 ISTOP e 0
0237 s
0238 C	 PRESSURE CALIBRATION INPUT
0239 s
0210 1623	 WRITE(10018201)
0291 8201	 FORMAT%'ENTER PCAL. INPUT CODE'. /.'
 1-USING TAPE READEF"./,
0::-f2 A
	 2=ENTERING BY HAND'./)
0293	 READ(101.5133)IDUMM
11 299	 IF(IDUMM .EG. 2)GUTO 1625
0215	 IFLA6=0









CC:r4 1L27 IF(1FLAG .LO. 1WOW 1626
0255	 CALL SlU°ER





0261	 IF(PCAL(J) .LT. .1)GOTO 9881
0262	 IF(J .GE. 179)GOTO 9881
0263	 COTO 1627
0261 9881 CALL OFF
0265	 COTO 9882
0266 1625 CONTINUE
0267	 DO 988 1-1.160
0268	 WRITE(100.9809)I
0269 9809 FORMAT('ENTER PCAL'.I3)
0270	 READ(101.5111)PCAL(I)
0271 988 CONTINUE
0272 9882 IF(PCAL(1) .LT. .01)GOTO 1623
0273
	 DIFF1=PCAL(1)-PCAL(2)






	 IF(F'CAL(I) .GT. 0.0)GOTO 2
0279	 IF(F'CAL(I+1) .LT. 0.00GOTO 9
0280 2	 DIFFAV-(DIFFI+DIFFZ)/2.0
0281	 DIFFHI-DIFFAVx(1. + PERC)
0282
	 DIFFLD=DIFFAVz(1. - PERC)
0283	 IF(DIFF2 .GT. DIFFHI





	 IF(PCAL M -DIFFI .LT. 0)GOTO 8
0287	 DUMMY-PCAL(I)-DIFF1
0288	 IDUMMY - I + 1
0289	 WRITE(IOUT.100)IDUMMY.PCAL(I+1).DUMMY
0290 100




r•	 ORIGINAL PAM f•.
OF POOR QUALITY
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' 0294 10024 FORMAT('1','BAROSWITCH PRESSURE CALIBRATION TABLE')
0295 10020 FORMAT(SF10.1)
' 0296 DO 1631 I=1,180
r " 0297 PCAL(I)-PCAL(I)+.05
	 ;TO STOP TRUNCATION ERROR
0298 1631 CONTINUE












C 0306 WRITE(IOUT,10026)	 (PCAL(IX),IX=177,180)0307 10026 FORMO7(1X,'177:
	 ',4F10.1)
0308 DO 1675 I=1,180
0309 PCAL(3)=PCAL(I)-.0°i	 WKSTOG'ES VALUES OF PCAL TABLE
j 031.0 1675 CONTINUL
0311 UD	 i':,	 ,If 	 -	 ],16(I
02	 a. IF(PCALlJr•)
	 .LT.	 FPO)GO TO	 16
071:: 16 ICRO	 =	 ((FPO - PCAI.(JP-1))/(PCAL(JF')-F'CAL (JF'-1)))x.100.
0314 ICRO = ICRO +	 ( JF'-1)x100
0315
0316 DO 3 LCNTY. = 1.180
037.7 3 IF(PCAL(LCNTIO	 .LT.	 0.1)	 GO TO 4
0318 4 LCNTY	 LCNTI( - 1
0319 DUMMY = ICRO	 :CHANCES TO REAL
• 0320 .AICRO = DUMMY/100.
0321 WRITE(111UT,111016)AICRO,LCNTK
03:2 10016 FURMAI('	 EFFECTIVE LUNI'ACT NUMBER AT LAUNCH = ',F6.2,/^.
03323 A HIGHEST CONTACT NUMBER CALIBRATED = ',23)
0324 x
0325 WRITE(300,6709)
U326 6789 FORMAT('IF PCAL TABLE IS OY. ENTER 1',/.'IF NOT OR ENTER 211i)
0327 READ(101,5433)IDUM
0328 IF(IDUM .ED. 2)GOTO 1623
0329 x
0330 6786 WRIIE(100,6787)
0331 6787 FORMAT('ENTER HOUR OF LAUNCH 	 (XX)',/)
0332 READ(101,5433)11
0333 WRITE(300,6788)
1 0334 6788 FORMAT('ENTER MIN OF LAUNCH (XX)',/)
0335 READ(101,5433)I2
•. 0336 WRITE(100,6790)
r-^ 0337 6790 FORMAT('ENTER SECOND OF LAUNCH (XX.X)'./)
0339 READ(101,5445)TS3
0339 GOTO 1003t 0340 x
.^ 0341 6764 WRITE(100,6791)
0342 6791 FORMAT('IF LAUNCH TIME IS 01( ENTER 1',/,'IF NOT OK ENTER 2',/)
0343 READ(101.5433)IDUM
0344 IF(IDUM .ED. 2)GOTO 6786
0345 C
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0361 ixxxiiixiixxxx HANDLE REAL TIME DATA iiiRix kiIiikkxxixiIxxxiiiiiRix
036: i
0363 x
0369	 DO 41 J=6,10
0365 4343 IF(IFLAG .GT. 0)GOTO 9394
0:366	 COTO 4343
	 ;LOOT( AT FLAG UNTIL SET (IE DATA RECIEVED)
03x7 4349 INTMSK= 1.	 ;MASF( INTERRUPTS
0368	 IFLAG=IFLAG-1
0369	 IF ( IBOT .ED. 150 ) I60T=0
0370	 IDUM=ID0Tx10	 7THEr'E ARE 10 IDATAS FOR EACH DATA POINT
0371	 IE:OT=2807 +1	 ;WORK WAY UP STACK. OF DATA
0372	 DUMMY=IDATA(IDUM+9)	 :PART OF MET WORD
0373	 DUMMYI=IDATA(IDI1M+10) :REST OF MET WORD
0374	 FREO(J)=(DUMMYx1000)+DUMMYI
0375	 DUMMY=IDATA(IDUM+6)	 :PART OF EL WORD

















P`.?1 2003 FORMAT(F7.2,' SECONDS FROM LAUNCH')
03''2	 IF(TIME(10) .LT. 0.)GOTO 40
0393	 WRITE(100,9825)
0394 9BZ5 FORMAT('ixxx PAST LAUNCH TIME iiiii')
0395 i
0396 ixxkkiixiixRixkxii REAL TIME DATA IN PROGRAM iixixil2llixixixkxiixxxZi




	 CALL ADVANC (JJ,TSTOF',TLANCH,TGMDAG,MASFU
0401	 IF (MASK.EO. 1) COTO 81
0402	 IF (MAST(EO. 2) COTO 82
0903	 IF (MASK .E:.. 3) COTO 825
0404	 IF (MASK .LO. 4) COTO 826
0905 C
0406	 JKMEM = JK
T ^,
s ^. .ate- tea:-r ^. -" -
I.t
OF POOR reL:.4U i`
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040: CALL TRACK(LOS.JK,MASK)
O g 08 IF	 (MASK:	 .EO.	 1)GOTO 83
0409 IF (MASK( .EG. Z)GOTO 85
P ilo IF (JKMEM .E0. JK)GO TO 99
6411 C
0412 410 CALL DECOM(J)C.TNOH.TF ,HF,ICRO,RFL.F•FL,IDG)
0413 C
0414 IF	 ( COND(1,JK)	 .CT. TBRST) GO TO 84
0415 GO TO 99
0916 2204 FORMAT (' ERROR IN CONOPASS#. READ')
0417 C;iiiii ;;iii;ilY;IYiii[iit;YiiiiYiii;IlYiiiYil•i;;;;;%Yiiiii;;YY
0 g 1B C
0419 C






042F, 81 WRITE(IOUT,1810)	 TSTOF',TIME(IO),JJ
0427 ISTOP = 7
0 1126 GO TO 90
0429 82 WRITE(IOUI",1820)	 TIME(10),	 JJ
0430 ISTOP = 6•^
0431 GO TO 90
O g 32 83 WRITE(IOUT,1830) LOS
0433 ISTOP = 5
0439 GO TO 90
0435 85 WRITE(IOUT.1850)
0436 ISTOP - 8
0437 GO TO 90
0438 S q WRITE(IOUT,1840)JK(,CONO(1,JK),TBRST
0439 1810 FORMAT(ZX,	 '	 TSTOF',TIME(10),JJ =',
	 2F10.1,	 1110)
0940 1820 FORMAT(ZX,	 'ENO OF FILE,TIME(10),JJ =', 	 10X,	 F10.1,
	
1110)
O gg l 1830 FORMAT	 (2X,	 '	 LOS =	 ',10X,I6)
0412 1840 FORMAT(/,'	 TIME EXCEEDS TERST.... COND(1,',I3,')
	 =',F10.2,
0483 R 1 i TBRST =',F10.Z)
044q 185U FORMAT(' EXCEEDED COND ARRAY DIMENSION')
0445 1604 FORMAT('FLIGHT TIME GREATER THAN 110 MIN.')




0450 C LIST UNINTERPOLATED COND/ICOND MATRIX
0151 i
0452 90 WRITE(IOUT,1900)
0453 1900 FORMAT(//,' CONDENSER DONE.'/' DECOMMUTATOR DONE.'/,
0454 R INTERPOLATION FOLLOWS.......')
0455
0456 DO 196 JC = 1,JK
0457
0458 I6C = ZCOND(2,JG
0459 i IF(ISC	 .GT.	 999)ICDND(2,JC)	 - IE6C/1000
0460 IF(ICOND(Z,JC)	 .CT.	 Z00)ICOND(2.JC)	 = 0











































































FORMAT('1',' J;(',6X.'TIME: OF DAY;
	
ELAPSED',

















RT3=DUMMYY60.	 ;GIVES THE REMAINDER
ITS = RTZ






GO TO (191U, 1920, 1930, 1940, 1950) IDUMMY
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	 TIME AZIMUTH ELEVATION PRESSURE REF FREQ',
0530 R	 5X,'TEMP REL HUM')	 -
U531	 WRITE (IOUT,1230)
I	 0532 1230 FORMAT(14X,'(SEC)
	 (DEG)	 (DEG)	 (MB)', 5X,
0533 R	 '(HZ) ---- (ORDINATES)---')
05:34 •xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx WRITE THE TABLE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx









j	 0543 n xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx FINISHED WRITING THE TABLE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
0544 C
0545 C	 FINISH EXPLAINING AND END
05'16 C
f	 0547	 WRITE(IOUT,1043)
0548 1043	 FORMAT('xxx REAL TIME PROCESSING COMPLETE xxx ')
0549 C
0550	 IF(ISTOP .EQ. 2) WRITE(IOUT,104Z) K.NTCT,LCNTK
05:51 1042 FORMAT(1X,'STOPPED AT CONTACT NR'.I5,5X,'LAST NON ZERO F-CAL NR',
0552 R	 I5)
0553	 IF(ISTOP .EQ. 5) WRITE(IOUT,1045)
05:54 1045 FORMAT(1X,'STOPPED, CONDENSER UNABLE TO FIND SIGNAL. TOO NOISY')
-	 0555	 IF(ISTOP .EQ. 6) WRITE(IOUT,1046)
0556 1046 FORMAT(SX,'STOPPED, END OF INPUT DATA (EDF)')
-'	 0557	 IF(ISTOP .ED. 7) WRITE(IOUT,1047)
0558 1047 FORMAT(1X,'STOPPED, REACH TSTOP (TSTART+TPROC)')
0559	 IF(ISTOP .EQ. 8) WRITE(IOUT,1048)
0560	 048 FORMAT(1X,'STOPPED, COND OVERFLOW')
0561	 IF(ISTOP .EQ. 30) WRITE(IOUT,1050)
0562 10511 FORMAT(iX,'COMPLETED TO BURST')
0563	 IF(ISTOP .EQ, 11) WRITE(IOUT,1051)
'	 0564 1051 FORMAT(1X,'FLIGHT TIME IN EXCESS OF 120 MIN.')
0565	 1:F<ISTOF' .EQ. 12) WRITE(IOUT,1052)
0566 1052 FORMAT(1X,'STOPPED BY OPERATOR')
0567 x
056ri x
6569 :	 NRITE F'RD COMPATIBLE TAPE
0570 x
0'=,71 x
0572 x	 DOUBLE CHECK. FOR ZERO PRESSURE VALUES AT TOP OF FLIGHT
i	 0573 x
0574	 DO 5U1 LL=I,LIST
0575	 J = LIST - LL + 1
0576	 IF(VL(4,J) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 502
0577 501	 CONTINUE
0578	 WRITE(IOUT,6000)
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0581 LIST = J '.
0562 503 CONTINUE
0583 n
0589 NCDS=LIST :PASS THIS NUNBER TO PRD
1
05135 n
0585 n ONE MINUTE DATA IS PASSED IN VL ARRAY
0587 n





0593 6000 FORMAT(IX.'UNABLE TO FIND NON ZERO PRESSURE - EXPECT ERROR '.




















0009 IDATA RMF 300
0010 PSCT

















0007 x	 THIS PROGRAM SETS UP THE PRINTER TO OUTPUT 132 CHAR PER LINE
0008 x
0009 CSCT
0010 IFLAG RMB 2
0011 BYTE10 RME: 1
0012 VYTE9 RME+ 1
0013 BYTES RME 1
0014 VYTE7 RMB 1
0015 E : YTE6 RME: 1
0016 VYTES RME: 1
0017 VYTE9 RME' 1
0018 EYTE3 RMB 1
0019 BYTE2 RME: 1
0020 VYTE1 RMF' 1
0021 E:YTEll RME: 1
0022 BYTE12 RMV 1
	
..	 0023 VYTE13 RMB 1
0024 BYTE19 RME : 1
0025 ISTPER RME 2
0026 TEMP% RMP.• 2
OU27 INTMSK RMB 2
	
f	 00213 IRAML RMV 2
	
I 	 0029 IRAM2 RMV 2
0030 IRAM3 RME: 2
0031 IRAM9 RME:
003: IRAM5 RMB 2
	t	 0033 IRAM6 RMB 2
' 0034 IRAM7 RME: 2
0035 TRAMS RME: 2
0036 IRAM9 RME: 2
	
-^	 D037 IRAMID RME 2
0030 ITOP RME: 2
0039 IBOT RME: 2





0044 x PROGRAM FOLLOWS
0095 x
0046 PSCT I
0047 PRNTER JSR >$5852	 ;INIT PRINTER
0040 LOA #$lF-


























0007 aaxxxxxxxx THIS IS THE INTERRUE' PROGRAM xxxxx"xxxx
0008 x	 DATA FROM THE TRADT IS VALID ON THE PIA'S
0009 n 	 TO CAUSE AN INTERRUE'. THIS PROGRAM READS THE DATA
0010 x	 INTO BYTES WHERE IT IS FORMATTED INTO INTERGERS
0011 x	 AND STORED IN IRAMS, WHERE FORTRAN SUE 'FORM' RE-FORMATS
0012 x	 THE DATA INTO REAL NUMBFRS AND STORES THEN IN TEMP
0013 x	 STORAGE. THEN INCERMENTS IFLAG AND RETURNS TO THIS
0014 x	 PROGRAM WHERE A RT1 IS'DONE.
0015 x	 THE COND PROGRAM THEN IS LOOKING FOR IFLAG TO BE SET
0016 a	 SO IT CAN TAKE THE DATA FROM THE TEMP STORAGE AND USE IT.
0017 a
0018 CSCT
0019 IFLAG RMB 2
0O20 BYTE10 RMB 1
D021. BYTE? RMB 1
0022 E:YTEB RME: 1
0023 BYTE7 RMB 1
0024 BYTE6 RMB 1
0025 BYTES RMB 1
0026 BYTE4 RME: 1
0027 BYTE3 RME: 1
0028 BYTE2 RMB 1
002? BYTE1 RMB 1
0030 BYTE11 RME 1
0031 BYTE12 RME: 1
003:' BYiE13 RME: 1
0033 PYTE14 RMB 1
0034 E:YTE15 RME: 1
0035 BYTE16 RMB 1
0036 TEMPX RME: 2
0037 INTMSK RMB 2
OU38 IRAM1 RMB 2
0039 IRAMZ RMB 2
0040 IRAM3 RMB 2
0041 IRAMS RMB 2
0042 IRAMS RMB 2
0093 IRAM6 RMB 2
0049 IRAM7 RMB 2
0045 IRAMS RMB 2
004f, IRAM9 RMB 2
0097 IRAM10 RME: 2
0048 ITOP RMB Z
U049 IBOT RMB Z
0050 IDATA RMB 1500




0054 x PROGRAM FOLLOWS
ODSS x
0056 PSCT
0057 REAL LDU ♦4B10C
	
;COMMON STARTS AT 8100 Sr TI-I'S3 WILL PUl STACK INTO BYTES
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OU°7 x
GO>U x	 NOTE HERE THAT F'SAS ARE HARD WIRED SO RSO GOES 70 ADDRESS Al
0061 x	 AND RS1 GOES TO A0. THIS PUT THE DATA PORTS NEXT TO EACH
0062 x	 IN MEMORY, TO USE OF THE D REGISTER.
0063 n
0069 LOD U,X	 :START GETTING THE DATA
0065 PSHU D	 :STORES PART OF MET WORD AT VYTE1 9 BYTEZ
0066 LOD 9,X	 ;GETS MORE OF THE MET WORD
0067 PSHU D





^.	 0072 LOU 16,X
0073 PSHU D
	 ;RAN DATA IS NOW STORED FROM BYTES-8YTE10
0074 x
0075 x	 FORMAT THE DATA INTO INTERGER IN IRAM USING VYTE11-CYTE16
0076 x	 AS SCRATCH PAD. THEY ARE STORED AS FOLLOWS!
0077 x	 IRAM1=HOURS
0078 n 	 IRAM2=MIN
0079 n 	 IRAM3=SEC
0080 n 	 IRAM9=.SEC
0081 n 	 IRAMS=DEGREES OF EL
0082 s	 IRAM6=.DEGREES OF EL
0003 n 	 IRAM7=DEGREES OF AZ
0089 x	 IRAMS=.DEGREES OF AZ
0085 9	 IRAM9=THOUSANDS PLACES IN MET WORD
0066 x	 IRAMIO=LOWEST 3 VALUES OF MET WORD (IS UP TO 999)
0087 x









0097 x	 FIND VALUE OF HOURS






















_.a y . a.►- mss. a-- ^. _ _ i -
I
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0125 NOCAR LDA BYTE11
0126 LSLA
0127 STA BYTE12






























0155 x	 TIME WORD DONE





































0187 x	 DONE WITH EL




































0224 x	 AZ WORD DONE













..mss ^i ..ia" aa%. ?•' ^
	
r	 •	 __	 _ __
;.
Of POOR (1 lLi;'f





















029 7, ANDC f1Uf
1,-90 SIC D. IEll








0 2L'i ALI') E•llr.l:+
02L6 ^^^ Irr.1•,.0
02:;- a
U 22:C r	 DO.IYI IL fL4 Mhl l i:D V. 7N'IERf.ERS
4Z ;'+ r	 NGN f rm-,W.7l INTO IDATA ARRY FOR USE IN MAIN
U::GU a	 MET PROGRAM.
UZr..7 a















0276 ATTOP LDD •f0000
0277 STD I80T






0289 WORY.UP ADDD 0150
0285 SUED IBOT
0286 STD IFLAG
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.r 0001 C SUBROUTINE SEARCH
0002 C
0003 C
0009 SUBROUTINE SEARCH (LOS,JK,MASK)
0005 n






0012 C SEARCH FROM LOW TO HIGH FRED.	 (SIGNAL MC'f:C 01 - TEN 1,0Wi
0013 Y
0019 E : ND = SIGMIN
Dols1 0016 C COUNIS	 <	 YE	 1:1'. ,' I LL)	 BCL. 1141	 r,OVING POUNDS,
0017 C Ci:i :.i i-5i	 FAi:G	 COUNT	 (	 I(BNDG)	 AND INIQX
	 (	 IVND)
O0: 1 0 KBLL = 0
Cu::'1 f(E:NDG	 =	 0
O o22 IE:ND	 3
00:3 00 662	 IV 	 1., IN
01129 KB = 0
00::5 00 661 J= 1,10
I 0026 661 IF	 (FREG(J).LT.	 END	 )	 RE: = KB+1
0027 KBND = 1:8 — KBLL
0020 END = END + HGATE
0029 IF	 (I(BLL	 .EQ.
	 10)	 GO TO	 10
0030 KBLL = KE:L
0051 KBL = KV
0032 IF( IV .LT. 3 > GO TO	 662
0033 IF ( KBND .LT
	 KENDG ) GO TO 662
0039 IBND = IV
0035 KEtNDG	 KBND
0036 662 CONTINUE
.. 0037 10 IF(KENOG .GE. 3) GO TO 669
0038 n
0039 C SIGNAL NOT FOUND • INCREMENT NOISE COUNT
0090 n
0091 LOS = LOS +1_
009"1
0093 IF (LOS	 .CT.	 100	 )	 GOTO 1111
0099 IF (LOS	 .EQ.	 1) TSWCH2= TIME(1)
0095 C





0051 C FOUND SIGNAL • SET CATE , NOTE LEADING
0052 C EDGE SWITCH TIME AND DWELL.
0053 C CONDENSE THE DATA POINT , AND PROCEED TO DECOMMUTATE:
0 0',51 {
., 0055 669 CONTINUE
0056 LOSN = LOS
= 0057 LOS	 0
0050 SICLEV	 =	 SIGMIN	 +	 (IBND-2)YHGATE
A.
w
_^ y..^^ mss. r
OF" POOR CZUNL'I''`
i




F. 0061 TSWCHI - TSWTCH
0(1 62 IF(TIME(1)
	 .LT. TSWTCH)GOTO 44
e OL63 TSWTCH= TIME(1) 
0064 44 DWELL = (TSWTCH — TSWCHI)
6 0U65 C0066 C CONDENSER OUTPUT
0067 n
0068 IF(NSUM .ED.	 0) GO TO 2665
0069 IF(J):	 .EQ.	 O)GOTO 4889
0070 7017 IF(TSWCHI
	 .LE. COND(1.J10)GO TO 3P46
0071 4889 Jf:=JK*1
(1072 COND(1.JfO - TSWCHI
0073 COND (.^.. JiO - DWELL
0074 COND(3,JI1)	 - FSUM/NSUM




0079 IF	 (Jf(	 .CT.	 I)GO TO 3001
u 01180 WRITE(1011,3005)








0086 GO TO 2665
0087 1111 MAST: - 1
0088 RETURN
0089 2222 MAST( = 2
0090 RETURN
0091 3006 WRITE(IOUT,3007)J)(
0092 3007 FORMAT(' xxx WARNING xxx	 SWITCH TIME DID NOT INCREASE AT',
,. 0093 d '	 JH =	 1,I3)
0099 2665 FSUM = 0.





rPACE 001	 SETUP	 •SAi1 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982IJ
0001 OPT L.REL
0002 OPT LLE-80
nnn 0003 NAM SETUP
0 11 04 IDNT SETUP
OU05 XDEF SETUP
0006 s
0OO/ s:zzzai:x THIS IS THE MAIN PAPER TAPE SETUP PROGRAM x:zx:zua
Done x
00119 'SCT
0010 IFLAG RMB 2
0011 SYTE30 RME,' I
0012 EYTE9 RME 1
00.13 BYTES RME 1
0014 DYTE7 RMD 1
0015 BYTE6 RMB 1
0016 BYTES RME 1
0U17 BYTES RME, 1
0010 EYTC3 RME: 1
OU19 E:YTEZ RMB 1
013Y0 E:YTEl RME 1
0 0 02 1 EYTEll RMB 1
0022 BYTE12 RME: 1 )
0023 BYTE 13 RME: 1
F	 1 0029 BYTE14 RME 1
j 11025 BYTE15 RMB 1
OOZ6 BYTE16 RMB 1
09 1-7 BYTEIJ RME: 1
0028 EYTE18 RMB i
00:'• 9 BY TEi9 RME:	 I
I 0030 BYTEZO RMB 1 I
E
0037. IRAM1 RMB 2
I
UO32 IRAM2 RMB Z
O 033 IRAM3 RME: 2
0034 IRAM4 RMB 2
003,", IRAMS RMB 2
0036 IRAM6 RMB 2
y 0037 IRAM7 RMB 2
`• )f 0038 IRAMB RME: 2
00.^.9 IRAM9 RME: 2
` 01140 IRAM10 RME: 2
0041 ITOP RME 2
OD42 IEOT RME: 2




I 0047 s	 PROGRAM FOLLOWS
e 0048 x
r 0049 PSCT
0030 SETUP LOD OSOODO
7
t 0051 STA EYTE1 D.P. FLAG
0032 STA BYTE2 TEMP, STORAGE FOR DATA
OG'33 STA BYTE3 MULTIPLIER
0054 STA EYTE4 X REGISTER
0055 STA BYI ES
0056 ST( E:YTE6 1000 FLAG
e 0057 STA BYTE7 DELETE_ FLAG
0050 STA BYTES STACfC COUNTER
ii
OF p 0 0 R Qul 1'Y

















































R.	 0005 XDEF STOPER
'	 0006 x
0007 x	 THIS PROGRAM LOOKS TO SEE IF THE 'S' KEY OF THE TERMINIAL
0008 x	 HAS BEEN HIT. IF SO THIS PROGRAM SET ISTPER TO 1. THEN ADVANCE
0009 x	 LOOKS AT THIS FLAG, AND IF SET CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO STOP.
0010 x
0011 CSCT
0012 IFLAG RMB 2
0013 BYTE10 RME: 1
0014 BYTE9 RMB 1
;1015 BYTES RME: 1
0016 E.YTE7 RMB 1
0017 FYTE6 RME. I
0018 BYTE S RME: 1
UU19 BYTE4 RME: 1
0020 BYTE3 RME: 1
007.1 E'!YTE2 RME: 1
0022 BYTEI RMB 1
_	 0023 BYTE11 RMB 1
0024 E:YTEI2 RMB 1
L`"075 BYTE13 RMB 1
0026 BYTC14 RMB 1
0027 ISTPER RME: 2
0028 TEMP X RMB 2
0029 INTMSI( RMB 2
0030 IRAM1 RME: 2
0031 IR'AM2 RME 2
_	 0032 IRAM3 RMB 2
i 0033 IRAM4 RMB 2
0034 IRAMS RMB 2
0035 IRAM6 RMB 2
0036 IRAM7 RME: 2
!	 0037 A<AMG RMB 2
1	 0038 IRAM9 RMB 2
'	 0039 IRAM10 RMB 2
0040 ITOP RMB 2
0041 IE:OT RMB 2
0042 IDATA RMB 1500	 ;IRAM ARE STACKED INTO THE IDATA ARRY TO SE PROCESSED
0043 xRRYRRRY YiYYZYYRYI xIIiti
0044 x
0045 x
0046 x PROGRAM FOLLOWS
0047 I
0040 FSCT





	 ;IF FLAG NOT SET THEN NO CHAR
0054 LOA >CEC15
	 ;LOAD THE DATA FROM THE ACIA
0055 CMPA #C53
	 ;ASCII LETTER S
0056 E'i;C NOLHAR
	 ;IF N07 EQUAL TO S RETURN
00;7 LDD 4i0001
	 ;TO SET THE FLAG




PAGE 002 STOPER •SA:1	 LJ MCT- I	 is DEC 1982




PAGE 001 TAPEI	 .SA:1






!I	 0006 xxxxxxxxxx THIS IS THE MAIN PAPER TAPE PROGRAM xxxxxxxui
0007 x	 DATA FROM THE TAPE READER IS VALID ON THE PIA
0000 x	 TO CAUSE AN INTERRUP. THIS PROGRAM READS THE DATA
0009 i	 INTO BYTES WHERE IT IS FORMATTED INTO INTERGERS
0010 x	 AND STORED IN IRAMS, WHERE FORTRAN SUE: 'FORM' RE-FORMATS




0015 IFLAG RMB 2
0016 BYTE10 RMB 1
0017 BYTES RME: 1
O016 BYTES RMB 1
0019 BYTE7 RMB 1
11 0020 BYTE6 RMB 1
0021 BYTES RMB 1
0022 BYTE4 RMB 1
.^ 0023 BYTE3 RME: 1
0029 BYTE2 RMB 1
0025 BYTE1 RMB 1
0026 BYTE11 RMB 1
0027 EYTE12 RMB 1
0026 BYTE13 RMB 1
0029 BYTE14 RMB 1
0030 G'YTCIS RMB 1
0031 BYTE16 RMD 1
1) U32 BYTE17 RMB 1
0033 EYTE18 RMB 1
0034 BYTE19 RME: 1
0035 BYTE20 RMB 1
0036 IRAM1 RMB 2
0037 IRAM2 RMB 2
0036 IRAM3 RMB 2
0039 IRAM4 RMB 2
0040 IRAMS RMB 2
0041 IRAM6 RMB 2
0042 IRAM7 RMB 2
0043 IRAMS RMB 2
0044 IRAM9 RMB 2
0045 IRAM10 RMB 2
0046 ITOP RMB 2
0017 IBOT RMB 2
0046 IDATA RMB 3000















PACE OOZ TAPEl	 .SA:l	 UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1902
0059 STA E:YTEZ







0066 STE: E:YTE7	 RESET DELETE FLAG
0067 BRA OUT
0068 RED INC EYTE7




0073 SPAC CMPA #SZO
0074 ENE NSPAC
0075 LOB #206
0076 STE. BYTES	 COUNTER SET TO SIX
T	 0077 NSPAC CMPA t4ZE
J`
	






i	 OOS2 NPER CMPA 0$30
!	 0083 BLO OUT	 NUMBER?
0084 CMPA #239	 i
DUDS BLS MASK
0086 ERA OUT
0087 MAST: ANDA #2UF













0100 CMPB 0$05	 FIRST DIGIT?(ACCEPTING ZEROS)
0101 BEG ZER
0102 NZER LOB E:YTE1
0103 CMPB #-Sol	 CHECK. D.F. FLAG
	 i
• 0104 EEO RES
0105 BRA OUT
0106 RES LDE: #$DO
0107 STE: E,YTEl
	 RESET D.P. FLAG	
.I
0108 ZER LOD #20000
..
	
	 0109 STD IRAMI	 INITIALIZE TO ZERO
	 i
0110 STD IRAM2
0111 LOB .Y+	 .X=D ACCUMULATOR
07.12 INC BYTES
0113 STD IRAMZ
J	 6114 LOB tf81





PAGE 003	 TAPEl	 .SA:l	 UMET-1 15 DEC 198:	 •^
0117 CMPA OS05	 LAST DIGIT?
0118 BEG LAST
0119 CMPA OS06	 FINISHED WITH ENTRY?
1
0120 EEO FINI
0121 CMPA tS02	 1000`S PLACE?
0122 ENE THOU
0123 LDA BYTE8
0124 INC 8YTE6	 SET 1000`S FLAG
0125 THOU LDA .Y+
0126 INC BYTES





0132 MUL	 INCREMENT MULTIPLIER
0133 ERA MULT








10140 LDP.* 4%0A	 TEN
0141 MUL	 TIMES :Y TEN
0142 LDA #864	 100





0146 FINI LOD #S0001	 SET FLAG
0147 STD IFLAG I
0148 INC BYTE18 {
0149 LDA tt•06







PACE 001 TRACK	 .SA71	 UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1902
0001 C TRACK SUBROUTINE
0002 SUBROUTINE TRACK(LOS,JK.,MASK)
0003 x




0008 xYYxlxxYxilliilY iiiillixixYiiYlxliiiiiixiYlxi;xxiiiYi[iYY n;Yixili;ixlYYixYI
0009 C
0010 C SET GATE BOUNDS
.^
0011 C COUNT SIGNAL POINTS IN GATE
0012 x
0013 MASK-0
0014 BUPR - SIGLEV + HGATE
0015 IF(BUPR.GT .SIGMAX ) BUPR = SIGMAX
0016 8LWR - SIGLEV - HGATE
0017 IF(E:LWR.LT.SIGMIN ) 8LWR = SIGMIN
0018 n
0019 C MEMORY TO STABILIZE CONDENSED SIGNAL
n^ 0020 x
0021 NGATE = 1
0022 SUMGTE	 SIGLEV
0023 x




0027 IF (FREG(J)	 .GT. BUPR .OR. FREG(J)
	 .LT. 8LWR) COTO 671
0028 SUMGTE = SUMGTE + FREG(J)
0029 NGATE = NGATE+1
01130 IF ( NGATE .CT. 6) GO TO 672
0031 671 CONTINUE
0032 x
0033 C IF LESS THAN TWO (EXCLUDING SIGLEV) IN GATE,
	 LOOT' SIGNAL
0039 x
0035 IF ( NGATE .GT. 2 ) GO TO 672
0036 CALL SEARCH(LOS,JK,MASK)
0037 IF (MASK	 .EQ.	 1) COTO 63
0038 IF (MAST(	 .EQ.	 2)	 COTO 85
( 0039 RETURN
0090 x
0041 C HAVE SIGNAL 4 INCREMENT FOR MEAN AND ADJUST GATE
0042 x
0093 672 FSUM = FSUM + SUMGTE/NGATE
0044 NSUM = NSUM +1








































PAGE 001 ADIR	 .SA:1	 UMET-1	 15 DCC 1982




0005 C THIS SUBROUTINE NTLL COMPUTE THE DIRECTION FROM WHICH THE HIND IS DLONIN




0010	 61 ADIR = 90. - 57.2958• ATAN(DUMMY)
0011	 GO TO 69
0012.	 63 ADIR = 270. - 57.2958m .ATAN(DUMMY)
0013	 GO TO 69
001.9	 62	 IF (V) 65.66.67
0015	 65 ADIR = 360.
0016	 GO TO 61
(1017	 66 ADIR = 999.
0018	 GO TO 69




FACE 001	 AMOD	 .BA:1	 UMET-1



















GF pout	 L v. L= i ':
a
PAGE 001	 ALOG10	 SAil	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982

















PAGE 001 FLOAT	 .SA)1	 UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1982
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UDUfI i%iiiiYYYf YiK;ii#TIYK;IIK;;;iYti;;%Y#i;IYYYK;iKYiK #[ilIYYYYR#Y;lYX;ii#iYKY
' 110119 DIMENSION IIERR(0)r OLD (5) IERRM(488) r AI(1(ME(36)	 )TEST IERRMdAK)(ME
00).0 DIMENSION EPR(110),ETP(110),EPT(110),NLE:L(6) 	 ;NLELFOR TEST
	 !
0011 DIMENSION F'(110),P3(110),TEMF'(110),DLE*L(Z)




0015 d lOQU .0 x9011 .0 ,850.0,800.0x700.Or600.0,500.0x900.0,350.0,300.0,
0016 d 250.U.20U.0.150.0r1Z5.O.IDU.0,80.0 ,70.O.b0.Or50.Ur40.0.35.Or
° O017 d 3.0.0,27.0,20.0.17,5.15.0,12. 5 ,10.0.8.0.7,0.6.0,5.0.9.0.3.5.
0018 d 3.011.0/
0019 tXIXK%>iXYYYYiY11;YY;Y;iiY Y.[tiYKK;i#ii%#iii[iYYYii%[%%[YiY#IYYY#X%iX;XY#YYY
0020 C CONSTANTS USED IN PROGRAM	 )
i 0021 C
F 0022 DATA ZERO/0.0/,IZERO/0/,ONE/1.0/,IDNE/1/,TEN/10.0/
	 ;TESTING	 1
'^


















a. 01140 1010 FORMAT(F6.1,ZX,F6.0,2X.F7.1.2X,F7.4.2X,F6.1,ZX,F7.1,ZX,F7.2.ZX,F6.1,
O041 d 2X,F6.1,ZX.F7.4,2X.4(F6.1.2X))	 {1
00 .12 109 FORMAT('OTIME	 ALT	 PRESS	 .	 ^
0043 8 'LOG	 TEMP	 PTEMP	 VTEMP	 HUMTY	 DEWPT	 SPECIF
0099 d 'SPD	 DIR	 NS	 EW',
k 0045 d /.'MIN	 GP MT	 ME	 PRESS	 DEG K	 DEG K	 'r^
(1046 d 'DEG K	 PRCNT	 DEG K	 HUMTY	 MPS	 DEG	 MPS	 MPs'./)f 0047 110, FORMAT(5X,'SURFACE CONDITIONS',/,
0098 d 7X,'PRESS',F8.1,'
	 MB',OX.'EASE CAL =	 '.F5.1,'	 C AT
	 ',F5.1,'	 ORD',
0099 d /,7X,'TEMP',F9.1,'




0051 120 FORMAT('ISTATION',14,4X,- LAUNCH DATE',13,'-',12,'-',IZ.4X,











PAGE 002 PRO	 .SA:l	 UMET-1
	 15 DEC 1982
0059 &
	 'xxx LESS THAN 20 FRCNT NOT LISTED xxx')
01160 5000 FORMAT(/,'xxx	 GMD IN LIMITING ANGLES
	
xxi',/,




U063 8150 FORMAT(/,'xxxxxx ORDINATE GREATER THAN 100.0 xxxxxx'/
0064 R	 F5.0,F7.1,ZF4.l,F7.Z,F6.Z.2X)









0070 9264 FORMAT(/,'xxx LAYER BELOW ',F6.1,' ME: HAS SUPER ADIABATIC LAPSE'
0071 &	 r' RATE OF ',F5.1,' DEG/)(M')
0072 9364 FORMAT(/.'xxx LEVEL BELOW ',F6.1.' MB
	
xxx	 POTENTIAL
0073 &	 'TEMPERATURF = ',F6.1,' DEG )(
	
xxx	 NOT INCREASING')
0074 9464 FORMAT(/,'xxxxxx	 FOR THE ABOVE LAYERS Or' LEVELS, CHECK TEMP
0075 &












































0109	 PRESS=PCAL + .05

































	 COMPUTE CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FOR RADIOSONDE DATA
0124 C
01 1-5	 CALL TEMPCE(CALTP,IERRF.I,ITEMF')
0126	 CALL RL(RECRH.CALTP,I,IDF.IH)
01 1-7 C
0128 C READ HEADER CARD
0129 C
0130	 IF(NCDS .GE. 10B)NCDS = 108
0131 C
	
SSSS PRDCOMMON ALLOWS ONLY 108 ONE MINUTE ENTRIES
0132 C
	





0137	 DUMMY = ONE
0138 C
0139 C READ DATA CARD
0190 C
0141	 00 577 I=i,NCDS
0147 z












0155 C CHECK INPUT DATA FOR ERRORS
0156 C





0162 IF(TIM(I)	 .LE.	 IOTME) IIERR(2)-1
0163 IF(I .GT. NCDS) IIERR(3)=1
0164 IOTME=TIM(I)
0165 IF(I .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 10
0166	 IF(EL(I) .GT. ZERO .AND.EL(l) .LT. SEVEN) IELVFL=1
0167	 IF(AZ(I) .NE, ZERO .AND. EL(I) .GE. SEVEN) GO TO 10
0168	 AZ(I)=ZNINE
0169	 F.L(I)=ZNINE
0170	 GO TO 14
0171
	 10 IF(IAZ .EQ. 0) GO TO 14
0172
	 IF(AZ(I) .LE. Z180) u0 TO 12
0173
	 AZ(I)=AZ(I)-Z180








0,7 pr,0i^ QUAL, T'T
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0175	 12 AZ(I)-AZ(I)+Z180
0176	 14 IF(PR(I) .NE. ZERO) GO TO 15
0177	 IXT=IXT+1
0176	 GO TO 18









0184	 IF(IXT .EQ. 0) GO TO 18
0185	 IHI=I
0186	 ILO=IHI-IXT-1




0191	 TALP01 =TALP(ILO)+DUMMY/DUMMY I (Tf,.C'(llti=)-TALP(ILO))




0195 13	 TF'I .GE. NCDS-1) GO TO 36











0YU5 C	 PRINT ERROR MESSAGES
02Ua C
0207	 DO 3O II=1,8
02013	 IF(IIEf:R'(I1) .ED. 0) GO TO 38
0"U9	 IIERR(II)=0
0210	 IF(II .GT.I)GQTO 2224
U2)'l.	 WRITE(IOUT,1115)
0212 1115 FORMAT('	 DATA CARD ID DOES NOT MATCH FLIGHT ID xxx')
0213 2224 IF(II .CT, 2)GOTO 3334
0214	 WRITE(IOUT,2225)
0215 2-225 FORMAT(' TIME NOT INCREASING - PROGRAM CONTINUES SSW')
0216 3334 IF(II .GT. 3) COTO 4444
0217	 WRITE(IOUT,3335)
0218 3335 FORMAT('TIME GREATER THAN 120 MIN - PROGRAM CONTINUES')
(1219 4444 IF(II .GT. 4) COTO 5554
OZ20	 WRITE(IOUT,4445)OLD(II-3)
0221 4445 FORMAT('PRESSURE NOT DECREASING - PRESSURE=',F10.4)
0222 5554 IF(II .LT. 5) COTO 38
02".3	 WRITE(IOUT,5555)OLD(II-3)




0228	 IF (DT(I) .GT.DUMMY .OR. OF(I) .GT,DUMMY)




	 IF(AZ(I) .GT. 360.0 .OR. EL(I) .GT. 90)
0232 &	 WRITE(IOUT.8160) TIM(I),PR(I),
PAGE 005 PRO	 .SA ;l 	UMET-1 	 15 DEC 1982




ri	 0237 C PROCESS DATA POINTS
0238 C
























"j	 0255 C	 COMPUTE ALTITUDE
0260 C
0261	 IF (I .CT. 1) GO TO 62
0262	 DUMMY=PCAL/PR(I)
0263	 HGF'(I)=HTM-L+Z14F'6rALOG(DUMMY)x(T(I) +SORT+CENT)




1	 0268	 11 PRIMEF=PR(I)
0269	 PRIMEH=HGP(I)
0270	 PRIMEV=TV(I)
02271	 IF (OF(I) .ED. ZERO) OF(I)=Z99P9











0282	 IF(DT(I).EO.ZERO) GO TO 90
0283	 ZF(I .EQ. 1) GO TO 90
0284	 DUMMY=HGP(I-1)-HGP(I)
0285	 RATE=((T(I-1)-T(I))i(TENii3))/ASS(DUMMY)
0286	 ZF(RATE .LT. ZTENF'Z) GO TO 84
0287	 ETP(I)=RATE
0250	 EPR(I)=PR(I)
0289	 84	 IF(POTTP(I) .GT. POTTP(I-1)) GO TO 90




FACE 006 PRD	 .SA:l	 UMET-1	 13 DEC 1902












0304 IF(SUMR .ED. VI) SUMR=Z9P9X5
	 )Z9F9X5-9.99999
0305 C













f!'^t 4' IJi:i	 I	 '.I	 '!
fl" I ..Ill'. i1
1 I.
J	 I,_	 t	 •.




11 193 IF(AZ(IM1)	 .ED. DUMMY .OR.	 AZ(IPl)	 .EQ. DUMMY) GO TO 863 i
0334 763 ANG=(DIR(I)-Z180)*Z1P7E
0335 WNS=SF'D(I)XZCOS(ANG)	 ;6809 CANT DO NEC 4 SO WRITE FUNCTION TO1
0336 WEW=SF'D(I)XZSIN(ANG)	 i	 HANDLE IT
0337 GO TO 9663









0347 C INTERPOLATE WIND VALUES
0340 C





.SA:1	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1962
0349 IF(WNS .NE.Z999P9 .AND. WEN .NE.Z999P9) GO TO 8863
0350 IF(I .ED. MAX .OR. I .ED. 2) 	 GO TO 8863













0369 C INTERPOLATE STANDARD MET ALTITUDES
0365 C





0371 E x (ALOG10(DUMMY)-ALOGIO I DUti" ',)
0372 C=A/p,
0373 AA99=TIM(TN1)-Cx(TIM(I)-TIM(IM1))
0379 Bt"7'==H GF'( IM1>+CxIHGP ( I>-HGF' ( IMI))
1:^75 CC99=BI







0303 OH99=DEWPI (IM 1)+Cy	(rF L'i Ik.T	 -. LUnry tI	 I7?








0393 IF(I .EO.	 MAX .OR. I




	 WNS .NE.Z999P9) GO TO 866
0395 IF(AZ(IMZ)	 .EQ. ZNINE .OR. AZ(IM1)
	 .ED. ZNINE .OR.
0396 R AZ(I)
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0407
	
IF(VV99 .GT.ZERO .AND. UU99 .GT.ZERO) TT99=TT99+Z1800
0408
	
















IF(I .GT. 2) GO TO 600
0415
	
IF(WEWLST .EO.Z?99F'9 M. WNSLST .EU.Z999P9) GO TO 600
0416
	



















IF(VV99 .LT.7-RO .AND. UU99 .GT.ZERD) TT99=TT99+2180
0424
	
IF(VV99 .GT,ZGRO .AND. UU99 .GI.ZERD) T199=TT99+Z1SO
0425
	
IF(VV99 .Gl ZERO .AND. UU99 .LT.ZERO) TT99=TT99+(2xZ180)








































0446 C	 WRITE INTERPOLATIONS
0447 C
0448 800 AA99F' = AA99 + .05
0.149	 E:899P = SP-99 + .5
0450
	
FF99P = FF99 + .05
	 MUNDED FOR PRINTING
0451
	
PP99F' = FIP99 + .00005
0452
	
GC99P - GG99 + .05
0453
	
OG99P = 0099 + .05
0454	 WW99F' - WW99 + .005
0455	 HH99P - HH99 + .05
0456
	
0099P - 0099 + .05
0,957	 XX99P - XX99 + .00005
0458
	
SS99P = SS99 + .05
0459
	
TT99P = TT99 + .05
0460
	
UU99F' - UU99 +.05










































































9963 IF(PR(I) . EO.AKVMV(Klf'.f')> 1(Y.fO(=Y.P.1(t(K

















TIME' = TIM(I) + .05 ;DUMMY VARIABLE FOR PRINTING IE ROUNDS NUMBER
HGPP = HGP(I) + .5
PRP = PR(I) + .05
TALPP	 TALP(I) +.00005
TPPP = T(I) + .05
POTTPP - POTTP(I) +.05
TVP
	 TV(I) ♦ .005
FPPP = F(I) +.05
DEWPTP - DEWPT(I) +.OS
QOP	 00 + .00005
SPOP	 SPD(I) + .05
DIRF	 DIR(I) + .05
WNSF' = WNS + .05
WEWP = WEW + .05
WRITE(IOUT,1010) TIMP,HCPP,





IF(ZHUMFL .EQ. 0) WRITE(IOUT,4000)




IF(EPR(I) .LT. ZERO) GO TO 64
IPTFLG=1
IF(ETP(I) .GE. -999.) WRITE(IOUT.9Z64) EPR(I),ETF(I) ;ZNNN=-999.999
IF(EPT(I) .GE. -999.) WRITE(IOUT,9364) EPR(Z),EPT(I)
64 CONTINUE





PACE 001 PROCOM .SA:l 	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982
a[[[[a[[[a:[:uaa


















0003 C	 'PRD' RADIOSONDE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
0004 C











FORMAT(/./, /.'xxxxxxxixx OUTPUT PROCESSING, F'OLLONS iXxxxxa rr t'r %)
u(i5	 YRITE(100.1000)






001: xxrw.x PROGRAM Ftlr,ti szxzixtxxXY
0023 1:
011 -11	 30	 I)C?TE(IOLIT.130 )
002 130	 FORMAT(' NORMAL PROGRAM TERMINATION')
0026	 NP: TTF(10LIT r 145)
0(12: 141-1 	 FQPU AT(/r/,/,/,)
4R`ITE< 100, 146)
81, 2" 146	 FORMAT(/./r/./r/r79('i')./r/,/r/./r37(' ').'UMET-11r/.




0034	 IDUM = 1
	
;SET UP INFINTE DO LOOP
0035 300 IDUM = IDUM + 1







PAGE 001 RL	 .SA:I
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0020 C CHECK VALIDITY OF RH ORDINATE
0021 4 IF	 (OF(I)	 .EQ.	 0.) GO TO 8
0022 IF(T(I)	 .LT.	 233.16)GO TO S
0023 43 IF(MOD(ICRBN.2)	 .GT.	 0)GO TO 46
0024 C RH ELEMENT 476 (CARBON)
0025 DF=q6.0-OF(I)














0040 GO TO 6





0046 6 IF(F(I)	 .LT.	 0.0)GO TO 8
0047 IF(F(I)
	 .LT. 99.5) GO TO 55
0040 DEWPT(I)-T(I)
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PAGE 001 TEMPCE	 .SA/1	 UMET-1	 15 DEC 1982
0001 CTEMPCE SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TEMPERATURES
0OU2 SUBROUTINE TEMPCE(CALTP.IERRF.I.ITEMP)
0003 i
0004 C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE RADIOSONDE TEMPERATURES 405.419
0005 n







0013 IF(DT(I)	 .ED.	 0	 .AND. ItEMP	 .NE.	 0)	 GO TO 10











0025 53 IF(ICREIN	 .GT.	 1)GO TO 60









0033 d +2.95 nFACTOR nDUMMYI)
0034 DUMMY=TLAST-T(I)






0039 T(I)-CENT+T(I)-T(I) n (1.0+T(I)XT(I)iT(I)iT(I)/9150625.0+(17.0+CALTF•
0040 d )x(17.0+CALTP)/16.0)/500.0
0041 GO TO 9

















































































I	 OF POOR QJI;^ i i-:,
1
PAGE 001 WINDS	 .SA11
	
UMET-1























































CWINDS SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE WINDS
C
SUBROUTINE WINDS ( MAX.HGMDT . DISSFC.MIN)
n[[i[iiif taatiitit[[ a[Yiiii[ia[atiaita[ nitliatliiliti[tf ii[at[itiiiiiit
C
1
WAGE 002	 WINDS	 .SA:1	 UMET-1























OF FOJR rQUALi ^'i




















0004 C THE 6809 WILL NOT TAKE THE SIN OF A NEC •
0005 C THIS FUNCTION TAKES CARE OF THE PROBLEM
0006 C
0007	 IF(A .GE. 0.0) GOTO 10










The output under the operational printer option (printer output code
1) is given here as an example. No adjustments of the algorithm have
been made to optimize decommutation or other performance, nor is there an















OF FOC6q, Q'-jALlrf	 F'
MV. OF UTAH ADD M
m WuT DATA cumin
STATION m - 72
STATION NEW • 1.0
ZERO AM" - 1
DATE • 3-11-92
slff•m M& s 1.0
Mix AM • 66.1
WFAa PWSS =1033.0
SIffAm 00 SPFED • 1.1
WAa WIND DIRECTION - 65.0
SOAOE ID • 0097
AEueaORD - 92.0
TEND CAL X • 73.9
ON CAL OFD - 50.3
RWAM TIV ORD * 63.6
SWAM FM ORD • 44.0
SM TYPE - 2
BM CONTACT • 100.1
V
&%M FRE16ED AT 11:27:20.1
nul mn 11TPUT PFMMMM FMIM m
TEl9• X FAILS DIFFETeCE TEST Aa DECK TEBP 50 AT
	 1.1000





BlimsT¢TCB POW F6LUBAT208 TAKE
1: 119.8 11164 1139.8 1123.6
9: 967.8 99.1 996.1 935.1
V: 481.6 01.2 M1.8 E0.2
25: 790.9 70.2 771.2 761.2
33: 718.9 718.0 699.2 219.6
91: 692.2 633.2 623.1 619.9
91: 569.8 561.1 52.9 59.8
9: 501.8 Ml 111.2 977.2
65: 937.8 930.1 922.6 915.2
73: 371.6 371.4 364.2 357.9
81: 329.1 317.1 311.6 364.9
p: 279.2 761.1 762.8 256.8
97: 229.1 229.2 219.1 219.0
115: Ip.6 IMA 195.4 175.8
113: 159.9 150.2 116.0 112.9
121: 123.9 121.1 116.6 112.8
129: %.8 93.6 90.9 0.6
137: 73.2 71.6 67.8 65.2
195: 52.9 99.8 97.2 19.8
153: 32.6 30.2 27.8 25.2
161: 12.2 9.2 6.6 3.6
169: 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0
1771 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1
EFFELRflE CDBTACT M16ER AT LNM3: - 3.17
IQC W CCPRACT KMER CNSBRATED • 164
1
1112.6 1111.2 9p .B AB.8
921.9 913.6 913.1 192.9
W-6 829 .9 119.1 MA
757.8 748.2 738.2 721,2
00.1 671.1 661.1 651.6
615.1 596.1 S0.6 98.1
535.4 527.1 311.1 Sp,1
169.6 901.2 4MA 995.6
907.8 118.1 392.1 nj
350.6 39.8 337.1 330.6
298.6 MA 216.2 211.2
231.2 21+`.6 210.2 231.8
218.8 213.8 199.2 191.2
171.1 10.1 162.8 158.6
138.2 131.6 130.6 127.1
109.8 116.2 113.1 111.1
01.6 11.8 48.1 7612
9.4 59.1 914 5.1
1214 48.1 3714 35.1
22.6 21.1 17.6 11.8
1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1















































































































PTESS 1123.8 11	 BASE CAL - 31.1 B AT 73.9 00
TE6 27.1 K	 ROOM • 58.2 3 AT %.1 000
m 66.1 3
fTATmK 72 Leo BATE 3-1-2 Loa m4:27:20.1 BBT mea m ""
TDE KT	 P9E55	 LOB
	KIN ff BT 	16
	
PFM
	0.1	 S.	 1133.7 3.01"
	
0.9	 273.	 1000.1	 3.1100
	
1.0	 291.	 997A 2.9919
	
2.0	 W.	 962.3 2.9133
	
3.0	 869.	 928.9 2.9680
	
3.9 1125.	 900.0 2.9S1Z
	1.0 11".	 897.8 2.9532
	
5.1 1121.	 867.5 2.9383
	
5.6 1588.	 850.1 2.92"
	
6.1 1717.	 836.5 2.9=
	
7.0 2003.	 607.1 2.9169
	
7.2 2073.	 800.1 2.9131
	
8.0 ZM.	 779.1 2.8915
	9.0 =71.	 751.1 2.8756
	
11.1 M.	 126.1 2.8611
	
11.1 3111.	 711.2 2.8158
	
11.0 3127.	 711.1 2.8931
	
12.0 3398.	 676.1 2.8300
	
13.1 3668.	 6T.9 2.819
	11.6 3931.	 631.0 2.8000
	
15.1 1195.	 699.5 2.7850
	
15.5 1313.	 600.1 2.7712
	
16.0 49".	 589.7 2.707
	17.0 16%.	 570.3 2.7'„61
	
18.0 "60.	 550.6 2.7118
	
19.0 5221,	 511.1 2.757
	
ZO.0 5137.	 512.8 2.7100
	
20.7 5673.	 500.1 2.6990
	
21.0 5763.	 193.9 2.6937
22.1 6013. MA 2.671
	23.1 6323.	 157.3 2.6602
	
21.0 6619.	 139.1 216129
	
5.1 6893.	 171.1 2.655
	Z6.1 7159.	 106.5 2.6190
	
26.1 7271,	 100.6 2.6121
	
Z7.0 1112.	 390.3 2.5911
	





29.6 8181.	 350.0 2.5441.
	
30.0 1290.	 3".8 2.5375
	
31.1 SM7•	 331.3 2.5202
MA 1826. 318.1 2.5026
	
33.0 9096.	 305.2 2.1816
	
MA 9208.	 300.1 2.1771.
	
31.0 93521	 293.1 ZAV5
	35.0 9597.	 182.5 2.1509
	
36.0 9870.	 271.6 2.1323
37.0 10126. 59.8 LIM
	
31.0 10368.	 Z O.0 2.3979
	
38.1 11310.	 2".5 2.3971
VMP Rip Ow






































































































































































































































41.1 11175. 219.6 2.3416 211.4 326.1 211.31 0.1 1.1 1.1101 39.1 61.6 -L.6 -35.1
42.0 11434. 211.6 2.3235 211.7 331.3 211.66 1.1 1.1 1.1001 43.4 0.6 -14.9 31.2
43.1 1100. 212.1 2.3156 213.2 336.7 213.21 1.1 1.1 1.1111 41.9 74.5 -11.9 -39.3
43.2 11756. 211.1 2.3111 213.5 338.2 213.51 1.1 1.1 1.1111 39.4 74.3 -11.5 37.1
M.1 11957, 193.7 2.W1 214.6 M.9 214.5 1.1 1.1 1.1101 34.6 73.1 -9.6 -33.2
45.0 S..J" 3. 105.3 2.260 214.5 MM 214.46 1.1 1.1 4.011 364 73.9 -11.1 75.1
%J 12516. 177.5 2.2"1 215.3 352.9 Z1SM 1.1 1.4 1.1011 29.1 76.1 -6.5 -3.3
4.1 1'5/3. 111.1 2.230 215.9 350.1 215.92 1.1 1.1 1.1111 24.1 79.7 3.3 -24.3
46.1 13049. 162.9 2.2119 215.6 362.1 215.57 1.1 1.1 1.1111 34.1 .	 74.9 3.1 -33.5
46.0 13326. 155.9 2.l"17 214.7 365.2 214.75 1.0 1.1 0.1011 - 31.3 71.1 -11.3 -33.3
49.8 13567. 151.1 2.170 214.7 369.2 214.71 1.1 1.1 1.1101 4.1 P.6 -1.9 36.1
$0.1 13611. 149.1 2.1730 214.7 369.9 214.0 1.1 1.1 1.1111 "A 41.7 -1.1 -46.3
51.0 13942, 142.6 2.15" 293.6 512.2 299.57 31.3 276.0 0.1334 26.7 0.2 3.5 -16.2
52.1 14282. 136.7 2.135 255.9 151.9 256.25 30.6 242.6 0.1122 17.1 39.4 -13.6 -11.2
53.1 11578. 131.1 2.1176 225.1 412.8 225.43 1.1 1.0 1.1101 76.5 81.1 3.9 -16.1
51.1 14846. 125.8 ZAM 214.7 30.2 214.68 1.1 1.1 1.1110 A.5 80.3 -5.9 -31.9
54, 1101. 125.1 2.4169 214.6 30.7 214.2 1.1 1.1 Ltlll 35.9 n.9 -6.2 -Z.2
55A 15115. 121.5 2.08" 214.1 391.8 21443 1.1 1.1 1.100 38.3 77.5 -8.2 -V.3
56.1 15412. 114.9 2.1613 213.5 466.2 213.53 1.1 1.1 1.1111 21.6 11.3 -2.1 -21.6
57.1 15708, 119.6 2.134 213.1 411.6 212.97 1.1 1.1 1.1061 21.4 04.4 -1.9 -21.2
58.1 16111. 114.4 2.1166 212.1 414.4 212.15 0.1 1.1 1.1111 31.2 78.7 -6.1 -31.5
59.1 16264. 110.2 2.11" 211.6 "BA 211.64 6.1 1.1 1.1111 28.1 81.3 -2.7 -28.1
59.1 16M. 111.1 2.1111 211.7 40.7 211.66 0.1 1.1 1.1911 28.1 84.4 -2.6 -27.7
61.0 16529. 96.1 1.M3 212.1 414.2 212.13 1.1 1.1 1.1011 19.6 66.7 -1.0 -19.5
61.1 16831. 91.5 1.9612 212.1 41M 212.13 1.1 1.1 1.1110 35.8 78.8 -6.9 -31.1
62.1 17141. 87.1 1.9395 211.1 424.1 211.0 1.1 1.1 1.1111 21.9 12.1 -2.9 -21.6
63.1 1745:. 82.7 1.9177 211.4 436.8 211.36 4.1 1.0 1.1111 OJ 10.6 2.7 -7.8
63.7 17666. 81.1 1.9131 211.2 434.6 211.21 1.1 1.1 1.1101 15.7 92.9 1.6 -15.6
64.1 17734. 79.0 1.8919 211.2 436.0 211.16 1.1 14 1.1001 11.5 90.5 1.1 -11.4
65.1 18127. 75.4 1.8773 211.6 M2.9 211.62 1.1 1.1 1.1101 16.1 84.8 -2.2 -25.9
664 11334. 71.7 14957 210.8 444 211.84 1.1 1.1 1.4111 36.1 ".2 4.6 -35.2
66.5 16486. 70.1 1.M1 211.8 450.7 211.83 1.1 1.6 4.8101 29.4 ".4 -5.3 -18.8
67.1 18643. 68.2 1.6141 211.6 454.6 211.83 1.1 1.1 1.1111 22.5 79.8 -3.9 -22.1
68.1 18966. 64.8 1.1113 211.8 463.1 211.81 1.1 1.1 1.1101 16.3 92.1 1.6 -16.2
0.1 19290, 665 1.7087 212.8 472.0 212.75 1.4 1.1 1.1069 VA 4.6 2.3 -17.1
69.5 19"2, 61.1 3.7712 213.3 46.5 213.26 0.1 1.0 1.1101 13.4 141A 4.5 -12.6
71.0 19592. 5.6 1.7677 213.8 480.8 213.76 6.1 1.1 1.1101 10.5 128.8 6.6 -1.1
71.1 19981. Z.9 1.7478 215.2 "M 215.16 0.1 0.1 4.1101 11.9 113.2 4.7 -11.9
72.1 20218. 53.1 1.7246 215.4 498.5 215.41 0.1 1.1 1.1001 26.4 78.1 3.4 -25.8
73.0 21563. 50.2 1.7107 214.8 514.9 211.71 1.1 1.0 1.1000 31.5 n.2 3.5 -29.9
73.1 21589. 50.1 1.6991 211.8 505.5 214.78 1.1 1.0 1.1111 %1 12.3 -9.0 -28.6
74.0 21883. 4.7 1.6787 214.8 512.4 211 w 0.1 1.0 1.1111 14.1 75.5 -3.4 -13.5
75.0 21211. 45.3 1.6561 215.2 520.9 215.16 04 1.0 1.1009 7.4 1".8 6.1 3.2
76.1 215,.6. 42.9 1.6323 215.7 $30.3 215.0 4.1 1.0 1.1014 25.2 87.1 -1.7 -25.1
77.6 21903. 41.6 1.6055 216.5 540.7 216.48 1.0 1.1 1.1111 21.6 94.3 2.: -28.4
77.3 21997. 48.1 1.6021 216.9 544.1 216.0 0.1 1.1 1.1110 26.1 98.3 3.8 -25.7
78.1 22251. 36.4 1.584 216.0 553.0 217.97 1.1 1.0 1.1011 21.3 113.5 8.1 -10.5
79.0 22574. 36.6 1 50 221.0 566.4 220.14 1.1 1.1 1.1011 22.4 8r.0 -1.9 -22.2
79.9 22851. 35.0 1.5441 221.5 577.3 221.52 0.1 1.0 1.1011 Z6.5 87.7 -1.0 -26.1
80.0 22075. 34.9 1.5127 221.6 E70-1 221.64 1.0 1.0 1.1100 26.9 87.8 -1.9 -26.7
81.0 23220. 171 1.5196 222.1 59.0 222.41 0.1 1.1 1.000 15.3 98.3 2.2 -15.1
P2.0 23562. 31.4 1."69 223.1 599.6 223.41 0.1 0.0 1.0000 33.8 61.1 -14.7 -31.3
92.8 23860. 30.1 1.4771 2M.3 610.8 224.26 0.0 0.1 1.1000 32.1 78.9 -11A -31.1
83.1 23915. Z9.7 1.434 221.5 612.8 224.48 0.1 0.0 Mill 31.7 72.2 -9.6 -31.1
84.1 2420. 28.1 1.4489 225.4 625.2 225.36 14 1.8 1.1100 26.1 0.1 -4.4 -25.6
85-0 24702. Z6.4 1.4216 225.9 638.1 225.86 1.1 0.1 1.1600 36.2 66.3 -14.5 -33.0
85.9 25663. 25.1 1.3979 225.8 648.0 225.81 1.0 1.0 1.0000 9.6 62.6 -1.1 -9.4
66.0 25121. 21.8 1.3942 225.8 646.5 23.91 1.1 0.1 1.1000 5.9 98.6 0.9 -5.7
87.1 25496. 23.4 1.3695 225.3 65.6 225.32 1.1 1.0 0.1000 28.1 78.9 -5.3 -27.4
88.0 25872. 22.1 1.3W 224.1 666.7 224.39 1.0 1.1 1.1110 36.2 76.5 -8.4 -35.1





























91.1 26971. 18.7 1.2717 224.7 700.6 221.73 1.1 0.1 1.1100 7.8 118.5 2.5 -7.3
12.1	 ZT=.	 17.6	 1.2965	 226.8	 711.8	 226.78	 1.1	 1.1	 1.1111	 999.9	 999.9	 999.9
	
9994
m REC M 116TNIOR K KMM m
-	 m LESS TUBA 21 PRCN7 0 LISIM m
m	 UD IN L E[= NCLES	 m
M	 DEO26 PART OF O SEPYATIN 	 :o
1	 m LATER 8At0i M6.5 IB HAS SIM ADIABATIC LAM RATE F 13.1 8EGAM
(	 m LELFL MA IL.5 B m POTOM TE MATME r 287.9 DEL K	 m NOT DCNEN M
t	 m LAYER " 136.7 ME HAS SI ER ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE F 111.6 DEGAM
m LEVEL BELOW 136.7 B	 m	 POTENTIAL TERPEMTUIE • 951.8 DEG K	 m	 NOT DCRFASM
m LAYER SCAN 131.1 B MB BEER ADIABATIC LAPg
 RATE OF 113.1 WM
.	 m LEVEL BELM 131.14
	
m	 POTDrX YOPERATME • 912.1 DEG K	 m	 NOT llVVMC
as LAYER BELAY 125.7 B HAS OFER ADIABATIC LAPSE MR OF H.1 DMAOI
m LVEL" 125.7 B
	
m	 POIFRAAL MfOATIFE • M.2 DEG K 	 m NOT XNEAQIC
r
n 	
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Fig. C-3. Input board — paper tape interface.
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Fig. C-4. Input board layout.
V
YAPPENDIX D
Future Application to Rocketsonde Data: METROC-R
J	 The following is a listing of partially completed software for the
real-time processing of rocket (DATASONDE) meteorological data. The
routines are those of METROC-R, * adapted to the portable microprocessor-
based UMET system. METROC-R is the current operational version of the
University of Utah computer program for automatic processing, at NASA
Wallops Flight Center, of digitally recorded rocket-launched parachute-
sonde data.
All routines below have compiled successfully for the microproces-
sor system, except DRIVER, which is not yet completely adapted, and
MAIN, which has not yet been treated. Remaining work includes the
modification of UMET-1 real-time hardware and software to include the
slant range word, and programming to accept and process keyboard inputs
' for the rocketsonde system and to produce the desired output hardcopy
format. Memory management design must be completed with efficient use
of the available RAM. The two-page program concept, wherein real-time




(BMET), adequately accommodates rocket meteorological data processing
requirements.
The processing of DATASONDE data is considerably less difficult
than that for the RAWINSONDE because the need for decommutat ion is
1
	 essentially absen-.	 "Tie on" to a RAWINSONDE pressure level is re-
* "METROC-X Algorithms," Forrest L. Staffanson, University of Utah Engi-
neering Report UTEC NR 79-161, Progress Report under Contract NAS6-
2627, to NASA Wallops Flight Center, November 1979 (revised January




quired, however, if, in a future system design in which a portable
tracking system and sonde-borne transponder is used and a sonde-borne
pressure switch is added, a quite accurate, reliable, and self-contained
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®1 i B2 ®3 B4 BS B6 B7
©1 C2	 REAL TIME DATA i
SHIFT REGISTER
Al	 Paper tape shift register 	 74164
B1	 Chip select logic	 7408
Cl	 Interrupt decode logic 	 7411
A2 - A7, B2 - B7, C2 Real-time
data shift registers	 74164
PIA1 - PIA6 Peripheral Interface
Adapter	 68821
PIA II 
P IA II PIA
PIA PIA
5	 6
Fig. C-6. Interface board layout. Only the custom-
installed components are shown; for a










----------- I --------------------- Ii	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
ADVANC TIMCHK RDRCRD REWRT ADD1 F'OLYFT
I
I
-------------------------------------------I---------------I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
REMOVI FROTMF' DIRSIT WIND i%MNTMF' KMNTAE: GF'TOM GRVITY ADDZ REMOVZ
	
1	 I	 I	 I










Subroutine Diagram of the METROC program
_ 1 ^
F'AGE
	 001	 ADD1	 .SA:l
C PURPOSE
C This system of routines performs operations on
C the double queue shown below. The two queues
C "chase each other's tails".
C ADD1 adds single data points to queuel.
C ADD2 adds sing le data p oints to queue2.
C REMOVI removes single data points from queuel.
C REMOV2 removes single data points from queue2.
' C REWRT replaces the frequenc y datum in an interval I
C of points at the head of queuel with an " inert''
C value.
C Each ' data point' or	 'place'	 in the queue contains
C 5 values. All data is added and removed as 5-vectors.
C iC ---.	 (empty)
' C DDDDDDDDDDD	 EEEEEEEEEEEE
C
-------------
queue 2	 D	 ^	 ^	 E	 queue 1
C (values	 D	 IHEAD2	 ITAILI	 E ( data points
C from	 D	 E	 from J
` r C DRIVER)	 D	 E	 EDIT)
f C DDDDDDD ------- EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
k C n	 n	 .r---
E C ITAIL2	 IHEADI
C
C DUMMY VARIABLES i
n C D(5)	 Data vector to be transferred between
t C OFILE and calling routine !'
C EMTY	 Empty queue flag. Valves are:
C 1.=queue is empty; no point retrieved
C -1.=not empty
C FULL	 Full queue fla g . Values are:




C IPASS	 Flag to indicate the first call to ADD1
C so pointers can be initialized. Values*
C 1= first pass;	 initialize pointers !
k C 0= subsequent pass; don ' t initialize
!., C COMMON VARIABLES
C IHEADI	 Head p ointer for queues. Points to location
' C of next point to be added to queuel.
C IHEAD2	 Head pointer for queue2. Points to location i
C of nest point to be added to queue2.
C ITAILI	 Tail p ointer for queuel. Points to location
C of next point to be removed from queuel.
C ITAIL2	 Tail pointer for queue2. Points to location
C of next point to be removed from queue2.
C LNGTHQ	 Length of queue= second dimension of OFILE
n C OFILE( 5,1000 ) Storage queue containing edited data points
Cnn from EDIT and meteorological values from
'
C DRIVFI.
C QFILE(1,j)= time since launch(seconds)
C QFILE(2,j)= frequency datum (Hertz)
C QFILE(3,j)= X coordinate (meters)
' C QFILE(& j)= Y coordinate (meters)
C QFILE(5,j)= Z coordinate (meters)
f




CALLING ROUTINES - EDIT, DRIVER
COMMENTS
1.Subroutine ADD1 initializes the queue pointers
used by all the other queue access routines;
ADD2, REMOVI, REMOV2, REWRT, Therefore ADD1
must be called at least once before to be called.
2.LNGTHO must be changed when WILE is redimensioned
3,To set Lip queue for use in METRDC:
IHEADI=ITAILI=(headstart) 	 -
IHEAD2=ITAIL2=1
where (headstart) is ,lust lar ge enough to prevent gveue2
from catching Lip to queLiei in DRIVER. Findin g an
adequate headstart may re quire repeated trials with
real flight data, so p r gm may need modification to
allow the initial values to be chan ged at run time.
CHANGES
















IF (IHEADI.EG.ITAIL2) THEN ;if head has reached tail




















































































































SUBROUTINE ADVANC ( JJ,TSTOFr , TLANCH,TGMDAQ , MASF()
x


















HANDLE REAL TIME DATA xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
DO 3 J=6,10
IF(IFLAG .GT. 0)GOTO 3224
CALL STOPER










FREQ ( J)=(DUMMYxl000) +DUMMYI
DUMMY=IDATA ( IDUM+6)
DUMMYI =IDATA ( IDUM+5)
EL(J)=DUMMYI+(DUMMYx.01)
DUMMY=IDATA(IDUM+B)














STOP IS HIT ISTPER-1
POINTS TO OLDEST NOT YET PROCESSED POI
IDATA ARRAY IS ONLY 75 POINTS LONG
IF(INTMSK .EQ. 1)GOTO 444
CALL GETBCK
444 INTMSK=O
IF(TIME(J) .LT. TIME(J-1))GOTO 5
DUMMY=TIME(J-1)+60.
IF(TIME(J) .GT, DUMMY)GOTO 5
x
xxxxxxxxxxx REAL TIME DATA NOW IN PROGRAM xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2204 IF(EL(J) .GE. 90.0) EL(J)=.1
J
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0059	 IF(EL(J) .LT. 0.1)EL(J)=.1






IF(FREQ(J) .LT. 1.0) GOTO 5 	 ;REAL DATA IS SOMETIMES 0.0
0063	 FREQ(J)=1/(FREQ(J)*.000001)	 ,DATA COMES IN IN USEC
0064 *
0065	 IF(FREQ(J) .LT. 4.8 .OR. FREQ(J) .GT. 2000GO TO 5
0066	 GO TO 3
0067 5	 J=J-1
0068 3	 CONTINUE
0069	 IF(TIME( 9) .GT. TSTOP) GOTO 100
0070 *
0071 *	 INCREMENT TABLE AND ENTER GMD ANGLES
0072 *
0073 51	 IF(TIME(4) .LT. VL(1,LIST)) GO TO 53
0074	 IF(TIME(4) .LT. TGMDAQ) GO TO 52•





0080	 IF(LIST .GE. 120)GOTO 128 	 ;VL TABLE IS FULL
0081	 VL(1,LIST)=VL(1,LIS1'-1)+DLIST




























'CLBSET' MODIFIES THE TCBEAD AND RCSOND
ARRAYS FOR LATER USE BY THE SUBROUTINE 'FROTMP'.
IT TAKES THE LOGARITHM OF RCSOND AND CONVERTS






	 NUMBER OF THERMISTOR CALIBRATION POINTS
NCSOND	 NUMBER OF SONDE CALIBRATION POINTS
RCSOND(25) SONDE CALIBRATION DATA
TCBEAD(10) THERMISTOR CALIBRATION DATA
CHANGES MADE:
1.PUT ALL COMMON VARIABLES INTO FILE 'RCOMMON.SA'
AS DESCRIBED IN 'MDOS FORTRAN REFERENCE MANUAL', P.1-6
Z.ADDED 'SAV' VARIABLE BECAUSE FUNCTIONS
WILL NOT ACCEPT SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE ARGUMENTS
3.ADDED THIS DOCUMENTATION
C	 MODIFICATION IS FINISHED
C	 WILL COMPILE




DO 10 I = 1,NCSOND
SAV = RCSOND(I)
10 RCCOND(I) = ALOG(SAV)
DO 20 I = 1,NCEEAD










C Provides smoothed sonde positions and temperatures as well as
C their firs-, and second derivatives (velocities and accelerations).
C
C DUMMY VARIAE+LES
C IDIRSIT A switch to indicate when smoothed data is available
C to DRIVER and to control initialization. Values:
1=initialize coefficients in smoothing equations,
'
C
C 2=add raw data p oint to time and p osition arrays
C (raw data)	 in POSFIT.
C 3=add raw data point to time, position, and
C temperature arrays.
C 4=add points to all above arrays and process all
C derivatives; return smoothed data.	 (all arrays
C are filled - enough points available to start
C processing)
C NDRST Switch to indicate whether tem p erature data will be
C processed. Possible values:
C 3=wind-only data run: therefore only position data
C will be smoothed
C 4=both position and temperature data will be smoothed.
C LTHP1 Smoothing interval length to obtain velocity in POSFIT.
C LTHP2 Smoothing interval lengthto obtain acceleration POSFIT.
C LTHT Smoothing interval length for temperature and its
C first and second derivative.
C TIN Time of raw data point.
C XIN(4) Raw X,Y,Z and temperature coordinates that are input to
C subroutine on this call.	 On return XIN e quals the raw
C data at time TOUT.
C XOUT(4) Smoothed X,Y,Z and optionally temperature
C calculated at time TOUT.
C VOUT(4) First derivative of p osition and o p tionall y temperature
1 C calculated at time TOUT.
C AOUT(4) Second derivative of p osition and op tionall y temperature
C calculated at time TOUT.
C ISWTCH Switch	 Values:
C O=IDRSIT switch will riot be changed by DRIVER.
C 1=IDRSIT Switch will be set e qual to 3 by DRIVER
C so that p rop er lo gic path will be taken.
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C ICNTPI Index into raw data arrays X,Y,Z indicating where
i C the raw data is to be stored
C ICNTPI Inde:: into the midpoint arrays (XMID, YMID, ZMID)
C and velocity arrays (XVM, YVM, ZVM) where new
C data is to be stored
C LTHTSK Total number p •i	 frequencies to store for
C synchronizat ,;)n with POSFIT output
q C NSY.IP Number of raw Jata points which will be p assed to
1! C TMPFIT in order to assure that the smoothed data
C are calculated for the same time point.
C
C CALLING ROUTINE - DRIVER
C
C SUBROUTINES CALLED - POSFIT, TMPFIT
^ yt
a
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C CHANGES	 OF POOR Q ; ._;`t
C
,
Identical to METROC-K version
Y C
C COMPILED 8/22/83










CALL F09FIT ( IDRSIT , TIN,XIN,TOUT , XOUT , VOUT,AOUT , ICNTF'1,ICNTF'Z,
$ LTPHI.L)	 F'2,ISLIDE,ISWTCH)
IF(NDRST. v-G. 4)	 CALL TMF 'FIT(IDC3IT , TIN',XIN ( 4),TOUTI,XOUT(4),
$ VOIJT(4),AOIrl'(4),ICNTT,LTHT,ISLICE)
IDRSIT=Z
IF(NDRST.EQ.4) GO TO 30
C
^ C WHEN ICNTF'1=LTHF'1 THE RAW DATA ARRAYS ARE FULL, THEREFORE THE
C MIDPT AND VELOCITY ARRAYS CAN BE CALCULATED,
k
C




19 CALL POSFIT ( IDRSIT , TIN, XIN, TOUT, XOUT,VOUT,ADUT , ICNTPI,
$ ICNTF'Z , LTHP I ,LTHF '2,ISLIDE,ISWTCH)
IF(NDRST,NE.4) GO TO 20
ICNTT=ICNTT•4-1	 {
CALL TMPFIT ( IDRSIT,TIN,XIN(4) , TOUTI , XOUT ( 4),VOUT ( 4),AOUT ( 4),ICNTT,




C PROGRAM ASSUMES LTHP1 + LTHP2 WILL BE GREATER THAN LTHT,NSKIT =
C HOW MANY RAW DATA POINTS WILL NOT BE PASSED TO THE TMPFIT
C SUBROUTINES IN ORDER TO ASSURE THAT THE SMOOTHED DATA ARE
C CALCULATED FOR THE SAME THIME POINT.	 j
C {F	 ' 30 NSY.IP=(LTHPI +LTHP2-LTHT-1)/2	 I
C i
} C LTHTSK = TOTAL NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES TO STORE FOR
I C SYNCHRONIZATION WITH POSFIT OUTPUT.
C LTHTSK=LTHT+NSKIP
I 100 IF	 ( NSY.IP . EQ.0)	 GO TO 15
J IF	 (ICNTPI.EQ.LTHF ' l)	 GO TO 120
ICNTF'1 = ICNTPI+1	 i
GO TO 125
120 ICNTF'Z=ICNTPZ+1
125 CALL F 'OSFIT ( IDRSIT,TIN , XIN,TOUT , XOUT,VOUT , AOUT , ICNTF ' 1,ICNTF'2,
$ LTHF'1,LTHP2,ISLIDE,ISWTCH)
NSKIP=NSKIP-1
IF(NSKIP. NE .0) PFTURN
GO TO 20
200 IF (ICNTPI.EQ.LTHPI) 	 GO TO 220
V i
X.
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ICNTF':.=ICNTF'I+1
GO TO 225




C	 IF ALL ARRAYS NEEDED ARE FULL THE SMOOTHED POINT WILL BE
C	 CALCULATED.
C






IF(NDRST.NE.4) GO TO 250
IF(ISLIDE.GT.I.AND.ICNTT.EQ.LTHTSF(.AND.ICNTPI.LT.LTHPl) GO TO 250
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SUBROUTINE DRIVER
C PURPOSE
C This subroutine takes as input the queue of edited data
C points created by EDIT. For each point, it calculates
C the uncorrected sensor temperature. Then smoothes the
C temperature data along with the 3 coordinates of the
C sonde (X,Y,Z). Calculates the first two derivatives for
C all four variables. Calculates the winds and relative air
C speeds. Calculates the corrected air tem perature. The air
C temperature at 100 meter levels is saved for the second
C part of the subroutine. To conserve memor y , the air temp-
C -erature is stored in the queue in p lace of the edited
C data points.
C In the second part of the subroutine, initial values
C of atmosp heric p ressure are found by 'tying' the lower
i	 C end of the temperature array to radiosonde data. Then
C the subroutine backsteps through the temperature array,
C from low altitude to hi gh, calculating atmospheric





	 = 30 WORD ARRAY, RADIOSONDE PRESSURES (MILLIBARS)
C STMP	 = 30 WORD ARRAY, RADIOSONDE TEMPERATURES (DEG. CELSIUS)
C DRTEMP= 100 WORD ARRAY, DIRECT INPUT SENSOR TEMPERATURE
C DRTIM = 100 WORD ARRAY, DIRECT INPUT SENSOR TIME
C HEADER= 14 WORD LAUNCH OPERATIO14 LABEL
-	 C IWIND = INTEGER SWITCH, 1 = RADAR DATA ONLY
C LALT	 = 30 WORD ARRAY, RADIOSONDE ALTITUDE IN DECAMETERS
C NOTEMP= SWITCH, 1 = NO DIRECT TEMPERATURES, -1 TEMP ON CARDS
C NPBL	 = NUMBER OF RADIOSONDE DATA
C NTPT	 = TOTAL NUMBER OF DIRECT TEMPERATURE POINTS
C TAPOG = TIME IN SECONDS AFTER LAUNCH OF MAXIMUM SONDE ALTITUDE
1	 C TIME	 = TIME IN SECONDS AFTER LRJNCH OF PRESENT DATA POINT
C ZAPOG = MAXIMUM SONDE ALTITUDE ENCOUNTERED IN RADAR DATA
C ZDD	 = UPWARD ACCEL'cRATION COMPONENT OF SENSOR
C ZS	 = SMOOT14ED ALTITUDE OF SENSOR (M)
C
C OUTPUTS
'-	 C HEADER, LALT, STMP = PRINTED VALUE SAME AS INPUT VALUE
C ACC	 = 800 WORD ARRAY, VERTICAL ACCELERACTION AT 100M LEVELS
C AIRSPD = VENTILATION VELOCITY OF SONDE (M/S) AIRSPEED
_	 C ALTD	 = ALTITUDE Al 100 METER INTERVALS, 800 WORD ARRAY
C ALTG	 = COMPUTED BASELINE TIE-ON ALTITUDE
C BETA	 = EXPONENT IN LINEAR TTi'h P7:RATURE MODEL
C STPINT = ROCF(ETSONDE TEMPERATURL AT ZLOW
C CABSB
	 = TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR RADIATION ABSORPTION (DEG C)
C CAERO	 = TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR AERODYNAMIC HEATING
C CDYN	 = TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR DYNAMIC LAG DEGREE CELSIUS
C CEMIS	 = TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR RADIATION EMMISSION (DEG C)
C CF(1, CP.2, CK3, C)(4 = KRUMINS COEFFICIENTS FOR TEMP, CORRECTION
C CTOTAL = TOTAL TEMP'ERA'TURE CORRECTION
C DAYNGT = FLAG INDICATES DAY OR NIGHT FOR SENSOR (DAY=l.,NIGHT=-1,0
_	 C DENS	 = AIR DENSITY COMPUTED AT PRESENT 100M LEVEL
C DRCTN	 = WIND Dl',-,ECTION IN DEGREE AZIMUTH
C DTP	 = TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRESENT ANL LOWEST TEMP
C EWW	 = 800 WORD ARRAY, E 4ST-WEST WIND AT 100M LEVEL (M/S)
ti
5Fr'^G.i
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C FV = 800 WORD ARRAY, FALL VELOCITY AT 100M LEVEL (M/S)
C G = GRAVITY COMPUTED BY FUNCTION GRVITY
C GAMMA = LAPSE TIME (DEG CELSIUS/METER)
C IL = INDEX OF TEMPERATURES
C F( = INDEX OF RAWINSONDE DATA
C LEV = INDEX VALUE OF BASELINE TIE-ON LEVEL IN RADIOSONDE
C MIN = TIME IN WHOLE MINUTES AFTER LAUNCH AT PRESENT ALTITUDE
C SNW = 800 WORD ARRAY, NORTHWARD WIND COMPONENT (100M LEVELS)
C FIRES = ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (MB) COMPUTED AT PRESENT 100M
C RSZM = 30 WORD ARRAY, RADIOSONDE GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE
C ISEC = SECONDS CORRESPONDING TO MIN
C TAIR = CORRECTED THERMOMETER AIR TEMPERATURE (DEG, CELSIUS)
C TCOR = 800 WORD ARRAY, TOTAL THERMOMETRIC CORRECTION 100MSS
C TI = CORRECTED MEASURED AIR TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
C TMFT = 800 WORD ARRAY, CORRECTED MEASURED AIR TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)
C TMP•TRS = 1150 WORD ARRAY, AIR TEMPERATURE (DEG. K) STORED IN .5
C SECOND LIST FOR BACK-PROCESSING OF DENSITY AND
C PRESSURE
C WINDE = SMOOTH-DIFFERENTIATED RADAR EASTWARD WIND COMPONENT
C WINDN = SMOOTH-DIFFERENTIATED RADAR NORTHWARD WIND COMPONENT
C WINT = WIND MAGNITUDE (M/S)
C WTAU = TIME CONSTANT OF WIND SENSING SYSTEM (RARACHUTE)
C XD = SMOOTHED EASTWARD VELOCITY COMPONENT
C XOLD = 800 WORD ARRAY, UNCORRECTED EASTWARD WIND 100M LEVELS
C YD = NORTHWARD VELOCITY COMPONENT OF SENSOR (M/S)
C YOLD = 800 WORD ARRAY, UNCORRECTED NORTHWARD WIND 100 MIS
C ZD = UPWARD VELOCITY COMPONENT OF SENSOR (M/S)
C ZOLD = 800 WORD ARRAY, UNCORRECTED UPWARD SENSOR VELOCITY M/S
C ZSKM = ALTITUDE (KM)
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
'	 C BI = OCTAL, BLANKS
C DENSS = 800 WORD ARRAY, COMPUTED AIR DENSITIES AT 100M LEVELS
C LTHP1, LTHP2, LTH = SMOOTHING INTERVAL LENGTHS
C MXTMP = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALTITUDE POINTS TORE STORED AND
C BACK-PROCESSED
C PRESS = 800 WORD ARRAY, COMPUTED ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 100M/S
C R = GAS CONSTANT
C 'RECINF" IS THE INPUT RECORD FOR ONE TIME POINT
C RTOD = DEGREES PER RADIAN
C SCOPY = 13 WORD ARRAY, HOLDS PREVIOUS VALUE FOR DATA POINT
C WHEN COMPUTING TEMPERATURE AND X,Y,Z 1ST AND 2ND
C DERIVATIVES.
C TEMP = SMOOTHED SENSOR TEMPERATURE INTERPOLATED TO 100M LEVEL
C WM = AMEAN MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF AIR
C XDD = EASTWARD COMPONENT OF SENSOR ACCELERATION
C XS = SMOOTHED EAST COORDINATE OF SENSOR POSITION (M)
C ZDECRE = INTERVAL BETWEEN STORED VALUES OF PROCESSED DATA
C
C CALLING ROUTINE - MAIN
C
C SUBROUTINES CALLED
"	 C GETEMP, FRQTMP, DIRSIT, WIND, KMNTMP, KMNTAB, GPTOM, GRVITY
c
C COMMENTS = REFERENCE ?METROC-K ALGORITHMS? FOR MATHEMATICAL
C FORMULAE
C NONSTANDARD RETURN TO DRIVER WHEN













The returned values are:
NOTEMP = 1	 if no direct temp are given
-1	 if direct temp are given
NTPT = the total number of direct temp p aints given
DRTEMP = array containing the direct temp values
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C	 OR Y.MNTAB; OR END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED IN FLRDD.
C
C	 CHANGES
C	 This is an extensively modified version of the METROC-F(
C	 subroutine. The modifications made are:
C	 1.The edited data points come from the queue via subroutine
C	 REMOVI instead of from tape via FLRDD. Subroutine FLRDD




DIMENSION XDUT(4),VOUT(4),AOUT(4) ;smoothed data from DIRSIT
C-----------•----------------------------------------------------
C	 All real constants stored in variables
C---------------------------------------------------------------





DATA PI /3.1415926/	 ;'pi'
DATA RTOD / 57.295780/	 ;radians to degrees
DATA WM/ 0.0289644/, R/ 8.31432/
DATA R999P9/999.9/, R1P/1./, R60P/60./, R1E3/1000./
DATA RZERO/0./, R9P99/9.99/, R9P999/99999/, R99F'99/99.99/
DATA RiE4/1.OE4/, R1E11/1.0E11/, R273P1/273.16/
DATA RIOP/10./, ROPS/0.5/, R3E3/3.OE3/, R1E2/1.QEZ/
DATA R1E5/1.OE5/, R7E401/70000.01/
DATA TRUE/1./,FALSE/-1./ 	 ;'if' statment recognises






NDRST = 4	 ;no, of dirsit variables is
IF (IWIND) NDRST=3	 ;3 for winds-only mode.
I = ZAPOG/(-ZDECRE)
Z100M = I*(-ZDECRE)	 ;first 100m level below apogee
ZHIGH = Z100M
I C























IF (T.LT.TAPOG) GO TO 20
CONVERT FREQ TO TEMPERATURE
; get next data pt from queuel
;no more pts? goto radiosonde tie-on
;if before apogee, get new pt
IF (NOTEMP) THEN 	 ;if no direct temps and
R	 IF (.NOT.IWIND)	 ;not a 'winds-only' run
i	 8	 CALL FRQTMP (	 ;change freq to sensor temp X(4)
	
&	 T,	 ;time since launch
	
{ R	 X(4),	 ;frequency input
	





IF (FAIL) GO TO 20	 ;freq outside table? get another pt
ELSE	 ;if direct temps exist,then
IF (T.LT.DRTIM(1)) GO TO 20;if 1st temp riot passed get pt
DO 35 2=2,NTF'T
	
;search time array for data bracketing T 	 I
IF (T.LE.DRTIM(I)) GO TO 40
35	 CONTINUE
40	 CONTINUE
j	 X(4)=DRTEMF'(I)+ (DRTEMP(1-1)-DRTEMP(I)) ;interpolate temp to
	
&	 x(T-DRTIM(I))/(DRTIM(I-i)-DRTIM(I)) ;current time
IWIND = FALSE	 ;be sure wind-onl y flag not set
END IF
C-----------------------------------------------°---------------
t	 C	 SMOOTH DATA AND FIND DERIVATIVES	 i
C----------------------------------------------------------------
IF (ISWTCH.EQ.1) IDRSIT=3
CALL DIRSIT (IDRSIT,NDRST,LTHP1, ;smooth data and find derivatives
	
&	 LTHF'2,LTH'f,T,X,TIME,XOUT,VOUT,AOUT,ISLIDE,ISWTCH)	 i
IF (IDRSIT.NE .4) GO TO 20	 ;idrsit=4 means enoosh pts for Cale.
XS	 = XOUT(1)	 ;Put smoothed data into
YS	 = XOUT(Z)	 ;common variables used by WIND
Z5	 = XOUT(3)
TEMP	 = XOUT(4)










MIN=TIME/R60P	 ;minutes since launch for print
V i
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ISEC=TIME-MINx60	 ;seconds since launch for print
ZSKM=ZS/R1E3	 ;altitude in Pm for print
IF (LOPT.GE .2) THEN	 ;is detailed printout wanted?
CALL WIND (WTAU,WINDNI,WINDEI, ;calc winds for print
B	 AIRSPI,WINDT,DRCTN)




IF (ZS.LE.Z100M .AND. ;if sonde just crossed 100m level
8	 OLDATA)	 THEN	 ;and old data e ,, ists for interpolation
C----------------------------------------------------------------
C	 CALCULATE WINDS AND 'TEMP AT POINT JUST BELOW 100M LEVEL
C---------------------------------------------------------------
CALL WIND (WTAU,WINDf11,WINDEI, ;calculate winds and airspeed
8	 AIRSPI,WINDT,DRCTN)
IF (.NOT.IWIND)	 ;if not a 'winds-onl y ' run
d	 CALL KMNTMP (TAIRI,CAER0I,CDYN1, ;find air temperature
8	 CEMISI,CAE:SBI,AIRSPI)
C---------------------------------------------------------------
C	 CALCULATE WINDS AND TEMP AT POINT JUST ABOVE 100M LEVEL
C---------------------------------------------------------------
CALL SWAP (SCOPY)
	 ;swap old data into XS,YS,...TEMP'DD
CALL WIND (WTAU,WINDNO,WINDEO, ;find wind com p onents R airspeed
d	 AIRSPO,WINDT,DRCTN)
IF (.NOT.IWIND)	 ;if not a 'winds-only' run
R	 CALL KMNTMP (TAIRO,CAEROO,CDYNO, ;find air temperature
r	 8	 CEMISO,CASSE:0,AIRSP0)
CALL SWAP (SCOPY)	 ;swap old data back. out of XS,YS,... 	 i
C
--------------------------------------------------------------- 	 t
C	 INTERPOLATE DATA TO 100M LEVEL
C---------------------------------------------------------------
50	 CONTINUE	 ;begin inter polation loop
PATIO = (Z100M-SCOPY(4))/(ZS-GCOPY(4))
;10OZ = SCOPY(1) + RATIOx(TIME-SCOPY(1))
;MOLD = SCOPY(6) + RATIOx(XD-SCOPY(6))
YOLD = SCOPY(7) + RATIOx(YD-SCOPY(7))
ZOLD = SCOPY(8) + RATIOx(ZD-SCOPY(8)) 	 j
FV	 = -ZOLD
'r	 EWW	 = WINDEO +	 RATIOx(WINDEI-WINDEO)
SNW	 = WINDNO +	 RATIOx(WINDNI-WINDNO)








CK1 = CK1 x R1E4





TSEN = SCOPY(5) + RATIOx(TEMP-SCOPY(5))
TCOR = TAIR - TSEN
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CDYN = CDYNO + RATIOx(CDYN1-CDYNO)
CEMIS = CEMISO + RATIOx(CEMISI-CEMISO)
CABSB = CABSBO + RATIOx(CABSBi-CABSBO)
TAIRC = TAIR - R273P1
	
;air temp in celsius
TSENC = TSEN - R273P1	 ;sensor temp in celsius

















y	 PRINT 2000, Z100M
2000	 FORMAT ('*x* QUEUE OVERFLOW IN DRIVER',
	




Z100M = Z100M + ZDECRE






C	 END OF EDITED DATA
C------------------------
;save lowest level reached
;decrement 100m level
;new level bracketed? inter p olate again
;save old smoothed data in SCOPY
;set 'old data available'flag








2432 FORMAT(/IOX,'xxxxx NO TEMPERATURE CORRECTION A',
A	 'PPLIED OUTSIDE THE KRUMINS TABL',
B	 'E RANGE (20-70 KM) *x*)Kx'////)
INDX=INDX-1
IL=INDX
IF (IWIND) GO TO 1166
DO 161 I = 1,NPBL
ISTORE = LALT(I) x R10P





C	 *SCAN DATA FOR ERRORS, LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF TEMPERATURE GAPS
C+	 LESS THAN 3KM
C	 CHECK 3-KM GAP BETWEEN R/S AND ROCKETSONDE ....
Y.=1
IF((ZLOW-RS7_M(1)).GT.R3E3) GO TO 1166
i^	 J ,
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d	 6X,'TMPT',12X,'DTP',9X,'ETMP AT ALT,')
K=NPBL
C... LOOK FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE R/S LEVELS WHICH BRACKET ZLOW....
1140 IF(ZLOW.LT.RSZM(K)) GO TO 1141
K=Y.-1




Co.. CHECK 2.5 DEGREE RIFF, E:ETWEEN ROCKETSONDE TEMP, AT ZLOS AND
C	 THE CORRESPONDING R/S TEMP, IN THE R/S BRACKET....
1142 BTPINT=E:TMP(KIO+(E:TMF,(iO-BTMP(ttit))x(ZLOW-RSZM(KK)>/(RSZM(K)-
d	 RSZM(Ki() )













I	 GO TO 1165
C.O.	 PREFORM LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON TEMP, TOFILL THE TEMP GAP WHERE
C	 THE ALT. GAP BETWEEN R/S AND ROCKETSONDE IS LESS THAN 3t(M ....
1144 WRITE(IO,2163)
2163 FORMAT(/10X,'xxx THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ARE RELA',
d	 'TED TO INTERPOLATION DUE TO N',







ISTORE = INDX - 1
DFILE(S,INDX)=DFILE(1,ISTORE)-DTMF,
IF(ZLOW.GE .(RSZM(1)+R1E2)) GO TO 1155
Y.=0
GO TO 1141
1165 IF(LEV.E0.0) GO TO 1166




2168 FORMAT(////10X,80('* 1 )/, 10X,'xxx NO PRESSURE AND DE',
&.	 'NSITY COMPUTATION DUE TO FAILURE ON 2.5 DEC',
d
	
	 'REE TEST OF TEMPERATURE )Kxx'/10X, 1,P0(')K')////)
I=Y.-1
STORE = LALT(I) x R10P
Lw
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IF(K.GT.1) WRITE( I0,2162) I,RS7M(I),STORE,BTMF(I)
C




















F'RES =BF'RES ( LEV)x ( TAIR /BTMP'')xx i






C BACK STEP THRU THE ARRAY OF TEMPERATURES
170 CONTINUE
I = I - 1
PRS=RZERO
DNS=RZERO
IF	 (I	 .E0.0)	 GO T9 200
TAIR = DFILE(1,I)
ZLOW = ZLOW - ZDECRE
GAMMA = (TAIR - TAIR1) / (-ZDECRE) !
G = GRVITY(ZLOW)
BETA = -WMxG / (RxGAMMA) !
FI RES = PRES1 x (TAIR/TAIR1) xx BETA
180 DENS = PRESxWM / ( RxTAIR) i
DENS=DENSxR1E5
ZSKM = ZLOW / RSE3
L' ALL FACTORS ARE READY FOR PRINT j





















! C NORMAL TERMINATION
C














' GO TO 207
206 CONTINUE
IF (IWIND)	 GO TO 207_
INDX=IXS
207 CONTINUE







NKPT = NKPT + 1
LN=LN+1
IF(LN.LE.40)	 GO TO 210
LN = 0
WRITE(I0,2462)
2462 FORMAT (iHlt-	 ALT	 EWW	 SNW	 FV	 TMP(C)	 PRS?,
A E:X,?DNS	 ACC	 XOLD	 MOLD	 ZOLD	 TCOR	 GAMMA C/M ?,
8 ?	 BETA	 GRAV?)
ALTD = ALTI(ZHIGH,ZDECRE,I)
210 WRITE(2O,2463) ALTD,	 EWW(I),SNW(I),FV(I),DFILE(I,I)-RZ73PI ,PRS,
B DNS,ACC(I),XOLD(I),YOLD(I),ZOLD(I),TCOR(I),GAMMA,BETA,G
_ 2463 FORMAT	 (1X,F7.0,FB.2,5F9.2,F6.2,4F9.2,E12.3,1X,ZF7.2)
C
C CONTINUE LOOPING UNTIL ALL DATA IS PROCESSED.
- C
C WHEN IWIND = 1 , THIS IS A WINDS ONLY CASE,
' C THE PROGRAM MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO BACKSTEP THRU THE ARRAY OF
C TEMPERATURES,	 STATEMENT 170
C









IWIND) .AND. (I .GT. 1 )) GO TO 170
.AND. (I .GT. 0 )) I = I-1
.AND. (I .GT. 0 >) GO TO 207
.;_ _..
I
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2400 FORMAT ('1FLIGHT IDENTIFIER# ', 14A6//
	
1 




d	 ' (KM) (MIN#SEC)	 EAST NORTH TOTAL DRCTN',
	
d	 4X,'EAST NORTH',4X,'UP',13X,'(SEC)'/)
2410 FORMAT (1X, F5.2, 1X, I2, '—', F5.2, 3(1X, F6.1),
	
d	 I  ', F5.1, 1X, 4(1X, F6.1), 4X, F5.1, 6X, I3,F9.3)
2420 FORMAT ('1FLIGHT IDENTIFIER# ', 14A6 //
	
d	 ' ALT,	 TEMPERATURE(Y.)',11X'CORRECTIONS',
	
d	 15X, 'KRUMINS COEFFICIENTS',14X,'TMF'RTRE (CELSIUS)'/
	
d	 ' (KM)',4X,'AIR	 SENSOR	 It
	
d	 'TOTAL AERD, DYN, RAD(OUT/IN)', 3X,
	
d	 'H1xE4	 F(2', 4X, 'K3)KE11	 K4	 DAY/MIGHT	 AIR SENSOR'/)
2430 FORMAT(1X,F4.1,1X,2(2X,F5.1),2X,5(1X,F5.1),
	
I	 3X, F4.2, 2X, F5.3, 2X, F6.2, 2X,. F5.2, 6X, A1,4X,2(2X,F5.1))
2010 FORMAT (' ',F4.1,50X,F4.2,2X,F5.3,2X,F6.2,2X,F5.2)
END
I=d data queue
• time since laun
• frequency datum
• X coordinate of
• Y coordinate of
• z coordinate of
flag returned by












C	 This subroutine retrieves the .1 second raw data from the
C	 input queue as it becomes available, avera ges sets of NAVG
C	 raw points into clean edited data p oints# and adds them




	 "inert" value. A lar ge constant, alternately
C	 positive and negative, which is substituted for
C	 the frequency datum of noisy or reference
C	 points. The filter DIRSIT will "coast"
C	 (quadratically extra polate) throu gh these
C !unaffected by their amplitude.
C INOISE =1. Value of dat-classification flag indicating
C noise
C IREF =2. Value of dat-classification flag indicating
C reference signal
C ISIG =3. Value of data-classification flag indicating
C thermistor signal
C IUHE Bottom inde :c of up per half of DSTOR
C IUHT Top index: of !upper half of DSTOR
C TSTOPI Stop time p lus 12; METROC re quires a 12 second
C buffer at the end of the data to be processed
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C	 BLWR Lower bound of tracking gate (Hertz)
C	 BND Upper bound of each overla pp ing 1OHz band
C used in searching for signal
C	 E,UPR Upper bound of tracking gate (Hertz)
C	 D Sonde frequency used to compare against bounds
C of tracking gate (temporary storage)
C	 DIFERT Difference between the absolute values of
C a point's frequency value and the "inert"
C value, Used to detect if point has been
C given "inert" value.
C	 DSTOR(5,10) A l0 p oint sample of raw .1 second input data
C DSTOR(l,j) = GMT time of data pt (seconds)
C DSTOR(2,j) = fre quency datum (Hertz)
C DSTOR(3,j) = azimuth	 (degrees)
C DSTOR(4,j)	 = elevation (degrees)
C DSTOR(5,j)	 = range	 (meters)
C	 DSUBST Mean value of raw data points which lie
C in the tracking gate. Used as a substitute
C for points which lie outside the gate, and
C to adjust SIGLEV.
C	 DT'RF Time at mid p oint of reference interval. Used to










least squares fit (same as TRF)
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FULL Full q ueue flag returned by ADD1. Values:
1= edited data queue is full; current pt riot stored
-1= queue riot full
I General DO loo p index
IB Index to bottom half of DSTOR
ISND Inde: of most populous 10Hz band in searchin g for
signal.
LFLAG Data-classification flag, Indicates whether
edited data point is noise (=1),	 reference (=2),
or thermistor si gnal	 (=3). Used for printol!t.
INGATE(10) Ire 	 si gnal tracking,	 the flag indicating
whether each .1 second data p oint ire
is ire 	 or not in (=0) the si gnal tracking
gate.
1NTRVL Number of p oints in the queue to be replaced
with "inert" value, starting with last point
put in.
ISKREF Used to com p ete initial points of signal to be
skip p ed when rep lacing reference data with
"inert" value.
ISS Signal point counters Number of edited data
points acce p ted as thermistor signal.
IT Index to to p half of DSTOR
J General DO loop index
JR Reference point counters Counts number of ref
p oints since last signs} interval. JR= O during
si gnal interval.
JRP Reference interval counter# Counts number of
reference intervals processed (at least 5
consecutive reference points constitute a
reference interval)
KE Number of points in DSTOR with frequency
less than upper bound 8ND of 10 Hz band.
KEL Number of p oints in DSTOR with frequency
less than BND - 5 Hz
KELL Number of points in DSTOR with frequency
less than END - 10 Hz (not initialized
until END = 25)
KE;ND(32) In searching for MET si gnal, population in
29 overla p ping 10 Hz bands: KPND(3)= 20-30 Hz,
KSND(9)= 25-35 HZ,,..,KEHND(31)= 160-170 Hz
LOS Ire 	 signal, number of edited noise
p oints since last si gnal or reference point.(not used)
NAFTR Verify interval counter. Counts si gnal points
after a reference interval, verifying termination
of the reference interval.
NGATE 1 plus the number of raw data p oints in DSTOR(2,J)
whose frequencies lie within the si gnal tracking
gate (SIGLEV+-HGATE)
REF Mean frequency of a reference interval (Hertz),
excluding the first and last p oints. Used to
com p ete sums for least squares fit to ref function.
RS Frequency value of the last reference point in
a reference interval
RSUM Sum of fre quenc y values in a reference interval,
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for computing mean value over the interval.
RT1 Time after launch of the second point in a reference
interval	 (seconds)
RT2 Time after launch of the next to last point in
a reference interval	 (seconds)
RT3 Time after launch of the most recent reference
p oint received. Saved for RT2 if next point
is also reference, discarded if last p oint in
reference interval.
SUM(5) Temporary sums for averaging raw .1 second data
in bottom half of DSTOR to get edited point (EDATA)
SUM(1)	 (not used)
SUM(2)= sum of fre quencies in DSTOR(2,j)
SUM(3)= sum of azimuths	 in DSTOR(3,j)
SUM(4)= sum of elevations	 in DSTOR(4,j)
SUM(5)= sum of ranges' 	 in DSTOR(5,j)
SUMGTE Accumulator for computing mean of frequencies
within the gate when trackin g signal.
TDSTRT Elapsed time since launch of raw data (seconds)
TEST Average of fre quencies in bottom half of DSTOR
Used to tell if 170::=TEST<=200.
TLAPS Elapsed time since TSTART of raw data (seconds)
Used to detect starting point.
TRF Time at mid p oint of reference interval, calculated
between second and next to last edited pt in intrvl
COMMON VARIABLES
03) Accumulated parameters used by POLYFT to
compute quadratic least s quares fit to
reference data.
8(1)= sum of (ref interval frequency)
B(2)= sum of (ref interval fre quency x
ref interval mid p oint time)
B(3)= sum of (ref interval fre quency x
(ref interval midpoint time)xx2)
ST(5) Accumulated parameters used by POLYFT to
compute quadratic least squares fit to
reference data.
BT(1)= number of reference intervals
ST(2)= sum of fr pf interval R`dooint time)
BT(3)= sum of crof interval mid point time xx2)
ST(4)= sum c4 (ref interval midpoint time xx3)
8T(5)= sum of
	 (ref interval midpoint time xx4)
HGATE Half-width of si gnal gate used for tracking
thermistor si gnal	 (Hertz)
IO1 Output device number for informative messages.
Possible values:
99= dummy device. No output occurs when used
101 = terminal display
102= printer
IWIND Minds-only fla g . Possible values:
1= radar data only will be processed
-1= temp erature data will also be processed
NAVG	 Number of raw data points averaged to obtain an
edited data point (cannot exceed 1/2 the dimension
of DSTOR) Was 5 in original program.
SIGLEV	 Center frequency of signal gate used for tracking
thermistor signal (Hertz). Starts at approximate
J
I
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C value (155) and is adjusted to follow signal,
C TAPOG	 Time in seconds after launch of maximum sonde
C altitude encountered
C TSTART	 Time in seconds after launch to start processing
C data (selected to occur after payload ejection)
C TSTOP	 Time in seconds after launch to stop processing
C data
C :_=_RO	 GMT launch time (seconds)
' C aPOG	 Maximum sonde altitude (ap ogee) encountered (meters)I C
` C ::Ue'''AUTINES CALLED
C ADVANC, TIMCHK, REWRT, RDRCRD, ADD1, POLYFT
CC CALLED E:Y - MAINC
C TERMINATION CONDITIONS
C If number of reference intervals is less than 3/ prints
C 'Error in	 Edit - Less than 3 reference values available'
C and stops
C
C If terminal	 'S' key is pushed in ADVANC/ prints
C 'End of real time p rocessing '	 and returns
` C
C If edited data queue is full/ prints 'Queue is full'
C 'End of real time processin g ' and returns
C
C CHANGES
1 C This is an extensively modified version of the METROC-K
C s!:broutine EDIT. The modifications made are:
C l.The raw data is inp ut from the raw data queue via
C subroutine ADVANC,	 instead of from ta p e via
C subroutine INTAPE as in the old routine.
C 2.All p arts dealing with FSK time have been deleted.
l C 3.The "replacement A, E, R data" sections have been deleted.
C 4.The number of raw data points in the average,
C previously 5, has been made adjustable with the variable
C NAVG, This allows run-time experimentation to determine
C the proper data rate to avoid exhausting queue capacity
C before the erid of the flight.
C S.Edited data p oints are stored in the edited data queue
C by 91!broutine ADD1,	 instead of bein g stored on tap e as
C in old routine. Array DFILE, which was used to accumulate
C data for writing to tap e, has been eliminated.
C 6.New subroutine REWRT accesses the queue to replace
C reference dwell fre quencies with "inert" values. In the
C old routine this was done in array DFILE,
C 7.The order of statements in the subroutine has been changed








DIMENSION DSTOR(5,10)	 ;second dimension must be at least 2*NAVG
DIMENSION INGATE(10) 	 ,dimension, must be at least ZxNAVG









DATA ISIG/ 1/, IREF/ 2/, INOISE/ 3/
;lowest index in upp er half of DSTOR
;top index in upper half of DSTOR
;prgn needs 12s buffer at end of data







































C	 READ TO START OF DATA
	

























C	 The raw data points should come at .1 second
	
C	 intervals. TIMCHF( checks the time values and
	
C	 corrects any dropouts. If there are too many






C	 BEGINNING OF REAL TIME LOOP
C-----------------------------------------------------
	
C	 Each iteration the .1 second raw data
;get point from input queue:
;time





;no more data? end real time proc.
;elapsed time since TSTART


















points in the top half of DSTOR are shifted
to the bottom half for processin g , and a
new set is put in the vacated top half by
ADVANC.
ADVANC gets a p oint from the raw data
queue; if there are none it waits for one to
come in. If the terminal's S key has been
pushed,it returns EOD = 1, indicating that
roal time processing is finished,
The .1 second raw data points are processed
in sets with NAVG points p er set (in previous
version NAVG was 5). Later each set
will be averaged into a single edited data point.
60 CONTINUE ;start of main loop
DO 80 IB=I,NAVG ;get a set of raw data pts
IT=IE:+NAVG
F DO 70 J=1,5 ;shift point from top half
DSTOR(J,I8)=DSTOR(J,IT) ;to bottom half of DSTOR
< 70	 CONTINUE
j CALL ADVANC ( ;get next pt from raw data queue
j	 d DSTOR(1,IT), ;time
R DSTOR(2,IT), ;frequency
` a DSTOR ( 3,IT), ;aziMUth
` a DSTOR(9,IT), ;elevation
a DSTOR(5,IT), ;range
8 EOD) ;end-of-data flag
IF (EOD) GO TO 200 ;no more data? end real time proc.
80 CONTINUE
CALL TIMCHK ( DSTOR , IUHT,5) ; if more than 5 time errors, abort1
IF(IWIND,E0 . 1) GO TO 69 ;winds only? skip tracking gate
IF(	 JR.NE,O) GO TO 69 ;in reference? ski p tracking gate
C
C-----------------------------------------------------------




BUPR=SIGLEV+HGATE ;tracking gate upper bound
IF(BUPR.GT.170.)	 E:UPR=170. ;170 is upper
	 limit of sig.freq
E!LWR=SIGLEV-HGATE ;tracking gate lower bound
IF	 (BLWR.LT .20.)	 BLWR=20. ;20 is lower	 limit of sig,freq
NGATE=1 ;# of pts within gate + 1
SUMGTE=SIGLEV ;SIGLEV is included in sum
DO 671 J=1,IUHT ;check. all	 10 pts in DSTOR
INGATE(J)=0
D=DSTOR(2,J) ;frequency of point J
IF(D,LE,BUPR	 ,AND,	 D.GE.BLWR) THEN ;if freq is within gate,
INGATE!J)=1 ;set in-gate flag of pt J
SUMGTE=SUMGTE+D ;add freq of p t J to sum
NGATE=NGATE+1 ;increment pt counter
IF(NGATE.GE,6)	 GO TO 672 ;only average first 5 pts in gate
END IF
671 CONTINUE




C SIGNAL NOT IN GATE. SEARCH FOR SIGNAL
►•	 C -----------------------------------------------------------
IF(NGATE . LE.2) THEN ;if 2 or less pts in gate,search
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END=20.
I8ND=1
DO 662 I=101	 ;search 29 overlapping 10Hz bands
11%6=0	 ; 20-30,25-35, ... ,160-170 Hz






1	 IF (I.GE.3 .AND.
&	 Y.E:ND(I).GT.KBND(IBND)) IBND=I
662 CONTINUE
;.	 IF(KE:ND(IBND).GE.3) THEN ;if search succeeded (:=3 pts)
SIGLEV=(IBND+2)*5	 ;shift gate to center of that band,
GO TO 664	 ;and go to t'rack.ing gate process.
END IF	 ;if search failed (less than 3 pts),





	 ;mean freq of bottom halt of DSTOR[	
^.	 IF(TEST.LT.170..OR. 	 ;if mean falls outside ref range,
E	 t a	 TEST.GT.200.) THEN	 ;it is noise. In this case*#
1	 d	 DO 663 Y.=1,NAVG
DSTOR(2,K)= DINERT ;replace with alternating inert values
?	 663	 CONTINUE
DINERT=-DINERT




C	 SIGNAL IN GATE: ADJUST CENTER FREQUENCY
C------------------------------------------------------------
IF (NGATE.GT.2) THEN	 ;if	 2 pts in gate,signal in gate
DSUBST=SUMGTE/NGATE	 ;mean freq of Pts in gate
LOS=O	 ;reset noise point counter
DO 673 J=S,IUHT	 ;substitute mean freq
IF(INGATE(J).EQ.0) DSTOR(2,J)=DSUBST ;for pts outside gate.
673 CONTINUE
ST.G!_2V=(SIGLEV+DSUBST)*0.5 ;adjust gate center freq
END IF
FC -----------------------------------------------------------
t_.	 C	 AVERAGE RAN DATA TO OBTAIN EDITED DATA POINT
C-- ----------------------------------------------------------
C	 The set of 91 second raw data points in the
C	 bottom half of DSTOR will be avera ged to obtain
C	 a sing le edited data point, EDATA. The number of
C	 raw points averaged is NAVG (was 5 in METROC)
C	 so the samp ling period of the edited points is




	 ;inde- to the edited data pts
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SUM(2) = SUM(2) + DSTOR(Z,J)
SUM(3) = SUM(3) + DSTOR(3,J)
SUM(4) = SUM(4) + DSTOR(4,J)
SUM(5) = SUM(5) + DSTOR(5,J)
710 CONTINUE
Or 0(t0R QUAL1:Y






EDATA (1) =(DSTOR(1,1)-TZERO);tine (since launch) taken at
+(NAVG-1)x0.05	 ;middle of average.
EDATA (2) = SUM(2) / NAVG	 ;Average by dividing by
EDATA (3) = SUM(3) / NAVG	 ;number of pts summed
EDATA (4) = SUM(4) / NAVG
EDATA (5) = SUM(5) / NAVG
C-----------------------------------------------------------
C Data reduction method requires a 12 second
C buffer on the end of the data. If time is




d	 WRITE (I01,1040)	 ;'stop time reached'
1040 FORMAT ('STOP TIME REACHED')
IF(EDATA(1).GT.TSTOPl) GO TO 200 ;end real time Processing
IF (IWIND.EQ.1) EDATA(2) = 0.0 ;if winds only,zero the freq
IF (IWIND.EQ.1) GO TO 150	 ;if winds only, ski p classi-
c	 ;
---------------------------------------------------------------
 n of signal
C	 DATA IS THERMISTOR SIGNAL
C---------------------------------------------------------------
DIFERT= A6S(EDATA(2))-AE:S(DINERT) ;DIFERT is zero if point
DIFERT= AE:S(DIFERT) 	 ;has been given "inert" value
IF((EDATA(2).GE.10. .AND.;if freq is in si gnal range(10-170Hz)
d	 EDATA(2),LT.170.) ,OR. ;or was g iven "inert" value,
d	 DIFERT.LT.0.1) THEN 	 ;treat it as signal.
IFLAG = ISIG
ISS = 1 + ISS	 ;increment signal point counter
IF (JR.EQ,O) GO TO 150 ;If last ref intrvl has been
C	 ;processed, no processing is needed
C---------------------------------------------------------------
C	 PROCESS LAST REFERENCE INTERVAL
C---------------------------------------------------------------
IF(NAFTR.EQ, 0) THEN 	 ;if end of ref interval is verified
NAFTR = NAFTRO	 ;reset after-ref pt counter(to 5)
IF (JR.GE.5) THEN	 ;dont use ref intrvl of less than 5pts
JRP = JRP + 1	 ;increment ref interval counter
TRF = (RT1 + RT2) x .5
	 ;time at midpt of ref interval





DREF =REF	 ;increment sums for quadratic
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fEND IF
NAFTR=NAFTR-1	 ;decrement after-ref pt counter
IF(NAFTR.NE .0) GO TO 150	 ;if still in verify interval,exit
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------
C REPLACE REFERENCE FREQUENCIES WITH	 INERT	 VALUE
' C----------------------------------------------------------------
C	 At this point, 5 (NAFTRO) si gnal points have been
C recieved since the last reference point, so
C
C
the reference interval is assumed ended,
Subroutine REWRT moves back a given number of
fi C points in the queue and rep laces the frequency
$ C datum of those points with the "inert" value
( C DINERT. The number of points rewritten, INTRVL,
eC extends from about the 5th point preceding
C the reference interval to the 4th point following




C Number of data points to rewrite (INTRVL)
= C length of reference interval (JR)
C - noise p ts since last ref interval(ISKREF)
C + 2 'verify'	 intervais,
C one on each side of ref interval(2*NAFTRO)
- 3 points.
-----------------------
INTRVL=JR-ISKREF+2xNAFTRO-3 ;nbr of edited p ts to rewrite
CALL REWRT (INTRVL,DINERT) 	 ;replace freqs
JR = 0	 ;zero reference point counter
ISKREF=O
RSUM = 0.0	 ;zero sum for reference freq avg
GO TO 150	 ;go to coordinate conversion sect.
END IF
C---------------------------------------------------------------




IF (EDATA(2),GE.170,	 .AND.	 ;if freq is within reference
8 EDATA(2).LE.200.)	 THEN	 ;range(170-200Hz),it is reference.
IFLAG = IREF
C---------------------------------------------------------------
t C If ISS=O, no signal data has been found -- j
C process cannot start in reference. It should
C be noted that this can ha ppen only at the
C beginning of the first record.
IF (ISS.EQ.0)	 GO TO 60	 ;if no signal,get more raw data
C
JR -= JR + 1	 ;increment reference p t counter
IF (JR.GE.2) THEN 	 ;leave 1st pt in interval out of avgI RSUM = RSUM + EDATA(2) 	 ;sum of ref freqs for avg
RS = EDATA (2)	 ;save last ref fre q for avg j
IF (JR.EQ.2) RTI=EDATA(1) ;save time of 2nd pt for time talc.
RT2 = RT3	 ;time of next to last pt
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C---------------------------------------------------------------
IF(EDATA ( 2).LT.10. .OR.	 ;if freq is outside data and
d	 EDATA (2).GT.200.) THEN	 ;ref range(10-200Hz) , it is noise.
IFLAG = INOISE
EDATA ( 2)=OINERT	 ; replace with ' inert' value
IS)(REF = ISF%REF+ 1 	 ;noise counter used in
END IF
IF (EDATA ( 2).LT.10. .OR. ;if freq is outside ( 10-210Hz),
d	 EDATA ( 2).GT.210.) IFRCt'=IFRCK +1 ;increment noise cntr.
C
C---------------------------------------------------------------
C	 CONVERT TO RECTANGULAR COORDINATES
C------------------•---------------------------------------------
C	 'RDRCRD' converts the azimuth, elevation, and range
C	 coordinates in EDATA(3), EDATA(4), EDATA(5) into
C	 rectangular X,Y,Z coordinates, returning the three





























THEN ;current altitude above stored apogee?






DATA POINT TO QUEUE
-------------------
;attempt to add point to queuel
;if queue is full
;'edited data queue fell'
QUEUE IS FULL')
;terminate real time processing
;loop and set another 5
;raw data points
-	 -END OFREALTIME PROCESSING
200 CONTINUE	 ;normal exit from
WRITE (IO1,1000)	 ;'end of real time
1000 FORMAT ( ' END OF REAL TIME PROCESSING')
IF (IFRCK.GT. 1000 .AND.	 ;more than 1000







;'converting to wind-only mode'
THAN 1000 BAD FREQ. DATA POINTS FOUND'/
03-ONLY MODE')




CALCULATE LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS
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C----------------------------------------------------------
IF (JRP.LT.3) THEN 	 ;less than 3 ref intervals.
WRITE (I01,1020)	 ;displaS error message
1020	 FORMAT ('xxx ERROR IN EDIT'/
d	 'LESS THAN 3 REFERENCE VALUES ARE AVAILABLE'/
7 d	 'TO CALCULATE LEAST SQUARES FIT')rti	 STOP
END IF
CALL POLYFT (3)
	 'least squares coefficients
END
OF POOR QUAL!"I ''
-s y . a^^- tea:. s^ z - .	 ^.




C SUBROUTINE FITON LOADS UP A MIDPT ARRAY OF TIMES AND POSITION,
C CALCULATES THE VELOCITIES IN TERMS OF RAW POSITION AND SMOOTHING
C COEFFICIENTS AND STORES THESE IN ARRAYS.	 ITS ARGUMENTS ARE:
€ C ICNTPZ = INDEX INTO VELOCITY AND MIDPT ARRAYS WHERE DATA IS TO
C BE STORED.









F'ZX=F • ZX+Z (I) xPXY 1 (I )
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SUBROUTINE FkQTMP (T, FREQ, TEMP, FAIL)
Cxnneees:sssxxxxasssxnxxsxe^x0000sssxxsxsxsssaxaxxc=nsxxassssnass
C	 PURPOSE
C	 Calculates the sensor temperature (TEMP) g iven a signal
C	 frequency (FREQ).	 The ratio between FREQ and the reference
C	 signal (calculated by a quadratic equation for time) is
C	 the search k.ey for the table FCSOND. The sensor resistance
C	 RWNT is found by inter polation from table RCSOND. A
C	 second search of table RCBEAD g ives the temperature.
C	 The search techni que is binary.
C
C	 DUMMY VARIABLES
C	 FAIL Search-fail flag. FAIL=1 indicates that either
C FRATIO is outside the FCSOND table or RWNT is
C outside of the RCBEAD table so sensor temperature
C cannot be found. 	 Otherwise•FAIL=-1.
C	 FREQ Sonde sensor si gnal frequency (Hertz) to be
C used to calculate sensor temperature
C	 T Time after	 launch (seconds).
C	 TEMP Sensor temp erature (degrees Kelvin)
C
C	 INTERNAL VARIABLES
C	 IH,IL,IM Upper, lower, and mid indices used in
C table searches
C	 RATIO Temporary storage variable




C	 C(3) Coefficients for quadratic least squares fit tc,
C the reference signal
C	 FCSOND(25) Sonde calibration da +a, frequency ratio associated
C with corresp onding sensor resistance values in
C RCSOND.
C	 FRATIO Ratio of sonde fre quency to reference frequency
C	 NCBEAD Number of calibration points for the thermistor
C given for the p resent flight.
C	 NCSOND Number of calibration points for the sonde for
C the present flight.
C	 RCBEAD(10) Thermistor calibration data, resistance values
C corresponding to thermistor temperatures
C in TCSEAD.
C	 RCSOND(25) Sonde calibration data, sensor resistance values
C corresponding to frequency ratios in FCSOND.
C	 TCBEAD(10) Thermistor calibration data, temperature (degrees C)
C corresponding to resistance values in RCSEAD.
C
C	 CALLED BY - DRIVER
C
C	 SUBROUTINES CALLED - NONE
C
C	 TERMINATION CONDITIONS
C	 If no values are found in FCSOND bracketing FRATIO, or
C	 no values are found in RCBEAD bracketin g RWNT, TEMP
C	 is left undefined, the 'search-fail' fla g is set to 1,
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• ' C This routine is iderrtica? to the METROC-Y. version
C except:
1.The flag FAIL was added to indicate search failure
'
C
C as the RETURNI statement is not available on this
C machine.
29The storage variable RATIO was added because AMOD
'
C
C will not take arithmetic e-.Pressions as arguments.
C 3.The dummy variable TIME was changed to T to avoid {






C THE DATA IN THE 'CALBRA` LABEL COMMON ARE READ IN BY THE






FRATIO = Tx(TxC(1)	 + C(2)) + C(3)
FRATIO = FREQ / FRATIO
C
C SEARCH ' FCSOND' FOR VALUES BRACKETING ' FRATIO'
C
IM = NCSOND + 1
IL = 0
100 IH = IM {
110 IM = IL + (IH-IL)/2
IF (IM.EQ.IL ) GO TO 500
IF (FCSOND(IM) - FRATIO)	 100,160,120
120 IF (IM.EQ.NCSOND) GO TO 500
' IF ( FCSOND(IM+1) - FRATIO) 140,150,130
130 IL = IM
GO TO 110
CC 'RWNT' IS THE SONDE RESISTANCE CALCULATED BY LINEAR
C INTERPOLATION.
Ic
140 RWNT = kCSOND ( IM) + (FRATIO = FCSOND(IM)) x
d (RCSOND ( IM+1) = RCSOND ( IM)) /	 (FCSOND(IM+1) - FCSOND(IM)) f
GO TO 190
150 IM = IM +1
160 RWNT = kCSOND(IM) I
190 RWNT = EXP(RWNT)
C
i
C SEARCH 'RCBEAD' FOR VALUES BRAC KETING RWNT
i
C
IM = NCBEAD + 1
IL = 0
200 IH = IM
210 IM = IL + (IH - IL) / 2
IF (IM.EQ.IL ) GO TO 500
i IF (RCBEAD ( IM) - RWNT)	 200,260,220
220 IF (IM.EQ.NCOEAD) GO TO 500




^. C 'TEMP' IS CALCULATED BY AN INTERPOLATION SCHEME
f
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C	 USING ' TCEEAD' AND 'RCEEAD'	 }' ?.;i: k ` - _^!
C
290 RATIO = RCP.EAD(IM) / RCEEAD(IM + 1)
TEMP = ALOG (RATIO) / (1.0/TCEEAD(IM+1) - 1.0/TCE;EAD(IM))
RATIO = RCOEAD ( IM) / RWNT
TEMP s ALOG (RATIO) / TEMP + 1.0/TCBEAD(IM)
TEMP = 1.0/TEMP
RETURN
250 IM = IM + 1
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EFUNCTION GPTOM (Z)
^F F`JiJ ^. 2 '., i•'' a • .
C Converts geo-potential altitude to meters altitude
C
C CONSTANTS
C XX	 Equatorial radius squared in meters
C ZZ	 Polar radius s quared in meters
C 9.780356 Equatorial gravity constant in Lambert's Gravity Form.
C 908	 One geo-potential unit = 9.8 geometric units
C 5.7704E-5
	
Geodetic constant in Lambert's Gravity Formula




C Z	 Geo-potential altitude
C GPTOM	 Altitude in meters
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C IPASS	 Flag indicating the first time the function is called
C so that radius and gravity can be calculated. Values:
C 1=first call of the function
'
C 0=subsequent call
C GPHE	 Lambert's Gravity Formula with altitude terms omitted
C RADUS	 Computed nominal earth radius in meters
SN	 Sine of the geodetic latitude of the radar site
'
C
C SN2	 Sine of twice the geodetic latitude of the radar site
C LAT2	 Twice the geodetic latitude of launch site in degrees
C
C COMMON VARIABLES
C XLAT	 Geodetic latitude of the launch site in degrees
C




C SUFT.OUT1 ,46S CALLED - ZSIN, ZCOS
C
C REFERENCES
C F.D. Stacey,	 'Physics of the earth', John Miley and Sons,
C 1969	 pp. 46-48
C
C CHANGES
C Identical to METROC-t( version except:
C 1.Deleted unused constant GRAV
C 2.Added temporary stora ge variable LAT2.
C 3.Used new functions ZCOS and ZSIN because
C COS and SIN cannot take negative arguments
C COMPILED 8/22/83
DATA IPASS/1/
DATA XX/ 4.06801E13/ t ZZ/ 4.04068E13/
C
C ON FIRST CALL COMPUTE RADIUS AND
C GRAVITY AT STATION LATITUDE
C
IF (IPASS.EQ.0)	 GO TO 10
IPASS = 0
RADUS = XXxZZ/(XXxZSIN(XLAT)xxZ + ZZxZCOS(XLAT)xx2)
RADUS = SQRT (RADUS)
LAT2 = 2. x XLAT
.^ SN2 = ZSIN(LAT2)
I
.	
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• I SN = ZSIN(XLAT)
GF'NE = 9.780356 + 5.1723913E-02 x SN x SN




C CONVERT GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE TO METERS
C












C	 Computes gravity as a function of altitude Z and
	
C	 latitude of the observer XLAT.
C
	
I C	 DUMMY VARIABLES
	




C GA Computed quadratic coefficient in gravity
C formula
C GE. Competed linear coefficient in gravity formula
C GRVITY Acceleration of gravity as a function of
C altitude and latitude (meters/second squared)
C GRAV Nominal acceleration of gravity.
C IPASS Flag indicating the first time the function
C is called. Possible values:
C 1= first call, calculate constants
C 0= subsequent call, constants alread y calculated
C RADSO Square of RADUS, temporary variable
C RADUS Nominal earth radius (meters)
C XX Equatorial radius s quared in meters
}	 C ZZ Polar radius squared in meters
C
C CCMMON VARIABLES
C XLAT Geodetic latitude of launch site in degrees
C
C	 CALLED BY - WIND, DRIVER
C
C	 CHANGES
C	 identical to the METROC-K subroutine except:





DATA GRAV / 9.79976 /,XX / 4.06801E13 /,ZZ /4.04068E13/
IF (IPASS.E0.0) GO TO 10
IPASS = 0
RADSO = XXxZZ/(XXxSIN(XLAT)xx2 + ZZxCOS(XLAT)xx2)
RADUS = SORT (RADSO)
GA = 3.0*GRAV/RADUSxx2
GE: = -2.0xGRAV/RADUS
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SUBROUTINE KMNTAB (Z, CK1, CY.2, CK3, CK4, TIME, OUT)
C--------------------------------------------------------------
C Lookup into the Krumins' tables according to the
1
	
C altitude Z for bracketing values in the array CCZ.




C CK3,CK4 Interpolated Krumins coefficients
C OUT Out of range flag. Values:
C 1.=altitude is outside range of Krumins table
C -1.=in range, coefficients returnod
C TIME Time since launch (seconds)
C Z Altitude (Km) of sonde
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C IH,IL,IM Up per, lower, and mid index: in binary table search
C IX Second index of CC4. Way, 2=night
C RATE Ratio of altitudes for linear interpolation
C
C COMMON VARIABLES
C CC1(60) Krumins coefficient K1, aerodynamic heating factor
C (coefficient of the s quare of airspeed)
C CC2(60) Krumins coefficient K2 (seconds), dynamic la g factor
C (coefficient of rate of change of sensor temperature)
C CC3(60) Krumins coefficient Y.3, radiation emission factor
C (coefficient of fourth power of sensor temperature)
C CC4(60,2) Krumins coefficient Y.4	 (degrees K),
	
radiation
C (solar,	 longwave)	 and electric heating inp ut term
C CC4(j,1)=for day
C CC4(j,2)=for night
C CCZ(60) Tabulated altitudes (meters) of the Krumins
C coefficients CCS,CC2,CC3,CC4
C DAYNGT Day-night fla g . Values!	 1.=sonde is in daylight
C 2.=night
C NKMN Number of altitude levels in the Krumins table
C
C CALLED BY - KMNTMP, DRIVER
C
C SUBROUTINE CALLED - SUNUP
C
C TERMINATION CONDITIONS
C If altitude is outside the Krumins table range, the
C lookup fails and the routine returns with OUT=1.
C
C CHANGES
C Identical to METROC-K version except!





C OUT = -1. ;clear out-of-range flag
C
C THE SEARCH TECHNIQUE IS BINARY
C
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10 IH = IM20 IM = IL + (IH--IL) / 2IF (IM.E'd.IL) GO TO 100IF (Z - CCZ(IM)) 10,60,3030 IF (IM.GE .NKMN) GO TO 100IF (Z - CCZ(IM+1)) 70, 50,4040 IL = IMGO TO 2050 IM = IM + 160 FATE = 0.0GO TO 80MCC
' C
CCC 100 OUT = 1.RETURNEND
OUT OF RANGE
ORIGINAL Pgvj :. Cr
of POOR QUALPLI
;if Z below bottom of table
;if z above top of table
INTERPOLATION
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SUBROUTINE F(MNTMP (TAIR, CAERO, CDYN, CEMISS, CABSRS,AIRSPD)
C	 Calculates the corrected air temperature TAIR
C	 based upon the Krumins' tables.
C
C DUMMY VARIABLES
C	 AIRSPD	 Relative airspeed
C	 CABSRB	 Krumins temperature correction (degrees kelvin)
C	 °,r absorbed radiation (solar and longuave)
C	 CAERO	 K7umins temperature correction for aerodynamic
C	 heating
C	 CDYN	 Krumins temperature correction for
C	 dynamic lag
C	 CEMISS	 Krumins temperature correction for
C	 emitted radiation
C	 TAIR	 Air temperature based on Krumins corrected




C	 CY.3,CK4 Inter polated Krumins coefficients
C	 OUT	 Out-of-range fla g . Values:




C	 TEMP	 Sensor temperature (degrees Kelvin)
C	 TEMPD	 Rate of change of sensor temp erature (de grees Y./sec)
C	 TIME	 Elapsed time since launch (seconds)
C	 ZS	 Altitude of sonde (meters)
C
C	 CALLED BY - DRIVER
C
C SUBROUTINES CALLED - KMNTAB
C
C	 CHANGES
C	 Identical to METROC-Y, version except:




CALL Y.MNTAS (ZS, CK1, CK2, CK3, CK4, TIME, OUT)
IF (OUT) GO TO 10
CAERO = -(CKS x AIRSPDxx2)
CDYN = CK2 x TEMPD
CEMISS = CK3 x TEMPxx4
CABSRB _ -CK4











TABLE RANGE, NO TEMP CDR APPLIED ....
^I
















































































































C COMPUTE FIRST HALF OF COEFFICIENTS I=1,
MID AND TOTAL SUMS SQUARES
DO 8 I=1,MID


















C GENERATE CORRECT SUMS OF SQUARES IN SINGLE PRECISION









DO 20 M=2,MPWR j
20 EI(M)=EIIxEI(M-1)










C COMPUTE FIRST DERIVATIVE COEFFICIENTS (FIRST HALF)
DO 24 M=1,MPWR
C(M)=1.
= DO 23 K=1,M
C(M)=C(M)+EM(K,I)xEIINOM(M,K+1)
- TEMP=C(M)
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C GENERATE SECOND HALF OF COEFFICIENTS
INDX=N+2-I'
DO 25 M=1,MPWR,2
25 CF1( M,INDX )=CF1(M,I)
DO 26 M=2,MPWR,2
26 CF1 (M,INDX )=CF1(M,I)
IF(NDER .EQ, 10GO TO 10






31 EM(M,I) =EM (M,I)+CDN2(M,K)*EI(K-1)
C EM(M,I)=NCPP(M)/DM(M+1)
r DO 32 M=1,MF'WR
` 32 EM(M,I)=EM(M,I)/DM(M+1)
C









C	 GENERATE SECOND HALF OF COEFFICIENTS
INDX=N+2-I
DO 35 M=1,MPWR,2












CMAIN MAIN PROGRAM FOR 'K' VERSION OF METROC SYSTEM OF PROGRAMS
C
t C	 z x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 z	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x
' C	 x NAME	 - METROC-Y.
C
C	 x NUMBER - 112395
C
C	 x ABSTRACT - METROC-IK IS DESIGNED FOR TOTAL AUTOMATED DATA
C REDUCTION OF METEOROLOGICAL ROCKETSONDE PARAMETERS.
	 THE ONLY
C MANUAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENT IS THE INPUT OF SONDE CALIBRATION
° C DATA, SUPPORTING RAWINSONDE DATA, AND NECESSARY START AND STOP
C INFORMATION FOR THE INPUT TAPE.
	 THE PROGRAM USES A METPASS 1
C (1,S,Z397) OUTPUT TAPE.
	 THE DATA ARE EDITED IN A CLEAN-UP
C ACTIVITY AND PASSED THRU ADDITIONAL SMOOTHING AND FILTERING
C WHERE WIND, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND OTHER PARAMETERS ARE
C CALCULATED.	 THE PROGRAM ALSO AVERAGES THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS
C USING A 21 POINT AVERAGING SCHEME.
	 THE DATA ARE REFORMATTED
" C AND A BASELINE TIE-ON LEVEL (BETWEEN RADIOSONDE AND ROCKET
C DATA) IS FOUND,
C
C	 x PURPOSE
C ALL INPUT CARDS FOR METROC-K ARE READ IN THIS ROUTINE AND
C DISPLAYED FOR EASY VERIFICATION,
	 SUBROUTINE EDIT .IS CALLED TO
C PASS ONCE THROUGH THE APPARATUS: DATA, CHECK FOR VALIDITY, AND
C EDIT IT.	 DRIVER IS CALLED TO PASS THROUGH THE DATA AGAIN,
C CALCULATING METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
	 METFORM IS CALLED TO AVERAGE
C VELOCITY CAMPONENTS AND DETERMINE THE TIE-ON LEVEL,
C




C SPRES	 - 30 WORD ARRAY OF RADIOSONDE PRESSSURES
C BTMP	
- 30 WORD ARRAY OF RADIOSONDE TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)
C CALD	 - SOOE SENSOR FREQUENCY CALIBRATION DATUM
C DPP	 - 30 WORD ARRAY OF DEWPOINT
C HEADER - 14 WORD LAUNCH OPERATION LABEL
C HRADAR - RADAR SITE HEIGHT ABOVE SEA LEVEL IN METERS
C ICAL	 - NOT USED IN METROC-K
C LENT	 - SWITCH, 1 = CALIBRATION REQUIRED
C IFILE	 - FILE NUMBER FOR USE WITH MULTIFILE INPUT TAPES
C IFM	 - OPTION, 0 = CHANGE SLANT RANGE FROM FEET TO METERS
C IRSKIP - NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS TO SKIP BEFORE PROCESSING
C IWIND	 - LOGICAL SWITCH, 1. = RADAR DATA ONLY, -1, = TEMP.
C IZTIME - LAUNCH TIME IN HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS (INTEGER)
C LALT	
- 30 WORD ARRAY OF RADIOSONDE ALTITUDE IN DECAMETERS
C LDIR	
- 30 WORD ARRAY OF RADIOSONDE WIND DIRECTION IN DEGREES
C LSPD	
- 30 WORD ARRAY OF RADIOSONDE WIND SPEED (M/S)
C NCBEAD - NUMBER OF THERMISTOR CALIBRATION POINTS
C NCSOND - NUMBER OF SONDE CALIBRATION POINTS
' C NP•BL	
- NUMBER OF RADIOSONDE DATA POINTS








RCSOND - SONDE CALIBRATION DATA
C
	
REF	 - SONDE REFERENCED FREQUENCY PERIOD IN SECONDS
C
	
TCBEAD - THERMISTOR CALIBRATION DATA (TEMPERATURE DEC * CELSIUS)
C
	
TSTART - TIME TO START PROCESSING DATA (SECONDS AFTER LAUNCH)
C
	
TSTOP - TIME TO STOP PROCESSING DATA (SECONDS AFTER LAUNCH)
C
	
XLAT	 - GEODETIC LATITUDE OF LAUNC14 SITE IN DEGREES
C
	







HEADER, IZTIME, TSTART, TSTOP, IRSKIP, HRADAR, XLAT, XLONG,
C
	
IWIND, RCSOND, FCSOND, REF, CALD, TCBEAD, RCBEAD - CARD IPUT
C
	
DATA PRINTED ON OUTPUT LISTING
C
	
HGATE - HALF-WIDTH OF SIGNAL GATE USED FOR TRACKING MET DATA
C
	
SIGLEV - INITIAL VALUE OF SIGNAL GATE USED TO ACQUIRE, FILTER,
C
	
AND TRACY. MET DATA = 155.0
C
	







BI	 - OCTAL VALUE FOR ALL BLANKS 0377777777777
C
	
DTOR	 - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR DEGREES TO RADIANS
C
	
MXBEAD - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF THERMISTOR SENSOR CALIBRATION POINTS
C
	




















• SCRATCH FILES - NONE
C
C











IF CALIBRATION DATA IS NOT WITHIN BOUNDS OR FCSOND AND RCSEAD
C
	

















9/02/80 *ADDED FILE SKIP OPTION (FC Z1)
C
	
2/11/81 *READ FEET TO METERS CONVERSION
C
	
OPTION FROM INPUT CARD 4
C
	







C x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
C//
C
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COMMON /CGATE/ SIGLEV,HGATE






DATA MXBEAD 1101, MXSOND /25/
DATA E:I/0377777777777/
DATA DTOR / .01745329/
DATA IFC /21/
C
C+	 *READ INPUT CARDS AND INITIALIZE
SIGLEV=155.
HGATE=5.
READ (5,400) HEADER, IZTIME,TSTART, TSTOP, IWIND, IRSKIP,
r d	 HRADAR, XLAT, XLONG, IFILE1	 IF (IFILE.EQ.0) IFILE = 1
NFILE = IFILE - 1
•	 TZERO = 609*(60.xIZTIME(1)+IZTIME(2))+IZTIME(3)
!e	 WRITE (6,500) HEADER, IZTIME, TZERO, TSTART, TSTOP,
d	 IRSKIP, NFILE, HRADAR, XLAT, XLONG, IWIND, SIGLEV, HGATE
C
C	 * PERFORM FILE SKIP
REWIND (21)




XLAT = XLAT x DTOR
'	 XLONG = XLONG x DTOR
IF(IWIND) GO TO 16
C	 CONVERT DEGREES TO RADIANS
Cxxwlx DATASONDE CALIBRATIONS DATA ...
READ ( 5,201) IENT,ICAL,IDN,IFM














READ(5 t 420) NCSOND,NCBEAD
*PRINT ERROR MESSAGE IF CALIBRATION DATA IS OUT OF BOUNDS OR FCSOND
AND RCBEAD VALUES NOT INCREASING
IF (NCE;EAD.GT.MXE:EAD) CALL ERROR(4)
IF (NCSOND.GT .MXSOND) CALL ERROR(5)
IF (NCBEAD.LE.1) CALL ERROR(6)
IF (NCSOND.LE.1) CALL LRROR(7)
WRITE (6,520) HEADER
WRITE (6,550)
DO 20 I = S,NCSOND
READ(5,431) RCSOND(I), REF, CALD
1 




IF(CALD.EQ . O.) REF=BI
IF(CALD.EQ.O.) CALD=8I
WRITE(6,560) RCSOND(I),FCSOND(I),REF,CALD
IF (I.EQ . 1) GO TO 20




READ (5,431) ( RC8EAD ( I),I=1,NCBEAD)
DO 10 I = 1,NCBEAD
WRITE (6,540) TCBEAD(I), RCSEAD(I)
IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 10




C+ xREAD INPUT BASE LEVELS IF AVAILABLE
READ (5,501) NF'E;L, (LALT( I),LSPD(I),LDIR(I),DPP ( I),BTMP ( I),BPRES(I)
d	 ,I=l,NPF.L)
IF (IWIND) GO TO 30
C
C+	 xMODIFY CALIBRATION DATA
C	 CLBSET'MODIFIES THE TCBEAD, RCBEAD, RCSOND, AND FCSOND













400 FORMAT (14A6 / 3(I2, 1X), 1X, 2F10.1, 4X, Ll, 13X, 17
d	 F10.2, 2F10.4,I3)
410 FORMAT (2(F10.2, F10.4))
420 FORMAT (2I5)
430 FORMAT (30X, F10.1, F10.3)
431 FORMAT (5F10.5)
440 FORMAT (30X, F10.1, F10.4)
C
"	 500 FORMAT (lHl, 14A6
d	 19X, 'TIME OF LAUNCH# ', I2, 2(lH#, I2), iHZ,
"	 d	 3X, F7.0, ' SECS' /
d	 START PROCESSING (SECS PAST TOL)# It F6.1,	 SECS'
d	 STOP PROCESSING (SECS PAST TOL)# It F6.1, ' SECS'
d	 7X, 'INPUT TAPE RECORDS TO SKIP= ', I7
d	 7X, 'INPUT TAPE FILES	 TO SKIP= ', 27
" d	 19X, 'RADAR ALTITUDE# It F7.1, ' METERS'/
919X, 'RADAR LATITUDE# It F7.2, ' DEGREES'
d	 18X, 'RADAR LONGITUDE#	 , F7.2, ' DEGREES COUNTED PO':ITIVE WE'
d	 ,'ST OF GREENWICH'
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515 FORMAT (
d	 5X,	 SONDE ALTITUDE#	 , F7.1, ' TO ', F7.1
d	 15X, 'SONDE ATR PRESSURE# It F7.1,	 TO
d	 F7.1, ' MILLIBARS')
520 FORMAT (iHI, 14A6 // 'CALIBRATION DATA')
530 FORMAT ( / ' TEMP-CENTIGRADE	 RESISTANCE-K OHMS' /)
540 FORMAT ( 4X, F7.1, 12X, F8.3:
550	 FORMAT(/' RESISTANCE-K OHMS FRED RATIO 	 REF. FRED.	 SIG.'
d	 ,' FREG.'/)
560	 FORMAT(4X,F8.1,8X,F8.4,2F14.4)
5000 FORMAT (1HO,T20,'21 POINT CALIS, DATA REGUIRED')
5100 FORMAT (1)iO,T20 'CALIB, DATA IS PRESENT')
5200 FORMAT (SHO,T20,'WIND DATA OR DATA FILE 08 REGUIRED')
5300 FORMAT (1HO,T20, 1 CALIB, DATA NOT PRESENT')
5400 FORMAT (iH0,T20,'SLANT RANGE FROM INPUT TAPE IS IN FEET')









C	 Calculates the coefficients for a polynomial
C	 least-sgvares fit by solving the matrix. equation
C	 AC = E
C	 The elements of A are supplied by array BT,
C	 which is generated b, EDIT alon g with array B.
C	 C is the solution vector. The technique used
C	 is Gaussian elimination followed b, back solution.
C
C
C	 A(i,j) = Sum(fregXX(2N-i-j)) i;0, j:>0
C	 = n	 i=0, j=0
C






C	 N	 Number of coefficients in the fitted polynomial,

















C	 Identical to the METROC-K version except'
C	 l.Array A in the origional routine, which was
C	 equivalent to common arra y BT, was replaced
C	 with BT.
C	 2.Array U was renamed A.
C
C	 REFERENCES
C	 Equations for coefficients: F.L. Staffanson, "METROC-K
C	 Algorithms", University of Utah Engineerin g College







DO 30 I = 1,N
IXA = Z*(N-IL)
DO 10 J = I,N ;transfer Ith row into matrix. A
v
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4 'IXA = IXA-1 ;from storage array BT
10 A(I,J)	 = BT(IXA)
IF	 (IL.EO.0)	 GO TO 30
DO 20 J = 1,IL
€ DL = A(J,I)/A(J,J) ;divide Jth row by p ivot A(J,J)
C to get multi p lier DL
B(I)	 = B(I)-DLaB(J)
DO 20 JX = I,N ;subtract DL times Ith row







40 I = N
' 50 IF (I.EO.IL) GO TO 60
B(IL)	 = B(IL)-C(I)*A(IL,I>
I = I-1 '
r
GO TO 50
60 C(IL)	 = B(IL)/A(IL,IL)
IL = IL-1


















C	 Converts the azimuth, elevation, and range information
C	 in array RDATA into rectan gular X, Y, Z coordinates.
C	 The coordinates are then stored back. in array RDATA.




C	 Azimuth, elevation, and range input from-EDIT
C	 and X, Y, Z coordinates p assed back. to EDITS
C	 RDATA(1)	 azimuth ( degrees),	 X coordinate ( meters)
C	 RDATA(Z)	 elevation (degrees), Y coordinate (meters)
C	 RDATA ( 3)	 range ( meters),	 Z coordinate ( meters)
C
C CONSTANTS
C	 CRVETH	 Reciprocal of twice the earth's radius (1/meters)
C	 DTOR	 Degrees to radians conversion factor
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C	 AZR	 Radar azimuth angle in radians
C	 CA	 Cosine of radar azimuth
C	 CE	 Cosine of radar elevation
C	 ELR	 Radar elevation ang le in radians
C	 R	 Horizontal ( ground) range of sonde from radar
C	 SA	 Sine of radar azimuth angle
C	 SE	 Sine of radar elevation angle
C
C	 COMMON VARIABLES
C	 HRADAR	 Height above sea level (meters) of radar site
C
C	 CALLING ROUTINE - EDIT
C
C	 SUBROUTINES CALLED - ZSIN, ZCOS
C
C	 REFERENCES
C	 Conversion formula: F.L. Staffanson, "METROC-K Algorithms"
C	 University of Utah Engineering College Re p ort UTECMR 79-161
C	 November 1979, pp.10-11
C
C	 CHANGES
C	 This subroutine is identical to METROC-K version
C	 except ZSIN and ZCOS functions re p lace standard 6809





DATA DTOR / .01745329/	 ;decrees to radians conv. factor





AZR = RDATA (1) x DTOR
ELR = RDATA (2) x DTOR
CA = ZCOS (AZR)
SA = ZSIN (AZR)
CE = ZCOS (ELR)
;convert azimuth from degrees to radians
;convert range	 from degrees to radians
..	 ^ Z. - - , -
	
`i/
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SE = ZSIN (ELR)
R = RDATA (3) r CE
RDATA (1) = R x SA
RDATA (2) = R X CA
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•	 SUPROUTINE REMOVi (D,EMTY)
C-------------------------------------
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SUBROUTINE REMOV2 (D,EMTY)
C-----------------------------------















r;r FUUR QU'ALI 1
1
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SUBROUTINE REWRT ( INTRVL,DINERT)^Y`
C-------------------------------------------------------------
C PURPOSE
	C	 Replaces the frequenc y datum of the last INTRVL
	
C	 edited data points in queuel with an " inert" value,
	
C	 DINERT. Rewrites that would overrun the beginning
	





C	 DDDDDDDDDDD ------------- EEEEEEEEEEEE
	
C	 queue 2 D	 ^	 ^	 E queue 1
	C	 (values	 D	 IHEAD2	 ITAILI	 E (data points
	
C	 from	 D	 E from
	
C	 DRIVER) D	 E EDIT)
	








C	 DINERT	 Constant to replace the frequency value
	
C	 in QFILE ( 2,j) in the p oints to be rewritten.
	
C	 INTRVL	 Number of points in the queue to be rewritten,
	




C	 I	 Index: of points to be rewritten.
	
C	 ISTART	 Start p ointer. Contains index in queue of
	
C	 first p oint to be rewritten.
	
C	 ISTOP	 Stop pointer. Contains index in queue of
	
C	 last point to be rewritten, which is the
	




C	 IHEADI	 Head pointer for queuel. Points to location
	
C	 of next point to be added to quevel.
	
C	 ITAILI	 Tail pointer for queues. Points to location
	
C	 of next p oint to be removed from queuel,
	C	 OFILE ( 5,2000) Storage queue containing edited data points
	





C	 QFILE(1,j)= time since launch ( seconds)
F	 C	 QFILE ( 2,j)= frequency datum ( Hertz)	 j
	
C	 QFILE ( 3,j)= X coordinate ( meters)
	
C	 QFILE(4,j)= Y coordinate (meters)	 i
	
C	 QFILE(5,,i)= Z coordinate (meters)
-	 C
C CALLING ROUTINES - EDIT
C
C COMMENTS
	C	 l.Subroutine ADDS initializes the queue pointers 	 j
	
C	 used by all the other queue access routines;
	
C	 ADD2, REMOVI, REMOV2, REWRT. Therefore ADDI
	
C	 must be called at least once before an y of the
	




2.F:EWRT will only work properly if IHEADI is
	
C	 greater than ITAILI. This should alwa ys be
	
C	 tree in EDIT and should be checked if the
	










C	 REWRT is a new routine and was not part of METROC-Y..
C
C	 COMPILED 6/20/82
C	 REFERENCES -	 -
C------------------------------------------------------------
INCLUDE 'RCOMMON.SA21'




IF (INTRVL.LE.0) RETURN	 ;handles case of INTRVL=O.
ISTOP=IHEADI-1	 ;stop at last edited pt
ISTART=ISTOP-INTRVL





1000 FORMAT ('xxx ERROR IN REWRT'/
8
	
	 'HEAD POINTER LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO TAIL POINTER')
END
PAW
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SUBROUTINE SUNUP (ALT,TIME)
C Uses latitude, longit"de, altitude, and day of year to compute
C a sunrise and sunset time for the sonde's present position.
C It then compares the time corres p onding to the sensor's
C present position to the sunrise/sunset times to determine
C whether the sensor is in day or night, and sets flag DAYNGT
C accordingly.	 Subroutine KMNTAB uses DAYNGT to apply the
C proper day or ni ght Y.rumins' tem perature correction.C
C CONSTANTS
C DTOR	 Degrees to radians conversion factor
364.242	 Number of days in a year
'
C
C 23.4435333 Earth's inclination in degrees
C 279.9346	 Factor for ass ymmetry due to ellipticity
C in competing solar declination
C 3600	 Hours to seconds conversion factor
C
C DUMMY VARIABLES
C ALT	 Altitude in meters
C TIME	 Elapsed time from launch in seconds
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES
C A	 The surmise/sunset solar elevation ang le (radians)
C COSD	 Cosine of the solar declination angle
C D	 Day of the %ear in radians
C SIND	 Sine of the solar declination angle
C H	 Solar hour angle	 (ir, decimal hours).	 (this is also
C the number of hours in half a "day")
C IYR	 Year of launch decoded from header
C MONTH	 Month of launch decoded from header
C MTHDAY	 Launch day of month decoded from header
C SNOON	 The time (in decimal hours) of meridian passage
w C or true solar noon.
C TIMNOW	 Time corres p onding to altitude of sensor (GMT
C in seconds).
C TSR	 Time of sunrise (GMT in seconds).
C TSS	 Time of sunset (GMT in seconds).
C TWODEE	 Two times the day of the year in seconds
C XPHI	 Angle (in radians) which takes into account the
- C ellipticity of the earth.
E
C
f C COMMON VARIABLES
C DAYNGT	 Flag that indicates whether sensor is in day
C or ni ght. Values:	 1.=day, -1.=night
C HEADER	 14 character launch operation label
C TZERO	 Launch time (GMT in seconds)
C XLAT	 Geodetic latitude of launch site in degrees
C XLDNG	 Geodetic longitude of launch site in degrees
C
C CALLED BY - KMNTAB
C
C FUNCTIONS CALLED - ZSIN, ZCOS
C
" C COMMENTS
C S.Date of launch must start at character 15 of HEADER
C and be in form YYMMDD.
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C	 west of Greenwich.
C	 3.All formulas for this routine were derived from
C	 NASA's Technical Memorandum TM-X-1646
C
C CHANGES
C	 Identical"to METROC-K version except:
C	 l.Changed variable DAYMNTH to MTHDAY to make it integer,'
C	 and variable M to SNOON to make it real.
C	 Varisole DAYEAR is real instead of integer.
C	 2.Used ENCODE statement to help decode HEADER
C	 3.Changed the two values of fla g DAYNGT to 1.=day,_-1.=night
C	 4.Added temporary variable TWODEE
C	 5.Used functions ZSIN and ZCOS because SIN and COS cannot










C CALCULATE DAY OF YEAR
C
ENCODE 2000, HEADER
DECODE 1000, NYR, MONTH, MTHDAY
DAYNGT = 1.
D =	 DAYEAR(MONTH) + MTHDAY - 1
IF((MONTH	 .GT.2)	 .AND.	 (MOD(NYR,4)	 .EQ.	 0)	 )	 D = D +
	
1.0
D= l D x 360. / 365.242 ) x DTOR
C
C COMPUTE SOLAR HOUR ANGLE
C
j TWODEE = 2.x D
XPHI = (279.9348 + D/STOR + 1.914827xZSIN(D) - 0.079525xZCOS(D)
{ d + 0.019938 x ZSIN(TWODEE) - 0.001620 x ZCOS(TWODEE)) x DTOR
SIND = 23.44383333xDTOR
SIND = ZSIN(SIND) x ZSIN(XPHI)
SIND = It - ASS(SIND)xxZ.
COSD = SQRT(SIND)
AA =	 (-1.76459 x	 ((ALT/1000.)xx.40795))
	 x DTOR
- E.E. = (ZSIN(AA) - ZSIN(XLAT) x SIND)/(ZCUS(XLAT)xCOSD)
i IB = BE
IF	 (ID)	 9,5,10
5 H =	 (ACOS(E:B))/(15.xDTOR) 	 I
C
C COMPUTE TRUE SOLAR NOON
C
SNOON = 12. + 0.123570 x ZSIN(D) - 0.004289 x ZCOS(D)
_ g + 0.153809 x ZSIN(TWODEE) + 0.060783 x ZCOS(TWODEE)
TIMNOW = TZERO + TIME
C
C DETERMINE IF DATA OBTAINED IN LIGHT OR DARKNESS
' C
TSR = (XLONG/(15.xDTOR) + SNOON - H) x 3600.
TSS = (XLONG/(15.xDTOR) + SNOON + H) x 3600.`
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IF (TIMNOW .LT. TSR .AND. TIMNOW .GT. TSS-86400.) DAYNGT


















Exchanges the 13 smoothed temperature and position
variables generated bV DIRSIT with the values stared
in array SCOPYe
DUMMY VARIABLES
SCOPY(13)	 contains previous values of the 13 temperature




TIME time after launch of present data point
XS smoothed east coordinate (m)
YS smoothed north coordinate (m)
ZS smoothed altitude (m)
TEMP smoothed sensor temperature (K)
XD east	 velocity component (m/s)
YD north velocity comp onent (m/s)
ZD upward velocity com ponent (m/s)
TEMPD first derivative of sensor temperature
XDD east acceleration component (m/sxx2)
YDD north acceleration comp onent (m/sxx2)
ZDD upward acceleration component (m/sxx2)
TEMPDD second derivative of sensor temperature
INTERNAL VARIABLES
SAV	 temporary storage
SUBROUTINES CALLED - NONE
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SAV = YD
YD = SCOF'Y (7)






SCOF'Y (9) = SAV
SAV = XDD
XDD = SCOFY(10)
SCOF'Y (10) s SAV
SAV = YDD
YDD = SCOPY(11)




















Checks for errors in successive time values of raw data.
C
	
Corrects the time of 'he point in error if there are less
C
	
than a maxim4m numb	 of errors in the g iven set of points.
C
	





DSTOR(5,10) tenth second raw data record.
C
	
DSTOn(1,J) time in GMT seconds
C
	
NW	 number of raw data p oints in DSTOR to be checked
C
	






















IDSTOR	 temporary storage for time, used to truncate
C
	
to the tenths place.
C
	




the counter is incremented.
C
	
JL	 index of raw data points
C
COMMON VARIABLES
I01	 Output device number for informative messages
Possible Values:
99	 Dummy device. No output occurs
101	 Terminal display screen
102	 Printer
CALLED BY - EDIT
TERMINATION CONDITIONS
If number of time errors during current call is greater
than NERR: error message is printed and program stops
COMMENTS
A single raw data p oint which is merely missing,
rather than wrong, will cause a chain reaction which
will abort the program,
CHANGES
This subroutine differs from the METROC-F( version:
1.All references to radar time were eliminated,
since radar time is not present
C
	
2.The parameter NERR was added because eliminating radar
C	 may require changes in the error limit
C
	
3.Printing the error message and terminating are done
C
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DO 1 JL=2.NN
DELT = DSTOR(1,JL) - DSTOR(1,JL-1) ;difference should be ,1 sec
IF (DELT.GT..15 .OR.	 ;if difference is out of
R	 DELT.LT..05) THEN	 ;	 normal range,
IERFG = IERFG + 1 	 ;increment error counter
IF(IERFG,GT.NERR) THEN
	 ;if too many errors in this set
WRITE (IO1,1000) NERR, OSTOR(1,JK) ;print error message
STOP	 ;and abort
END IF
1	 DSTOR(JK,JL) = DSTOR(JK,JL-1) + .1 ;otherwise, correct error
IDSTOR = (DSTOR(JK,JL) + .05) x 10.
DSTOR(JK,JL) = IDSTOR / 10.
END IF
1 CONTINUE
1000 FORMAT ('xxx ERROR IN TIMCHKV
d	 'MORE THAN ',I2,' TIME ERRORS'/
















C	 THIS SUBROUTINE USES A LINEAR FIT FOR THE TEMPERATURE, BUT IT
C	 USES A QUADRATIC FIT FOR THE FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES.
C	 THE F'1 AND F'2 ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED AT LEAST ?LTHT?, WHILE
C	 THE TEMP AND TIME ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED BY AT LEAST ?(LTHT +


































CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS (ALONG WITH THE SUMS OF THEIR














PUT PAW TEMPERATURE: AND TIME IN THE TEMP AND AFFRAYS
TEMF'(ICNTT)=T
TIME (ICNTT)=TIN











P2XSM=P2XSM+(P2(I)xTEMP(I)) OF POOR QUALI'f
80 CONTINUE
C





C SET ?T? AND ?TOUT? EQUAL TO THE RAW TEMPERATURE AND TIME (RESP)


































It C THE 6809 WILL NOT TAKE THE SIN OF A NEC #




IF(A .GE. 0.0) COTO 10	 f
A = —A
ZSIN =SIN(A)
1	 ZSIN = — ZSIN	 .= rJt,tt li,' ^i't ,	 jl
I	 RETURN	 !
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COMMON SFR (10 0 ) OF	 Q^ALII" :'
COMMON SIGLEV
COMMON ST10 00)
COMMON SX(100)
COMMON SY(100)
COMMON SZ(100)
COMMON TAPOG
COMMON TCEEAD(10)
COMMON TEMP
COMMON TEMFD
COMMON TEMPDD
COMMON TIME
COMMON TMID(50)
COMMON TMPTRS(1150)
COMMON TSTART
COMMON TSTOP
COMMON TZERO
COMMON U(3,3)
COMMON XD
COMMON XDD
COMMON XLAT
COMMON XLONG
COMMON XMID(50)
COMMON XS
COMMON XVM(50)
COMMON YD
COMMON YDD
COMMON YMID(50)
COMMON YS
COMMON YVM(50)
COMMON ZAPOG
COMMON ZD
COMMON ZDD
COMMON ZMID(50)
COMMON ZS
COMMON ZXM(50)
I
